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CHAPTER 1.

I NTRODUCTION TO I NTEGRATIVE
M ODELLING 1

1.1. I NTRODUCTION
As discussed in the first year course ‘Introduction to Modelling and Simulation’, a model is a
representation of an object, phenomenon, system, theory, or idea (further referred to as process) in
some form. Such a representation describes the most relevant (in principle not all) elements,
relations and properties of the process considered, and is often used for further analysis of its
characteristics and properties. A distinction can be made between a model of an existing process in
reality and a model of a process that is still being designed, as often occurs in engineering disciplines.
One way of expressing this distinction is as models for natural processes in contrast to models for
artificial processes. In the latter case the model serves as a design description or design model (a kind
of blueprint) that forms the basis to realise (or implement) the process being designed. Examples of
such design models are architectural design models, mechanical design models, software
architecture models, conceptual models for databases and information systems, agent models and
knowledge models.
For practical application, often different types of models are needed in combination. By some form
of integration such models are glued together to obtain a more complex, integrated model. Such an
integration can concern:





models for natural processes and models for artificial processes
qualitative (logical) models and quantitative (numerical) models
models for different subprocesses or domains
models at different aggregation levels of a process

In the current course ‘Integrative Modelling’ the first type of integration is central. In particular, it will
be addressed how within agent models (for example, used for the design of software agents),
domain models of processes in reality (for example, models for human functioning) can be
integrated. In addition, the integration of qualitative models and quantitative models will be briefly
addressed. In the Master course ‘Comparative Modelling’ (which was previously called ‘Integrative
Modelling 2’) the other two types of integration will be addressed.

1.1.1. I N TE G R A TI O N

OF

D O M AI N M O D E L S

AN D

A GE N T M O D E L S

Domain models are used to describe phenomena in the natural world such as for example:




1

the physical and biological environment,
physiological and cognitive processes within humans,
behavioural processes of a human in interaction with his or her environment
social and organisational processes based on interaction between humans.

By Jan Treur, VU University Amsterdam, Agent Systems Research Group
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Agent models can be used to describe phenomena in the natural world (such as animals or humans and
their behaviour and interaction), or for artificially created (engineered) processes such as, for example:






software agents
intelligent cars
search bots and recommender systems on Internet
smart homes
robots

For this course, agent models will be used for both cases: to model (natural) human agents and to
model (artificial) ambient agents. Here ‘ambient’ means in the immediate environment of humans
that are supported by them, for example, on their cell phone. To model human functioning agent
models will be addressed, for example, for humans with behaviour motivated by desires, and
humans generating emotions and feelings. Moreover, for a number of applications it will be shown
how domain models can be integrated within ambient agent models in order to give these ambient
agents some understanding of the part of reality they are dealing with. Such understanding enables
them to perform actions in a more informed, knowledgeable manner, and to show more human-like
behaviour in interaction with humans.

1.1.2. I N TE G R A TI O N

O F Q U AL I T A TI VE M O D E L S AN D Q U A N TI T A TI VE M O D E L S

Models for complex processes in reality (such as biological, neurological, psychological and social
processes) are often based on quantitative, numerical methods. Such approaches often use
numerical variables to describe aspects of the process and how they affect each other over time; for
example, how the number of predators affects the number of preys. An advantage of such numerical
approaches is that numerical approximation methods and software environments are available for
simulation. Agent and knowledge modelling approaches are usually based on qualitative, logical
languages. By means of logic-based approaches, declarative models can be specified using
representation languages that are close to the natural language. An advantage of such declarative
models is that they can be considered and analyzed at a high abstract level. Furthermore, automated
support (e.g., dedicated editing and design tools) is provided for manipulation and design of models.
A further advantage of such logical approaches is that they allow (automated) logical analysis of the
relationships between different parts of a model, for example relationships between global properties
of a multi-agent system as a whole, and local properties of the basic mechanisms within agents.
A (dynamic system) model, as it is considered here, is characterised by states and transitions
between these states. One specific subclass is formed by models based on qualitative states and
transitions. Another specific subclass is formed by numerical dynamic systems based on difference or
differential equations. Models that incorporate both qualitative and quantitative elements are often
called hybrid models. The LEADSTO modelling approach used as a vehicle in this course provides
means to integrate the quantitative and qualitative aspects in such hybrid models.
In the remainder of this course, first Chapter 2. introduces the integration of domain models within
agent models illustrated for a simple qualitative case concerning human behaviour motivated by
desires. Next, Chapter 4. introduces integration of qualitative and quantitative aspects, for a case
concerning biological populations and their management. In Chapter 5. and further integrative
modelling for a number of themes will be addressed: driving behaviour, emotion generation within
individuals, emotion contagion within groups, attention, and the dynamics of viral videos on the web.
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CHAPTER 2.

INTEGRATION OF DOMAIN MODELS
WITHIN AGENT MODELS 2

2.1. INTRODUCTION
The first type of integration of models addressed in this course is the
integration of domain models and agent models. This integration takes
place by embedding domain models in certain ways within agent models.
By incorporating domain models within an agent model, the agent gets an
understanding of the processes of its surrounding environment, which is a
solid basis for knowledgeable intelligent behaviour. Four different ways to
integrate domain models within agent models are considered in this
course. A most simple way is to use a domain model that specifically
models human behaviour in the following manner:
domain model directly used as agent model


In this case a domain model that describes human processes and behaviour is used directly as an
agent model, in order to simulate human behaviour. Note that here the domain model and agent
model refer to the same agent.

Such an agent model can be used in interaction with other agent models, in particular with ambient
agent models to obtain a test environment for simulations. For this last type of (artificial) agents
domain models can be integrated within their agent models in three different ways, in order to
obtain one or more of the following (sub)models; see Figure 2.1. Here the solid arrows indicate
information exchange between processes (data flow) and the dotted arrows the integration process
of the domain models within the agent models.
analysis model


To perform analysis of the human’s states and processes by reasoning based on observations (possibly
using specific sensors) and the domain model.

support model


To generate support for the human by reasoning based on the domain model.

adaptation model


To tune parameters in the domain model better to the specific characteristics of the human by
reasoning based on the domain model.

Note that here the domain model that is integrated refers to one agent (the human considered),
whereas the agent model in which it is integrated refers to a different agent (the ambient software
agent). Within this chapter each of the four types of models is briefly illustrated below by means of a
simple imaginary example in which icecream plays a crucial role.
2

By Zulfiqar A. Memon and Jan Treur, VU University Amsterdam, Agent Systems Research Group
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Ambient agent model

Human agent model
Adaption
model
Domain model

Analysis model

Support model

Domain
model

FIGURE 2.1 Four ways to integrate a domain model within an agent model

In Section 2.2 domain models are addressed. Section 2.3 discusses how domain models can be
integrated within an agent model to obtain an analysis model. Section 2.4 does the same for support
models. In Section 2.5 discusses integration of a domain model to obtain an adaptation model within
an agent model.

2.2. DOMAIN MODELS
Domain models considered here are models of parts of reality, including one or more humans and
relevant aspect of their environment. Within the course Introduction to Modelling and Simulation
many examples of domain models have been addressed, for example models for neural mechanisms
for learning, adaptive decision making in human eating behaviour, motivation-based behaviour
based on beliefs, desires and intentions, and trust-based intertemporal decision making as a basis for
emergence of temporally reciprocal altruism. In the current course, each chapter first presents a
domain model; examples are domain models for emotion generation, driving behaviour, emotion
contagion within groups, criminal behaviour. Modelling techniques used for these domain models
are often temporal logical approaches or dynamical systems approaches or combinations thereof. All
of these techniques will be expressed in the hybrid LEADSTO format allowing both logical and
numerical elements.

2.2.1. A N AL Y S I S O F T H E M AI N A S PE C TS
D O M AI N M O D E L

AN D THE I R

R E L A TI O N S

FOR

E X AM PL E

For an example (that will also be used in the subsequent sections), suppose that it is observed that
Arnie crosses the street, and he is heading to a place P where they sell delicious icecream. The main
concepts used to model this behaviour are:







A desires to buy icecream
A observes that at P they sell icecream
A goes to P
A is hungry
A does not eat
A likes icecream
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The processes leading to such behaviour may involve a desire to buy icecream and a state of being
hungry, as described in a simple domain model expressed by the following global dynamic
relationships (see also Figure 2.2):
Affecting being hungry


A does not eat affects that A is hungry

Affecting the desire to buy icecream




A is hungry affects that A desires to buy icecream
A observes that at P they sell icecream affects that A desires to buy icecream
A likes icecream affects that A desires to buy icecream

Affecting the action



A desires to buy icecream affects that A goes to P
A observes that at P they sell icecream affects that A goes to P
A likes
icecream

A does not eat

A observes that at
P icecream is sold

A is hungry

A desires to
buy icecream

A goes to P

FIGURE 2.2 A simple example of a domain model

2.2.2. D E T AI L E D D O M AI N M O D E L

F O R T HE

E X AM P L E

The concepts were formalised for the detailed domain model as shown in Table 2.1.
Concept

Formalisation

A desires to buy icecream

desire(A:AGENT, performed(A:AGENT,
buy_icecream))

A observes that at P they sell icecream

observed(A:AGENT, icecream_at(P:POSITION))

A goes to P

performed(A:AGENT, goto(P:POSITION))

A is hungry

hungry(A:AGENT)

A likes icecream

likes(A:AGENT, icecream)

A does eat

performed(A:AGENT, eat)

TABLE 2.1 Formalisation of the concepts of the example domain model

The formalisation of some of the concepts makes use of sorts. These are presented in Table 2.2.
Sort

Description of use

Elements

AGENT

Ambient and human agents

a, b, a1, a2, ..,

ACTION

Actions

eat, buy_icecream,
goto(P:POSITION)

FOOD

Types of food

icecream

POSITION

Positions

p1, p2, …

INFO_ELEMENT

Information element

icecream_at(P:POSITION)
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TABLE 2.2 Sorts used

Within the language LEADSTO the dynamic relationships for the detailed domain model can be
formalised as follows:
DDR1 Becoming hungry
If
A does not eat
then
A will be hungry
not performed(A, eat)




hungry(A)

DDR2 Generating the desire to buy icecream
If
A is hungry
and A observes that at P they sell icecream
and A likes icecream
then
A will desire to buy icecream
hungry(A) & observed(A, icecream_at(P)) &

 desire(A, performed(A, buy_icecream))

likes(A, icecream)

DDR3 Generating the action to go to the icecream
If
A desires to buy icecream
and A observes that at P they sell icecream
then
A will go to P
desire(A, performed(A, buy_icecream))


performed(A, goto(P))

2.2.3. A N E X AM PL E S I M UL AT I O N T R A CE

&

observed(A, icecream_at(P))

F O R THE

D O M AI N M O D E L

Based on the domain model described in Section 2.2.2 simulations can be performed. An example is
shown in Figure 2.3. Here time is on the horizontal axis, and the formalised concepts (logical atoms
indicating state properties) on the vertical axis. Dark lines indicate time intervals where the atoms
are true and light lines where they are false. Otherwise they are unknown. What is shown in Figure
2.3 is that agent a always likes icecream, and that a did not eat from time point 0 on. As a result a is
hungry from time point 1 on. After time point 1 a observes the icecream at p1, and (already being
hungry) as a consequence after time point 2 generates the desire to buy icecream, which leads to the
action to go to p1 after time point 3.
performed(a, eat)
observed(a, icecream_at(p1))
likes(a, icecream)
hungry(a)
desire(a, performed(a, buy_icecream))
performed(a, goto(p1))
time

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

FIGURE 2.3 Example simulation trace for the domain model

2.3. ANALYSIS MODELS
A crucial element of ambient agents is that they collect and infer information about the human’s
functioning. Some aspects of the states and processes related to the human’s functioning can be
directly observed, but often many relevant aspects only can be indirectly derived. For such
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derivations it is useful to have a domain model integrated within the ambient agent model in the
form of an analysis model.

2.3.1. A N AL Y S I S O F T H E M AI N A S PE C TS
A N AL Y S I S M O D E L

AN D THE I R

R E L A TI O N S

FOR AN

E X AM PL E

For the example introduced above, suppose that it is observed that Arnie crosses the street, heading
to a place where they sell delicious icecream, then one might derive the belief that Arnie desires to
buy icecream. An analysis can also go further. For example, it can be found out why Arnie has this
desire, and this may be related to beliefs that Arnie is hungry and that Arnie likes icecream, and by
seeing the place to buy icecream this results in the desire to buy it. Moreover, one may derive that
he is hungry because he did not eat. Such reasoning can be modelled when the domain model is
integrated as an analysis model within the agent model for an ambient agent, Xander in the example.
This integration can be done in different manners, in particular to enable Xander to perform
reasoning forward in time or to perform reasoning backward in time. In the example, for the
moment it is assumed that Arnie indeed likes icecream and Xander believes this; however, in Section
2.5 it is discussed how the model can be adapted when this is not a valid assumption. Moreover, it is
assumed that Xander has as its goal to support Arnie, which entails (sub)goals such as the goal that
Arnie should not become hungry. Therefore a belief that Arnie is becoming hungry can be used as a
basis of the assessment that this internal state is undesirable.
CONCEPTS AND RELATIONS FOR REASONING FORWARD IN TIME IN AN ANALYSIS MODEL
The first option to use an analysis model is to use it for reasoning forward in time. For this the main
concepts are:











ambient agent X observes Y
ambient agent X believes Y
ambient agent X believes that A does not eat
ambient agent X believes that A is hungry
ambient agent X believes that A desires to buy icecream
ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream
ambient agent X believes that A likes icecream
ambient agent X believes that A will go to P
ambient agent X desires that A is not hungry
ambient agent X assesses that it is undesirable that A is hungry

For reasoning forward in time the following format is used in the analysis model to represent
integrated domain model relationships (see also Figure 2.4):
Affecting beliefs by observations


ambient agent X observes Y affects that ambient agent X believes Y

Affecting the belief that A is hungry


ambient agent X believes that A does not eat affects that ambient agent X believes that A is hungry

Affecting the belief that A desires to buy icecream



ambient agent X believes that A is hungry affects that ambient agent X believes that A desires to buy
icecream
ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream affects that ambient agent X
believes that A desires to buy icecream
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ambient agent X believes that A likes icecream affects that ambient agent X believes that A desires to
buy icecream

Affecting the belief that A goes to P



ambient agent X believes that A desires to buy icecream affects that ambient agent X believes that A
will go to P
ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream affects that ambient agent X
believes that A will go to P

Affecting the assessment that A is in an undesirable state of being hungry



ambient agent X believes that A is hungry affects that ambient agent X assesses that it is undesirable
that A is hungry
ambient agent X desires that A is not hungry affects that ambient agent X assesses that it is
undesirable that A is hungry
agent X observes that
A observes that at P
icecream is sold

agent X believes
that A observes that
at P icecream is sold

agent X believes that
A likes icecream

agent X believes
that A is hungry
agent X observes
that A does not eat

agent X believes
that A does not eat

agent X believes that A
desires to buy icecream

agent X desires that
A is not hungry

agent X believes
that A goes to P

agent X assesses that it is
undesirable that A is hungry

FIGURE 2.4 Example of an analysis model within an ambient agent for reasoning forward in time

Here Y can be instantiated by ‘A observes a place P nearby where they sell delicious icecream’, or ‘A does
not eat’. The other states of the human are assumed not observable. Note that the integration of the
domain model relationships within such an analysis model for forward reasoning can be done in a
systematic manner by embedding the concepts in a domain model relationship within beliefs or
observations of the ambient agent; for example, the domain model relationship
E

affects F

between concepts E and F (for example, E = ‘A is hungry’, F = ‘A desires to buy icecream’) is integrated
within the analysis model as the relationship
ambient agent X believes that E

affects

ambient agent X believes that F

This analysis model can be used by the ambient agent to derive from the observation that Arnie does
not eat via the belief that Arnie does not eat, the belief that Arnie will be hungry. From that belief, an
assumed belief that Arnie likes icecream, and the belief that Arnie observes the place to buy
icecream it can be derived that Arnie desires to buy icecream. From a belief that Arnie desires
icecream and that Arnie observes icecream at P, it can be derived that Arnie will go to P.
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The belief that Arnie is becoming hungry can be used as a basis of the assessment that this internal
state is undesirable, if a belief is assumed that the ambient agent Xander’s desire is to let Arnie not
become hungry.
CONCEPTS AND RELATIONS FOR REASONING BACKWARD IN TIME IN AN ANALYSIS MODEL
Also alternative options to integrate a domain model within the ambient agent model can be used.
For the icecream example reasoning backward in time (a form of abduction) can be applied when the
domain model relationships are integrated within the analysis model in the following (reverse)
manner (see also Figure 2.5 ):
Affecting beliefs by observations


ambient agent X observes Y affects that ambient agent X believes Y

Affecting that ambient agent X believes that A desires to buy icecream




ambient agent X believes that A likes icecream affects that ambient agent X believes that A is hungry
ambient agent X believes that A goes to P affects that ambient agent X believes that A desires to buy
icecream
ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream affects that ambient agent X
believes that A desires to buy icecream

Affecting that ambient agent X believes that A is hungry



ambient agent X believes that A desires to buy icecream affects that ambient agent X believes that A
is hungry
ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream affects that ambient agent X
believes that A is hungry

Affecting the assessment that A is in an undesirable state of being hungry



ambient agent X believes that A is hungry affects that ambient agent X assesses that it is undesirable
that A is hungry
ambient agent X desires that A is not hungry affects that ambient agent X assesses that it is
undesirable that A is hungry

Note that the integration of the domain model relationships within such an analysis model for
backward reasoning can be done in a systematic manner by embedding the concepts in a domain
model relationship within beliefs of the ambient agent in a reverse manner, for example, the domain
relationship
E

affects F

between concepts E and F (for example, E = ‘A desires to buy icecream’, F = ‘A goes to P’) is
integrated within the analysis model as the relationship between beliefs about them, and reversing
the direction for two of the concepts, thus obtaining:
ambient agent X believes that F

affects

ambient agent X believes that E

Such types of reasoning backward in time are what humans often perform when they try to figure
out why others do what they see them doing, where this ‘why’ question is answered in terms of the
human’s internal states that lead to the actions considered. By integrating a domain model as an
analysis model within an ambient agent model in the way indicated, the ambient agent can also
perform such reasoning backward in time. For the icecream example it can conclude the belief that
Arnie is hungry from the belief that the action to go to P occurs. As before, this belief can be used as
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a basis of the assessment that this internal state of being hungry is undesirable, if a desire within the
ambient agent Xander is assumed that Arnie is not hungry.
agent X observes that
A observes that at P
icecream is sold

agent X believes
that A observes that
at P icecream is sold

agent X observes
that A goes to P

agent X believes
that A goes to P

agent X believes that A
desires to buy icecream

agent X desires that
A is not hungry

agent X believes that
A likes icecream

agent X believes
that A is hungry

agent X assesses that it is
undesirable that A is hungry

FIGURE 2.5 Example analysis model for reasoning backward in time

2.3.2. D E T AI L E D A N AL Y S I S M O D E L

F O R TH E

E X AM PL E

For the detailed analysis models for the icecream example the main concepts have been formalised
as shown in Table 2.3.
Concept

Formalisation

ambient agent X observes Y

observed(X: AGENT, Y:INFO_ELT)

ambient agent X believes that A desires to
buy icecream

belief(X: AGENT, desire(A: AGENT,
performed(A, buy_icecream)))

ambient agent X believes that A observed
that at P they sell icecream

belief(X: AGENT, observed(A: AGENT,
icecream_at(P:POSITION)))

ambient agent X believes that A goes to P

belief(X, performed(A: AGENT,
goto(P:POSITION)))

ambient agent X believes that A is hungry

belief(X: AGENT, hungry(A: AGENT))

ambient agent X believes that A likes
icecream

belief(X: AGENT, likes(A: AGENT, icecream))

ambient agent X believes that A does not eat

belief(X: AGENT, not(performed(A: AGENT,
eat)))

ambient agent X desires that A is not hungry

desire(X: AGENT, not(hungry(A:AGENT)))

ambient agent X assesses that the
undesirable state occurs that A is hungry

assessment(X: AGENT,
undesirable_state(hungry(A:AGENT)))

TABLE 2.3 Formalisation of the concepts of the example analysis models

DETAILED ANALYSIS MODEL FOR REASONING FORWARD IN TIME
The example analysis model reasoning forward in time the domain model is integrated in the form of
the following dynamic relationships:
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ADR1 Generating beliefs from observations
If
ambient agent X observes Y
then
ambient agent X will believe Y
observed(X, Y)




belief(X, Y)

ADR2 Generating the belief that A is hungry
If
ambient agent X believes that A does not eat
then
ambient agent X will believe that A is hungry
belief(X, not(performed(A, eat)))




belief(X, hungry(A))

ADR3 Generating the belief that A desires to buy icecream
If
ambient agent X believes that A is hungry
and ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream
and ambient agent X believes that A likes icecream
then
ambient agent X will believe that A desires to buy icecream
belief(X, hungry(A)) &
belief(X, observes(A, icecream_at(P))) &
belief(X, likes(A, icecream))


belief(X, desire(A, performed(A, buy_icecream)))

ADR4 Generating the belief that A goes to the icecream
If
ambient agent X believes that A desires to buy icecream
and ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream
then
ambient agent X will believe that A will go to P
belief(X, desire(A, performed(A, buy_icecream)))
belief(X, observes(A, icecream_at(P)))


belief(X, performed(A, goto(P)))

&

ADR5 Generating the assessment that A is in an undesirable state of being hungry
If
ambient agent X believes that A is hungry
and ambient agent X desires that A is not hungry
then
ambient agent X will assess that it is undesirable that A is hungry
belief(X, hungry(A)) & desire(X, not(hungry(A)))


assessment(X, undesirable_state(hungry(A)))

The integration of the domain model relationships within such a formalised analysis model for
reasoning forward in time is done in a systematic manner by replacing the atoms in a domain model
relationship, for example
a& b 
 c
by beliefs of the ambient agent about them, thus obtaining:
belief(X, a) & belief(X, b) 
 belief(X, c)
DETAILED ANALYSIS MODEL FOR REASONING BACKWARD IN TIME
For the icecream example analysis model for reasoning backward in time (a form of abduction), the
domain model is integrated in the form of the following dynamic relationships:
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ADR6 Abducing the belief that A desires to buy icecream
If
ambient agent X believes that A goes to P
and ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream
and ambient agent X believes that A likes icecream
then
ambient agent X will believe that A desires to buy icecream
belief(X, performed(goto(P))) &
belief(X observed(A, icecream_at(P)))
belief(X likes(A, icecream))


belief(X, desire(A, performed(A, buy_icecream)))

ADR7 Abducing the belief that A is hungry
If
ambient agent X believes that A desires to buy icecream
and ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream
then
ambient agent X will believe that A is hungry
belief(X, desire(A, performed(A, buy_icecream))) &
belief(X observed(A, icecream_at(P))) &


belief(X, hungry(A))

The assessment is made by using dynamic relationship ADR5 from the detailed analysis model above.
The integration of the domain model relationships within a formalised analysis model for reasoning
backward in time was done in a systematic manner by replacing the atoms in a domain model
relationship, for example
a& b 
 c
by beliefs about them, and reversing the direction for two of the atoms, thus obtaining:
belief(X, a) & belief(X, c) 
 belief(X, b)

2.3.3. E X A M PL E T R A CE S

F O R TH E

T W O A N AL Y S I S M O D E L S

In Figure 2.6 an example trace for the analysis based on forward reasoning as performed by ambient
agent x is shown (in addition to the trace for agent a based on the domain model shown in Figure
2.3). Right from the start, ambient agent x believes that a likes icecream, and it has a desire that a is
not hungry. Next it observes that a does not eat and that a observes the icecream. From this it
derives by reasoning forward in time that a is hungry and will have the desire to buy icecream.
Finally, it assesses the state of a being hungry as undesirable, and that a will go to p1.
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performed(a, eat)
observed(a, icecream_at(p1))
likes(a, icecream)
belief(x, likes(a, icecream))
desire(x, not(hungry(a)))
hungry(a)
observed(x, not(performed(a, eat)))
observed(x, observed(a, icecream_at(p1)))
desire(a, performed(a, buy_icecream))
belief(a, icecream_at(p1))
belief(x, not(performed(a, eat)))
belief(x, hungry(a))
performed(a, goto(p1))
belief(x, observed(a, icecream_at(p1)))
assessment(x, undesirable_state(hungry(a)))
belief(x, desire(a, performed(a, buy_icecream)))
belief(x, performed(a, goto(p1)))
time
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FIGURE 2.6 Example of an analysis model within an ambient agent for reasoning forward in time

In Figure 2.7 an example trace for the analysis based on backward reasoning as performed by
ambient agent x is shown. Again right from the start, ambient agent x believes that a likes icecream,
and it has a desire that a is not hungry. But it also has the beliefs (based on observations) that a is
going to p1 and that a has observed the icecream there. From this it derives by reasoning backward
in time the belief that a has the desire to buy icecream and from this the belief that a is hungry.
Finally, as for the forward reasoning case it assesses the state of a being hungry as undesirable.
belief(x, performed(a, goto(p1)))
belief(x, observed(a, icecream_at(p1)))
belief(x, likes(a, icecream))
desire(x, not(hungry(a)))
belief(x, desire(a, performed(a, buy_icecream)))
belief(x, hungry(a))
assessment(x, undesirable_state(hungry(a)))
time
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FIGURE 2.7 Example of an analysis model within an ambient agent for reasoning forward in time

2.4. SUPPORT MODELS
For an ambient agent to have some beliefs and assessments about the human’s internal state is one
thing, but to be of any help also actions are needed to avoid undesirable states. To generate actions
that fit to the results of the analysis, a support model can be used by the ambient agent.

2.4.1. A N AL Y S I S O F T H E M AI N C O N CE P TS
S UP P O R T M O D E L

AN D T HE I R

R E L A TI O N S

F O R AN

E X A M PL E

Suppose in the icecream example, it has been assessed as undesirable that Arnie is hungry. Moreover
suppose that the ambient agents believes that there is a restaurant just around the corner. Then as
an action the ambient agent may consider to propose Arnie to go to that restaurant for a healthy
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dinner. To be able to derive such a proposal, an extension of the domain model can be used, namely
by (see Figure 2.8):
DDR4 From going to a restaurant to eating there
If
A goes to a place Q
and at Q there is a restaurant
then
A will eat a meal
performed(A, goto(Q))

&

restaurant_at(Q)




performed(A, eat)

DDR5 Not becoming hungry by eating
If
A does eat
then
A will not be hungry
performed(A, eat)
A goes to Q




not hungry(A)

at Q there is a
restaurant

A does not eat

A likes
icecream

A is hungry

A observes that at
P icecream is sold

A desires to
buy icecream

A goes to P

FIGURE 2.8 Example domain model extended

A SUPPORT MODEL FOR REASONING FORWARD IN TIME
The first approach for a support model is to generate action options and evaluate them one by one
by assuming them and deriving their consequences by reasoning forward in time. In this way for the
option for A to go to Q it can be concluded by the ambient agent that the action for A to go to Q will
resolve the undesirable state for A of being hungry. To this end within the ambient agent model the
extended domain model can be integrated as a support model as follows (see Figure 2.9). The main
concepts considered are:








ambient agent X assumes that A goes to Q
ambient agent X believes that A goes to Q
ambient agent X believes that A eats a meal
ambient agent X believes that at Q there is a restaurant
ambient agent X believes that A is not hungry
ambient agent X proposes that A goes to Q
ambient agent X tells that there is a restaurant at Q

Global relationships between these concepts are (see Figure 2.9):
Affecting incorporating an assumption as belief


ambient agent X assumes that A goes to Q affects that ambient agent X believes that A goes to Q

Affecting the belief that A will eat in the restaurant



ambient agent X believes that A goes to at place Q affects that ambient agent X believes that A will
eat
ambient agent X believes that at Q there is a restaurant affects that ambient agent X believes that A
will eat

Affecting the belief that A will not be hungry
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ambient agent X believes that A does eat a meal affects that ambient agent X believes that A will not
be hungry

Affecting proposing A to go to Q




ambient agent X assumes that A goes to Q affects that ambient agent X proposes that A goes to Q
ambient agent X believes that A is not hungry affects that ambient agent X proposes that A goes to Q
ambient agent X believes that at Q there is a restaurant affects that ambient agent X proposes that A
goes to Q

Affecting telling A about the restaurant at Q




ambient agent X assumes that A goes to Q affects that ambient agent X tells that there is a restaurant
at Q
ambient agent X believes that A is not hungry affects that ambient agent X tells that there is a
restaurant at Q
ambient agent X believes that at Q there is a restaurant affects that ambient agent X tells that there is
a restaurant at Q

The integration of the domain model relationships within such a support model for forward
reasoning can be done in a systematic manner by embedding the concepts in a domain model
relationship within beliefs or observations of the ambient agent; for example, the domain model
relationship
E

affects F

between concepts E and F (for example, E = ‘A goes to Q’, F = ‘A does eat’) is integrated within the
support model as the relationship
ambient agent X believes that E

affects

agent X
believes that
A goes to Q

ambient agent X believes that F
agent X believes
that at Q there is a
restaurant

agent X believes
that A is not hungry

agent X
believes that
A does eat
agent X
assumes that
A goes to Q

agent X proposes that A goes to Q and
tells that there is a restaurant at Q

FIGURE 2.9 An example of a support model within an ambient agent based on reasoning forward in time
MODEL FOR REASONING BACKWARD IN TIME

The domain model can also be integrated as a support model for reasoning backward in time in the
following way (see Figure 2.10). Here, the main idea is to take a desired state as a basis, and to derive
other desired states from this, until a state is derived that can directly be influenced by the agent.
The main concepts are:






ambient agent X desires that A is not be hungry
ambient agent X desires that A does eat
ambient agent X desires that A goes to Q
ambient agent X believes that there is a restaurant at Q
ambient agent X proposes that A goes to Q
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ambient agent X tells that there is a restaurant at Q

The global relationships between the concepts are (see Figure 2.10):
Affecting the desire that A eats


ambient agent X desires that A is not be hungry affects that ambient agent X desires that A does eat

Affecting the desire that A goes to Q



ambient agent X desires that A does eat affects that ambient agent X desires that A goes to Q
ambient agent X believes that at Q there is a restaurant affects that ambient agent X desires that A
goes to Q

Affecting proposing that A goes to Q



ambient agent X desires that A goes to Q affects that ambient agent X proposes that A goes to Q
ambient agent X believes that there is a restaurant at Q affects that ambient agent X proposes that A
goes to Q

Affecting telling A about the restaurant at Q



ambient agent X desires that A goes to Q affects that ambient agent X tells that there is a restaurant
at Q
ambient agent X believes that there is a restaurant at Q affects that ambient agent X tells that there is
a restaurant at Q

The integration of the domain model relationships within such a support model for backward
reasoning can be done in a systematic manner by embedding the concepts in a domain model
relationship within desires of the ambient agent in a reverse manner, for example, the domain
relationship
E

affects F

between concepts E and F (for example, E = ‘A goes to Q’, F = ‘A eats’) is integrated within the support
model as the relationship between desires about them, and reversing the direction for the atoms,
thus obtaining:
ambient agent X desires that F

affects

ambient agent X desires that E
agent X believes
that at Q there is a
restaurant

agent X desires that
A is not hungry

agent X
desires that A
does eat

agent X
desires that A
goes to Q

agent X proposes that A
goes to Q and tells that
there is a restaurant at Q

FIGURE 2.10 An example of a support model within an ambient agent for reasoning backward in time

2.4.2. D E T AI L E D S U P PO R T M O D E L S

F O R T HE

E X AM PL E

In this section detailed support models for the simple icecream example are introduced. In Table 2.4
it is shown how the main concepts were formalised.
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Concept

Formalisation

ambient agent X believes that A goes to Q

belief(X: AGENT, performed(A: AGENT,
goto(Q:POSITION)))

ambient agent X assumes that A goes to Q

assumption(X: AGENT, performed(A: AGENT,
goto(Q:POSITION)))

ambient agent X believes that there is a restaurant
at Q

belief(X: AGENT, restaurant_at(Q:POSITION))

ambient agent X believes that A eats

belief(X: AGENT, performed(A: AGENT, eat))

ambient agent X believes that A is not hungry

belief(X: AGENT, not(hungry(A: AGENT)))

ambient agent X proposes A that A goes to Q

proposed(X: AGENT, A:AGENT,

ambient agent X tells A that there is a restaurant
at Q

performed(A: AGENT, goto(Q:POSITION)))

ambient agent X desires that A is not hungry

told(X: AGENT, A:AGENT,
restaurant_at(Q:POSITION))

ambient agent X desires that A eats

desire(X: AGENT, not(hungry(A:AGENT)))

TABLE 2.4 Formalisation of the concepts of the example support models

A DETAILED SUPPORT MODEL FOR REASONING FORWARD IN TIME
The following specifies the detailed support model using reasoning forward in time.
SDR1 Incorporating an assumption as a belief
If
ambient agent X assumes that A goes to Q
then
ambient agent X will believe that A goes to Q
assumed(X, performed(A, goto(Q)))

 belief(X, performed(A, goto(Q)))

SDR2 Generating the belief that A will eat when at the restaurant
If
ambient agent X believes that A goes to at place Q
and ambient agent X believes that at Q there is a restaurant
then
ambient agent X will believe that A will eat a meal
belief(X, performed(A, goto(Q)))

 belief(X, performed(A, eat))

&

belief(X, restaurant_at(Q))

SDR3 Belief on not becoming hungry by eating
If
ambient agent X believes that A does eat a meal
then
ambient agent X will believe that A will not be hungry
belief(X, performed(A, eat))

 belief(X, not(hungry(A)))

SDR4 Proposing and telling A to go to the restaurant
If
ambient agent X assumes that A goes to Q
and ambient agent X believes that A is not hungry
and ambient agent X believes that at Q there is a restaurant
then
ambient agent X will propose that A goes to Q
and ambient agent X will tell that there is a restaurant at Q
assumed(X, performed(A, goto(Q))) & belief(X, not(hungry(A))) &
belief(X, restaurant_at(Q))

 proposed(X, A, performed(A, goto(Q))) & told(X, A, restaurant_at(Q))
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The integration of the domain model relationships within such a support model for forward
reasoning can be done in a systematic manner by replacing the atoms in a domain model
relationship, for example
a& b 
c
by beliefs about them, thus obtaining:
belief(X, a) & belief(X, b) 
 belief(X, c)
A DETAILED SUPPORT MODEL FOR REASONING BACKWARD IN TIME
The detailed support model using reasoning backward in time is specified by the following dynamic
relationships.
SDR5 Generating the desire that A eats
If
ambient agent X desires that A is not be hungry
then
ambient agent X will desire that A does eat
desire(X, not(hungry(A)))

 desire(X, performed(A, eat))

SDR6 Generating the desire that A goes to Q
If
ambient agent X desires that A does eat
and ambient agent X believes that at Q there is a restaurant
then
ambient agent X will desire that A goes to Q
desire(X, performed(A, eat)) & belief(X, restaurant_at(Q))

 desire (X, performed(A, goto(Q)))

Based on the desire that Arnie goes to a restaurant for a dinner, the action can be generated, based
on the following part of the support model (see Figure 2.10):
SDR7 Proposing and telling A to go to the restaurant
If
ambient agent X desires that A goes to Q
and ambient agent X believes that there is a restaurant at Q
then
ambient agent X will propose that A goes to Q
and ambient agent X will tell that there is a restaurant at Q
desire(X, performed(A, goto(Q))) & belief(X, restaurant_at(Q))

 proposed(X, A, performed(A, goto(Q))) & told(X, A, restaurant_at(Q))

Note that the integration of the domain model relationships within such a support model for
backward reasoning can be done in a systematic manner by embedding most of the atoms in a desire
(or belief) in a domain model relationship and reversing the order, for example,
for a & b 
 c this may obtain belief(X, a) & desire(X,c) 
 desire(X,b)

2.4.3. E X A M PL E T R A CE S

F O R TH E

TWO SUPPORT MODELS

In this section traces are shown for the two support models described in Section 2.4.2. First, in Figure
2.11 a trace is shown for the forward reasoning support model. Here as a starting point the
assumption is made that a goes to p2, where the restaurant is. To evaluate this assumption, by
forward reasoning the ambient agent derives as beliefs its consequences: the beliefs that a will eat
and will not be hungry. Finally from that the proposal for a to go to p2 is derived, and the
information is given that there is a restaurant at p2.
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assumed(x, performed(a, goto(p2)))
belief(x, restaurant_at(p2))
belief(x, performed(a, goto(p2)))
belief(x, performed(a, eat))
belief(x, not(hungry(a)))
proposed(x, a, performed(a, goto(p2)))
told(x, a, restaurant_at(p2))
time
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FIGURE 2.11 An example trace for the support model reasoning forward in time

In Figure 2.12 a trace is shown for the backward reasoning support model. Here from the desire that
a is not hungry it is derived by backward reasoning the desire that a should eat. From this by
backward reasoning it derives the desire that a will go to p2. Finally from that desire the proposal for
a to go to p2 is derived, and it is told that there is a restaurant at p2.
desire(x, not(hungry(a)))
belief(x, restaurant_at(p2))
desire(x, performed(a, eat))
desire(x, performed(a, goto(p2)))
proposed(x, a, performed(a, goto(p2)))
told(x, a, restaurant_at(p2))
time
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FIGURE 2.12 An example trace for the support model for reasoning backward in time

2.5. AN ADAPTATION MODEL
Domain models often include a number of parameters that represent certain characteristics of the
processes modelled. In principle, for a given domain process such characteristics are assumed
constant; they allow to tune a domain model to specific situations, for example, specific types of
personalities of humans. An ambient agent may have beliefs about these characteristics and use
them in its reasoning processes. An example is the characteristic of Arnie that he likes icecream; this
was formalised as a parameter in a binary, logical manner. Characteristics may also be formalised as
parameters in numerical manners, for example, a number indicating the extent to which Arnie likes
icecream, or the growth factor of a population. For a domain model the parameters involved are
assumed fixed, but beliefs about them may change over time.
Beliefs on parameters used by an ambient agent in its analysis and support models need not (exactly)
correspond to the actual parameters for the domain model that correspond to reality. Within an
ambient agent the beliefs about such parameters may be questioned in the light of observations
made. For example, if a certain growth factor for a population is believed, and it is observed that
after some time the population is much smaller than predicted on the basis of the believed growth
factor, the ambient agent may want to adapt its belief on the growth factor by replacing this belief by
a belief in a lower value. When beliefs on parameters used by the ambient agent substantially differ
from reality, the agent may make errors in its analysis and in its support actions. Often it is not easy
to estimate such parameters at forehand (at design time). Therefore it is better to design an ambient
agent in such a way that it can learn by identifying errors in parameter beliefs, and after discovering
them, adapting these beliefs in order to obtain more correct beliefs on the parameters (at runtime).
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This section presents models for such an adaptation process within an ambient agent. Two main
questions to be addressed are:
4.
5.

How does the agent get information on the (extent of) deviation of the model from reality?
How can it relate such identified deviations to adaptations required in parameter beliefs to
compensate for them?

For an answer to the first question, in this section it is assumed that from time to time information
becomes available, as observations for the ambient agent. A deviation can be obtained as a
difference between observation and prediction on the basis of a prediction model similar to the
analysis model using the given beliefs on the parameters.
For the second question a deviation found has to be related to the beliefs on the parameters.
Although it often may be assumed that in the numerical case the larger the deviation, the more the
parameter value has to be adapted, still it is not clear in which direction (positive or negative) and to
which extent such an adaptation of a parameter value is needed. In particular, when more than one
parameter is involved this may turn out a nontrivial challenge.

2.5.1. M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D T H E I R

R E L A TI O N S

F O R AN

A D A P T A TI O N M O D E L

A rough sketch for the qualitative case is as follows. As a first step predictions are made for a chosen
assumption on a parameter. Such predictions are compared to observations. If they are different,
then a deviation is found for the prediction. In this case the parameter assumption is rejected and
the parameter belief is adapted to a different parameter belief.
Thus the following general concepts are used for the parameter adaptation model:






belief on parameters
assumptions on parameters
predictions for given parameter assumptions
observations
belief on deviations between observation and prediction

The following dynamic relationships between these concepts can be established (see also Figure 2.13
and Figure 2.14):
Affecting beliefs from observations (Figure 2.13)


the ambient agent’s observation of Y affects the ambient agent’s belief on Y

Affecting predictions for parameter assumptions (Figure 2.13)



the ambient agent’s beliefs affect the ambient agent’s predictions
the ambient agent’s parameter assumptions affect the ambient agent’s parameter predictions

Affecting predictions following the integrated domain model relationships (Figure 2.13)





the ambient agent’s prediction that A is hungry affects the ambient agent’s prediction that A desires
to buy icecream
the ambient agent’s prediction that A likes icecream affects the ambient agent’s prediction that A
desires to buy icecream
the ambient agent’s belief that A observed icecream at P affects the ambient agent’s prediction that A
desires to buy icecream
the ambient agent’s prediction that A desires to buy icecream affects the ambient agent’s prediction
that A goes to P
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the ambient agent’s belief that A observed the icecream at P affects the ambient agent’s prediction
that A goes to P

Affecting deviation beliefs (Figure 2.14)



the ambient agent’s observations affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations between
observations and predictions
the ambient agent’s predictions affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations between observations
and predictions

Affecting adapted parameter beliefs (Figure 2.14)



the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations between observations and predictions affect the ambient
agent’s parameter beliefs
the ambient agent’s assumptions on parameters affect the ambient agent’s parameter beliefs
agent X assumes that
A likes icecream

agent X observes that A observes
that at P icecream is sold

agent X believes
that A observes that
at P icecream is sold

agent X predicts that
A likes icecream

agent X observes
that A does not eat

agent X believes
that A does not eat

agent X predicts
that A is hungry

agent X predicts that A
desires to buy icecream

agent X predicts
that A goes to P

FIGURE 2.13 Example of a prediction model based on parameter assumptions for the icecream case
agent X observes that
A does not go to P

agent X believes that
there is a deviation for
A goes to P

agent X predicts that A
goes to P

agent X assumed that
A is likes icecream

agent X believes that A
does not like icecream

FIGURE 2.14 Example of a parameter belief adaptation model for the icecream case

The integration of the domain model relationships within a prediction model used for forward
reasoning within the adaptation model can be done in a systematic manner by embedding the
concepts in a domain model relationship within prediction statements, for example, from
E affects F
it is obtained:
ambient agent X predicts E affects ambient agent X predicts F

2.5.2. A D E T AI L E D A D AP T A T I O N M O D E L
In Table 2.5 a formalisation of the concepts can be found.
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Concept

Formalisation

beliefs on parameter of liking icecream

belief(X:AGENT, likes(A:AGENT, icecream))

assumption on parameter of liking icecream

belief(X:AGENT, not(likes(A:AGENT, icecream)))

agent X observes Y

assumption(X:AGENT, likes(A:AGENT, icecream))

belief on not eating

observed(X:AGENT, Y:INFO_ELT)

belief on A’s observation that icecream is sold

belief(X:AGENT, not(performed(A:AGENT, eat)))

prediction on liking icecream

belief(X:AGENT, observed(A:AGENT,
icecream_at(P:POSITION)))

prediction on being hungry

prediction(X:AGENT, likes(A:AGENT, icecream))

prediction on desire to buy icecream

prediction(X:AGENT, hungry(A:AGENT))

prediction on going to P

prediction(X:AGENT, desire(A:AGENT,

belief on deviation between observation and
prediction on going to P

performed(A:AGENT, buy_icecream)))

TABLE 2.5 Formalisation of concepts involved in adaptation

The integration of the domain model relationships within a prediction model used for forward
reasoning within the adaptation model can be done in a systematic manner by replacing the atoms in
a domain model relationship, for example
a& b 
 c
by predictions and/or beliefs about them, thus obtaining:
belief(X, a) & prediction(X, b) 
 prediction(X, c)
In this way the following prediction model was obtained by integration of the domain model:
PADR1 Generating beliefs from observations
If
ambient agent X observes Y
then
ambient agent X will believe Y
observed(X, Y)




prediction(X, Y)

PADR2 Predicting that A becomes hungry
If
ambient agent X believes that A does not eat
then
ambient agent X will predict that A will be hungry
belief(X, not(performed(A, eat)))




prediction(X, hungry(A))

PADR3 Incorporating an assumption on a parameter as a prediction
If
ambient agent X assumes that A likes icecream
then
ambient agent X predicts that A likes icecream
assumption(X, likes(A, icecream))

 prediction(X, likes(A, icecream))

PADR4
If
and
and
then

Predicting that A desires to eat
ambient agent X predicts that A is hungry
ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream
ambient agent X predicts that A likes icecream
ambient agent X will predict that A will desire to buy icecream

prediction(X, hungry(A)) &
belief(X, observed(A, icecream_at(P))) &
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prediction(X, likes(A, icecream))

 prediction(X, desire(A, performed(A, buy_icecream)))

PADR5
If
and
then

Predicting that A goes to P
ambient agent X predicts that A desires to buy icecream
ambient agent X believes that A observes that at P they sell icecream
ambient agent X will predict that A will go to P

prediction(X, desire(A, performed(A, buy_icecream)))
belief(X, observed(A, icecream_at(P)))

 prediction(X, performed(A, goto(P)))

&

By comparing predictions and observations deviations are identified and based on them conclusions
drawn on adaptation of parameter beliefs.
PADR6
If
and
then

Generating a deviation belief
ambient agent X predicts that A goes to P
ambient agent X observes that A does not go to P
ambient agent X will believe that there is a deviation for A goes to P

prediction(X, performed(A, goto(P))) &
observed(X, not(performed(A, goto(P))))

 belief(X, has_deviation(performed(A, goto(P))))

PADR7
If
and
then

Generating an adapted parameter belief
ambient agent X believes that there is a deviation for A goes to P
ambient agent X assumed that A likes icecream
ambient agent X will believe that A does not like icecream

belief(X, has_deviation(performs(A, goto(P)))) &
assumption(X, likes(A, icecream))

 belief(X, not(likes(A, icecream)))

2.5.3. A N E X AM PL E T R ACE

F O R THE

A D A P T ATI O N M O D E L

In Figure 2.15, a trace is shown of a parameter adaptation process based on the model described in
Section 2.5.2. From the assumption that a likes icecream it is predicted that a will have the desire to
buy icecream and from that that a will go to p1. However, it is observed that a does not go to p1.
Therefore a deviation is derived on going to p1. From this the belief is derived that a does not like
icecream.
prediction(x, not(performed(a, eat)))
assumption(x, likes(a, icecream))
belief(x, observed(a, icecream_at(p1)))
observed(x, not(performed(a, goto(p1))))
prediction(x, likes(a, icecream))
prediction(x, desire(a, performed(a, buy_icecream)))
prediction(x, hungry(a))
prediction(x, performed(a, goto(p1)))
belief(x, has_deviation(performed(a, goto(p1))))
belief(x, not(likes(a, icecream)))
time

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

FIGURE 2.15 An example trace for a parameter belief adaptation process for the icecream case
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CHAPTER 3.

M ETHODOLOGICAL A SPECTS OF
I NTEGRATIVE M ODELLING

3.1. I NTRODUCTION
The previous chapter gave an overview of integrative modelling and showed an ice-cream example.
Within that chapter, some methodological aspects of integrative modelling were covered such as
agents, model-based reasoning and transforming domain models to be used within ambient agents.
This chapter will provide more background knowledge on these aspects and, when applicable, show
abstract guidelines for using various techniques.

3.2. A GENTS
The term agent has been used for a wide variety of applications, ranging from simple batch jobs
(termed agent because they can be scheduled in advance to perform tasks on a remote machine) and
simple email filters, to mobile applications (termed agent because they can move themselves from
computer to computer), to intelligent assistants (because they present themselves to human users as
believable characters that manifest intentionality and other aspects of a mental state normally
attributed only to humans), to large, open, complex, mission critical systems (such as systems for air
traffic control). Some of the key concepts in agent technology lack universally accepted definitions. In
particular, there is no real agreement on the definition of an agent. Agents’ abilities vary significantly,
depending on their roles, capabilities, and their environment. To describe these abilities different
notions of agenthood have been introduced. A good overview of the discussions on these themes
can be found in (Franklin and Graesser, 1996). The weak notion of agent introduced in (Wooldridge
and Jennings, 1995) is often used as a reference (see also (Jennings and Wooldridge, 1998)).

3.2.1. W E A K N O TI O N

OF

A G E N CY

The weak notion of agency requires the behaviour of agents to exhibit at least the following four
types of behaviour:





Autonomous behaviour
Responsive behaviour (also called reactive behaviour)
Pro-active behaviour
Social behaviour

Autonomy relates to control: although an agent may interact with its environment, the processes
performed by an agent are in full control of the agent itself. Jennings and Wooldridge (1998) define
autonomous behaviour as:
… the system should be able to act without the direct intervention of humans (or other agents)
and should have control over its own actions and internal state.
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This means that an agent can only be requested to perform an action, and, as Jennings and
Wooldridge (1998) state:
The decision about whether to act upon the request lies with the recipient.

Examples of autonomous processes are: process control systems (like thermostats, missile guiding
systems, and nuclear reactor control systems), software deamons (e.g., one that monitors a user’s
incoming email and attracts attention by displaying an icon when new, incoming email is detected),
operating systems.
Many processes that exhibit autonomous behaviour are currently termed agents. However, if such
agents do not exhibit flexible behaviour, they are not considered to be intelligent agents. According
to (Jennings and Wooldridge, 1998) an intelligent agent is a computer system that is capable of
performing flexible autonomous actions to meet its design objectives. Intelligence requires flexibility
with respect to autonomous actions. Flexibility in turn, implies the ability to behave responsively,
socially, and pro-actively.
An agent exhibits responsive (or reactive) behaviour if it reacts or responds to new information from
its environment. Jennings and Wooldridge (1998) define responsive behaviour as follows:
Agents should perceive their environment (which may be the physical world, a user, a collection
of agents, the Internet, etc.) and respond in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it.

A barometer is a simple example of a system that exhibits responsive behaviour: It continually
receives new information about the current air pressure and responds to this new information by
adjusting its dial.
Pro-active behaviour is defined by (Jennings and Wooldridge, 1998) as follows:
Agents should not simply act in response to their environment, they should be able to exhibit
opportunistic, goal-directed behaviour and take the initiative where appropriate.

Pro-active behaviour is the most difficult of the required types of behaviour for an agent defined
according to the weak agent notion. For example, pro-active behaviour can occur simultaneously
with responsive behaviour. It is possible to respond to incoming new information in an opportunistic
manner according to some goals. Also initiatives can be taken in response to incoming new
information from the environment, and thus this behaviour resembles responsive behaviour.
However, it is also possible to behave pro-actively when no new information is acquired from the
environment. This last type of behaviour can by no means be called responsive behaviour. A more
elaborate comparison between responsive behaviour and pro-active animal behaviour can be found
in (Jonker and Treur, 1998).
An agent exhibits social behaviour if it communicates and co-operates with other agents. Jennings
and Wooldridge define social behaviour as follows:
Agents should be able to interact, when they deem appropriate, with other artificial agents and
humans in order to complete their own problem solving and to help others with their activities.

An example of an agent that exhibits social behaviour is a car. It communicates with its human user
by way of its dials (outgoing communication dials for: speed, fuel, temperature) and its control
mechanisms (incoming communication: pedals, steering wheel, and gears). It co-operates with its
human user, e.g., by going in the direction indicated by the user, with the speed set by the user.
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3.2.2. O TH E R N O TI O N S

OF

AGENCY

Agents can also be required to have additional characteristics. In this section three of these
characteristics are discussed: adaptivity, pro-creativity, and intentionality.
Adaptivity is a characteristic that is vital in some systems. An adaptive agent learns and its behaviour
improves with experience. This behaviour is vital in environments that change over time in ways that
would make a non-adaptive agent obsolete, or have no chance of survival. This characteristic is often
modelled in simulations of societies of small agents, but also, for example, in adaptive user interface
agents.
Pro-creativity is of similar importance to gradually develop agents that fit certain conditions better. A
computer virus is a very infamous form of a pro-creative agent. The chance of survival is often
measured in terms of a fitness function. This characteristic is modelled often in simulations of
societies of small agents (see the literature in the area of Artificial Life).
According to Dennett (1987) an intentional system is an entity
… whose behaviour can be predicted by the method of attributing beliefs, designs and rational
acumen.

Mentalistic and intentional notions such as beliefs, desires, intentions, commitments, goals, plans,
preference, choice, awareness, may be assigned to agents. The stronger notion of agenthood in
which agents are described in terms of this type of notions provides additional metaphorical support
for the design of agents.

3.2.3. A GE N TS

I N I N TE G R A TI VE

MODELLING

The previous sections explained the notion of agenthood. As shown in the previous chapter domain
models can be integrated within agents in four different ways (Figure 2.1, page 9). A domain model
can be used directly within an agent in order to simulate human behaviour. However, in this course
domain models will mainly be used to develop analysis, support or adaptation models to be used to
create intelligent agents. The notion of agenthood is used in this course as a framework for
developing ambient agents; autonomous agents capable of analysing human behaviour and proactively offering support to satisify desires about particular concepts.

3.2.4. P RI M I TI VE A G E N T C O N CE P TS
The notions of agenthood, as discussed in Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 are highly abstract notions. To
design agents, it is necessary to be familiar with the primitive agent concepts. These primitive
concepts serve as vocabulary to express analyses and designs of agents and multi-agent systems.
Two classes of primitive notions are distinguished: those used to describe the behaviour of agents in
terms of their external (or public) states and interactions, and those used to describe the behaviour
of agents in terms of their internal (or private) states, and processes.
EXTERNAL PRIMITIVE CONCEPTS
Two types of interaction of an agent with its environment are distinguished, depending on whether
the interaction takes place with an agent or another type of entity (called an external world), for
example a database, or the material world. For each of these two types of interaction specific
terminology is used.
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I NTERACTION WITH THE EXTERNAL WORLD
Two primitive types of interaction with the external world are distinguished. The first type of
interaction, observation, does not change the world state, but does change the information the
agent has about the world, whereas the second type, performing an action, does change the world
state, but does not change the information the agent has about the world. Combinations of these
primitive types of interaction are possible; for example, performing an action, and observing its
results.
Observation
Two types of observation (or sensing) can be distinguished:
 Passive: The agent passively receives the results of observations without taking any initiative or
control to observe.
 Active: The agent actively initiates and controls the observations it performs; this enables the agent to
focus its observations and limit the amount of information acquired.

Execution of Actions in the external world:
The agent changes the state of its environment by initiating and executing actions.

C OMMUNICATION WITH OTHER AGENTS
Two directions of communication are distinguished:
1.
2.

Outgoing: The agent is capable of communicating to another agent
Incoming: The agent is capable of receiving communication from another agent

Agents are often capable of communication in both directions.
INTERNAL PRIMITIVE CONCEPTS
A description in terms of the external primitive concepts abstracts from what is inside the agent. In
addition to descriptions of agents in terms of the external concepts, often descriptions in terms of
internal concepts are useful. The following internal primitive agent concepts are distinguished.
W ORLD AND A GENT M ODELS
An agent may create and maintain information on (a model of) the external world based on its
observations of that world, on information about that world communicated by other agents, and its
own knowledge about the world. The agent may also create and maintain information on (models of)
other agents in its environment based on its observations of these agents as they behave in the
external world, on information about these agents communicated by other agents, and its own
knowledge about other agents.
S ELF M ODEL AND H ISTORY
Some agents create and maintain information on (a model of) their own characteristics, internal
state, and behaviour. An agent may also create and maintain a history of the world model, agent
models, self model, or own and group processes.
G OALS AND P LANS
To obtain pro-active, goal-directed behaviour, an agent often represents, generates, and uses explicit
goals and its own plans of action in its processing.
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3.3. I NPUT

FOR I NTELLIGENT

S UPPORT A GENTS

For an agent to make use of a domain model, it needs to be aware of its surroundings. This can be
accomplished by adding sensors or other methods for the agent to gather information. Choosing a
good method for model input, can be very difficult. Even though on first sight some choices may be
obvious, there are a number of aspects to consider before choosing one particular method. Without
going into much detail, this chapter will provide some pointers to think about when choosing the
input for an ambient agent.

3.3.1. S E N S O RS
There are a large number of different sensors available measuring all kinds of things like location,
(body-) temperature, (eye-) movement, brain and heart-activity, et cetera. Often, based on these
measurements, multiple results can be gathered. For example, an ECG-sensor measuring electrical
heart activity can be used to gather heart rate, but is also able to provide a measurement for heart
rate variability. This large collection of sensors and measurements often provides several options for
an agent to observe the world. Below a number of aspects to consider when choosing a sensor are
discussed (based on Both et al., 2011). This list however is by no means complete and many more
considerations can be made when picking sensors for your application.
SENSITIVITY
The sensitivity refers to the capability of the measurement to detect differences in the performance
of the human. Some measurements might be relatively coarse grained whereas others can measure
on a fine granularity. A mobile application requiring knowledge about a user’s location could either
use one based on cell tower triangulation or gps-signal. While the latter is more sensitive, the former
is more often available.
INTRUSIVENESS
One of the criteria related to the sensing devices themselves is the intrusiveness of the sensor to
perform measurements. In case the sensors are very intrusive, this might lead to the human feeling
uncomfortable, as there is a continuous awareness of everything being measured. An example will be
given in the next paragraph.
RELIABILITY
When sensors are used another important aspect is how robust the measurements are. Some
measurements might only be robust when they are performed under laboratory conditions whereas
the developed assistant agent might be meant for more demanding conditions. There is often a
trade-off between the intrusiveness of sensors, and their robustness. Measuring heart rate using
electrodes is more robust compared to measuring it via a watch. However, the latter is less intrusive
compared to having electrodes attached to your body.
IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Another criterion includes the requirements of the measurement to be performed and how difficult
it is for an ambient agent to interpret the sensing data. Some data is very easily understandable (e.g.
the heart rate), whereas other measurements require the ambient agent to have a more thorough
knowledge on how to use the information (e.g. an EEG).
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TASK DEPENDENCE
In the design of an ambient agent, the goal is often not only to investigate support for a single task,
but for multiple tasks and to allow for more generic support. Therefore, it is important that the agent
does not entirely depend on measurements that highly depend on the characteristics of the tasks
being performed. Therefore, the portability of the measurements to other tasks can also be
considered when choosing sensoring devices.
COST
Another maybe quite obvious factor to consider is cost. Some sensors are relatively cheap, whereas
others can be quite expensive. Depending on the application, keeping the costs low might be
important.
PRIVACY
The last aspect mentioned is privacy. When taking measurements, it is important to consider
potential privacy risks. For example, people might be hesitant to add a webcam to the bedroom for
an ambient agent designed to help users sleep better.

3.3.2. O TH E R M E TH O D S

OF

INPUT

Beside sensoring, other options are available for an ambient agent to gather information that may be
required to reason within a particular domain. The following paragraphs mention a couple of
possibilities.
DEFAULT VALUES
In some cases it might be sufficient to set a default value for a particular aspect without actually
measuring it. Such assumptions are of course very prone to errors, but when carefully considered
default values can be very useful. Among the points that should be considered when thinking about
using such values for your ambient agent are as follows. How large is the chance for errors? In
particular applications, the target user group might be very homogeneous in some particular aspect
that a default value could be very accurate most of the time. Related is another point to think about;
the impact of a wrong value. When a value is incorrect, does your agent make disastrous errors or
only small mistakes? Also, it might be important to consider whether the ambient agent will be able
to learn from its mistakes. If overtime errors can help the agent to improve upon those values,
mistakes in the beginning could be acceptable. In conclusion, when choosing a default value it is
important to consider what happens when those are incorrect.
COMMUNICATION FROM OTHER AGENTS
Another possibility is that your ambient agent will be part of a multi-agent system. In that case,
communication from other agents could provide valuable information for your agent, without the
need of actually observing, measuring or reasoning about it yourself. In essence, the other agent can
be thought of as a sensor and similar considerations as before have to be made. Is the agent reliable,
sensitive, intrusive, etcetera.
OTHER SOURCES
Thinking outside the box can also provide interesting sources for information. Not everything is
originally designed as a sensor, but can more or less be used as one. As an example, take the
computer mouse. At first sight, it might not look like a sensoring device. However, for particular
applications, measuring mouse movements can be an indication of stress. Think of abrupt or fast
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movements and overshooting the target as measurements of stress. Albeit not very precise and
reliable, the measurement itself is very unintrusive and cheap. As can be seen, the message here is
not necessarily that there are other sources besides sensors, but that many sources can be used as
sensors.

3.4. R EASONING T EC HNIQUES
In the previous chapter, a domain model was used to create an ambient agent capable of analyzing a
particular (human) process, providing support when necessary and adapt its behaviour when
performance is non-optimal. Although converting a domain model to a model used by this ambient
agent can be accomplished by following a number of simple steps, it is important to understand the
rationale behind this process (Bosse et al., 2008).
Before the reasoning techniques are covered in detail, it is important to note that any assumption
made when developing the domain model is still in place when transforming the domain model into
any other type of model. When developing an analysis, support or adaptation model, it is important
to keep these assumptions in mind. From looking at the domain model alone it could be that certain
reasoning steps seem acceptable. However, considering the assumptions made when modelling the
domain another approach for analysis or support could provide more reliable results. Examples
hereof will be covered in the following sections where both forward and backward reasoning will be
explained in more detail.

3.4.1. F O RW A RD R E AS O N I N G
Forward reasoning is a form of inductive reasoning where a conclusion is accepted based on one or
more premises being true. Considering the graphical models used in this course, forward reasoning
implies a reasoning technique following the directions of the arrows. In the following paragraphs,
forward reasoning is applied to a number of different models.
ONE TO ONE
In the most simple situation, one concept leads to one other concept. Using forward reasoning, we
would conclude that when the agent believes A to be true, the agent subsequently will also believe B
to be true. Figure 3.1 (and subsequent figures below) illustrate such steps, showing in the left a
relation in a domain model, while on the right the corresponding beliefs are shown as they could
appear in an analysis or support model. Note that the (shorter) formalisation ‘belief(A)’ is used,
which is less precise than the more commonly used ‘belief(agent, A)’.
Forward reasoning

A

B

belief(A)

belief(B)

FIGURE 3.1 One-to-one model, forward reasoning

ONE TO MANY
Figure 3.2 shows on the left a model where one concept leads to two distinct concepts. In principle,
this situation is no different than the previous; A leads to B and simultaneously A also leads to C.
Therefore, depending on the requirements of the model developed, various reasoning steps can be
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made. In its most complete form, an ambient agent believing A to be true will infer the beliefs that
both B and C are also true (middle of Figure 3.2). However, when modelling there is the option to
leave out either B or C if that knowledge is not required for the application at hand (right part of
Figure 3.2).
Forward reasoning
Forward reasoning

belief(A)
B

belief(B)

belief(B)

Forward reasoning
A

belief(A)
C

belief(C)
belief(A)

belief(C)

FIGURE 3.2 One-to-many model, forward reasoning

MANY TO ONE
Alternatively, there could be multiple concepts leading to the same concept as shown in Figure 3.3
on the left. Again, this can be translated back to the simple one-to-one situation that both A leads to
C and alternatively also B leads to C (middle part of Figure 3.3). Using forward reasoning it is possible
to create a complete model using all the concepts. But even so, when not required either A or B can
be ignored to create a more simple model (right part of Figure 3.3).
Forward reasoning
Forward reasoning

belief(A)

belief(A)

A

belief(C)

Forward reasoning
belief(C)

C
B

belief(B)
belief(B)

belief(C)

FIGURE 3.3 Many-to-one model, forward reasoning

However, it could be that the model has a slightly different meaning! Instead of A leading to C and B
leading to C, there is also the option that both A and B are required for C to become true. In
propositional logic this would be the difference between A  B  C (as shown above) and A  B  C
as is shown in Figure 3.4, using an arc between the arrows to visualise the conjunction. This in turn
also affects the reasoning of the ambient agent. For the agent to infer C as being true, it should both
believe A and B to be true (middle part of Figure 3.4). Therefore it is not possible anymore to simple
ignore A or B in this transformation of the domain model. However, if it is not possible to generate a
belief about both concepts, for example due to the lack of an approriate sensor for one of them,
setting a default value could be considered. Keep in mind however, that with such assumptions, the
model will become less and less reliable as it in essence guesses the state of those concepts.
Nevertheless, in some situations it could be argued that such a choice is acceptable, which might be
possible in this example as there is still information available about either B or A (right part of Figure 3.4).
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Forward reasoning

default(A)

Forward reasoning
belief(C)
belief(B)
belief(A)

A

Forward reasoning
belief(C)

C
belief(B)

B

belief(A)
belief(C)
default(B)

FIGURE 3.4 Many-to-one model using conjunction, forward reasoning

3.4.2. B A CK W A RD R E AS O N I N G
Backward reasoning is a form of abduction which in essence is an inference from an effect to its
cause (Josephson and Josephson, 1996). In the graphical models used here, this is accomplished by
reasoning against the direction of the arrows. Care should be taken when using backward reasoning,
as often there are multiple reasons for some concept to be true besides those that are modelled.
Sometimes, that what has been modelled may not even be the most plausible cause for some
particular effect. That being said, backward reasoning could still be the method of choice as often the
effects of a process are more easily observed than the causes. The following sections will illustrate
backward reasoning in different situations and illustrate the pitfalls that need to be considered when
applying backward reasoning.
ONE TO ONE
Figure 3.5 shows the simple case where A leads to B. Using backward reasoning, this would result in
believing A whenever we believe B. To illustrate the risks involved with using backward reasoning,
consider an equivalent statement using propositional logic: A  B. Concluding A on the basis of B
would be a logical fallacy of affirming the consequent. There are many examples that illustrate this
fallacy. If it rains, I get wet; but when I’m wet it does not necessarily rain. If I’m British, I speak
English; however when I speak English I’m not necessarily British. It would be logically correct to
conclude not A on the basis of not having B. If I don’t get wet, it doesn’t rain and if I don’t speak
English, I’m not British.3 Using backward reasoning however, we do not use this logically correct
implication. Here, when the agent believes B to be true, A is considered the most probable
explanation and is therefore also believed to be true. As mentioned before, it is very important to
consider whether such an assumption is reasonable in the context where the ambient agent will be
used!

3

There are many exceptions for these simple examples where this does not hold, for example when I use an
umbrella or when I am a British baby. However, for illustrative purposes these examples should suffice.
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Backward reasoning

A

B

belief(B)

belief(A)

FIGURE 3.5 One-to-one model, backward reasoning

ONE TO MANY
If one concept leads to several other distinct concepts, as shown in Figure 3.6, there is a little catch
with backward reasoning. Consider A being true; in that case both B and C become true. Therefore,
to believe A using backward reasoning, the combination of B and C being true is a good indication A
was probably the cause. Thus when B and C are believed to be true, it is reasonable to believe A to be
true (leftmost reasoning model of Figure 3.6). Even so, if it is possible to set a default value for either
B or C, it is possible to believe A only on the basis of either believing C or B respectively (middle
reasoning models of Figure 3.6). In very few cases, it might even be possible to completely ignore B
or C. If it can be argued that only believing B or C to be true is sufficient information to believe A was
the cause, this can be a valid backward reasoning step (rightmost reasoning model of Figure 3.6).4
Backward reasoning

Backward reasoning

Backward reasoning

default(B)
belief(A)

belief(C)

belief(C)
B

belief(A)

belief(B)

Backward reasoning
A

Backward reasoning

belief(A)
C

belief(C)
belief(B)

belief(C)

belief(B)

belief(A)
default(C)

FIGURE 3.6 One-to-many model, backward reasoning

MANY TO ONE
Backward reasoning becomes more complicated when multiple concepts lead to the same concept.
Figure 3.7 shows this case where A and B independently of each other cause C. Thus, when we
believe C to be true, it is not known whether this is caused by A or B. When we want to conclude A
on the basis of believing C, it is also necessary to believe that B is not true. Similarly, when we believe
C to be true and A to be not true, we may believe B to be true (middle part of Figure 3.7). Even so, if
possible, by default value it can be assumed that either A or B is not true, making it possible to
reason with only a belief about C. In contrast with the previous situation, we cannot ignore either A

4

Combining this backward reasoning step with forward reasoning can also provide a belief about C or B
respectively.
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or B. With only a belief about C, there will always be uncertainty whether A or B was the cause. Thus
more information is required before an agent is able to make any reasoning steps (right part of
Figure 3.7).
Backward reasoning

belief(not B)

Backward reasoning

default(not B)
belief(A)

belief(C)

belief(A)
belief(C)

A

Backward reasoning

Backward reasoning

C
B

belief(not A)

default(not A)
belief(B)

belief(C)

belief(B)
belief(C)

FIGURE 3.7 Many-to-one model, backward reasoning

When A and B are both required for C to become true, as shown in Figure 3.8, the possibilities for
backward reasoning resemble more the one-to-many case. When the ambient agent believes C to be
true and also believes B to be true, it is very likely A should also be true (as the combination of A and
B leads to C being true). A similar reasoning can be done for concluding B (leftmost reasoning models
of Figure 3.8). Again, if reasonable default values can be chosen for either A or B, this makes
reasoning easier (middle reasoning models of Figure 3.8). Since it is the combination of A and B
which makes C true, having only a belief about C can be sufficient to make inferences about A and/or
B (rightmost reasoning models of Figure 3.8). However, the same warning as in the one-to-one
scenario holds here; make sure there are no other plausible causes for C to be true (that are perhaps
not modelled) besides the combination of A and B. Otherwise, the agent might be prone to errors by
ignoring those possible explanations for C.
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Backward reasoning
Backward reasoning

belief(B)

Backward reasoning

belief(C)

default(B)

belief(A)

Backward reasoning
belief(A)
belief(C)

belief(A)
belief(C)
belief(A)

A

Backward reasoning

Backward reasoning
belief(C)

C

belief(B)

B

belief(A)

default(A)

Backward reasoning
belief(B)
belief(C)

belief(B)
belief(C)
belief(C)

belief(B)

FIGURE 3.8 Many-to-one model using conjunction, backward reasoning

3.5. T RANSFORMING D OMAIN M ODELS
Using forward or backward reasoning, domain models can be transformed into an analysis or support
model. In the next two sections this process is explained in detail.

3.5.1. D O M AI N M O D E L

TO

A N AL Y S I S M O D E L

An ambient agent uses an analysis model to make assessments about a particular desired state based
on observations. Consider the very simple domain model shown in Figure 3.9. Using the steps
mentioned below, this domain model will be transformed in an analysis model using forward
reasoning and in another using backward reasoning. For the steps where there is no difference
between constructing an analysis model using either reasoning technique, explanations are only
given once. The steps are as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Decide which concepts of domain model can be observed
Introduce observations for these concepts
Decide which concept of domain model is (not) desired
Introduce a desire for this concept
Introduce beliefs for all concepts
Draw arrows from observations via beliefs to the desire (based on forward and/or backward
reasoning)
Introduce an assessment for the concept from step 3
Draw arrows from the desire+belief to the assessment

A

B

C

D

FIGURE 3.9 Simple domain model
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E

1. D ECIDE WHICH CONCEPTS OF DOMAIN MODEL CAN BE OBSERVED
The first step is to consider which concepts of the domain model can actually be observed by an
ambient agent using some kind of sensoring. As explained in Section 3.3, it might sometimes be
possible or even necessary to make an assumption about a default value when observations are not
possible. For now we assume that it is possible to observe both A and E in our domain model.
2. I NTRODUCE OBSERVATIONS FOR THESE CONCEPTS
The second step is to add observations for these concepts as shown in Figure 3.10.

observation(A)

A

B

C

D

E

observation(E)

FIGURE 3.10 Observations added to the domain model

3. D ECIDE WHICH CONCEPT OF DOMAIN MODEL IS ( NOT ) DESIRED
In this case, we assume that C is the concept that the ambient agent does not desire.
4. I NTRODUCE A DESIRE FOR THIS CONCEPT
Figure 3.11 shows the model with the desire added.

observation(A)

A

B

C

D

E

observation(E)

belief(E)

observation(E)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.11 Desire added to the domain model

5. I NTRODUCE BELIEFS FOR ALL CONCEPTS
In Figure 3.12 all original concepts are changed to a belief.

observation(A)

belief(A)

belief(B)

belief(C)

belief(D)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.12 Beliefs added to the domain model

6. D RAW ARROWS FROM OBSERVATIONS VIA BELIEFS TO THE DESIRE
Here it becomes important to consider forward and backward reasoning. When the reasoning begins
with the observation on A, using forward reasoning a belief can be formed about C. Alternatively,
using backward reasoning, the observation on E can be used to infer a belief about C. Considerations
about for example sensor reliability, sensor precision, possible errors in the reasoning or application
demands could help decide which to use. In some cases, it could be preferred not to choose one, but
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use both methods of reasoning simultaneously. Figure 3.13 shows the result for forward reasoning
and Figure 3.14 for backward reasoning. In the latter case, the direction of some of the arrows has
been reversed. Note that concepts which are not relevant any more have been removed.

observation(A)

belief(A)

belief(B)

belief(C)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.13 Arrows drawn for analysis based on forward reasoning

belief(C)

belief(D)

belief(E)

observation(E)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.14 Arrows drawn for analysis based on backward reasoning

7. I NTRODUCE AN ASSESSMENT FOR THE CONCEPT FROM STEP 3
Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show the models with an assessment added for the undesired concept.
Note that, if the desired state is ‘not C’, then ‘C’ is undesirable (and vice versa)!

observation(A)

belief(A)

belief(B)

belief(C)

desire(not C)

assessment( undesirable(C) )

FIGURE 3.15 Assessment added for analysis based on forward reasoning

belief(C)

desire(not C)

belief(D)

belief(E)

observation(E)

assessment( undesirable(C) )

FIGURE 3.16 Assessment added for analysis based on backward reasoning

8. D RAW ARROWS FROM THE DESIRE + BELIEF TO THE ASSESSMENT
The final step is to add the arrows from the belief and the desire about the undesirable concept to
the assessment. With this step, the analysis model is finished. Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 show the
resulting models.
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observation(A)

belief(A)

belief(B)

belief(C)

desire(not C)

assessment( undesirable(C) )

FIGURE 3.17 Resulting analysis model based on forward reasoning

belief(C)

desire(not C)

belief(D)

belief(E)

observation(E)

assessment( undesirable(C) )

FIGURE 3.18 Resulting analysis model based on backward reasoning

3.5.2. D O M AI N M O D E L

TO

S U P PO R T M O D E L

Using the analysis model, an ambient agent can reason about a particular process and identify
particular undesired situations. In the case above, when A is observed, the undesired state of C is
also believed to be true. In this case, a support model can be triggered by the assessment made in
the analysis model for the ambient agent to offer support. For a support model, the steps for forward
and backward reasoning are less similar. Take a look at the following list for the different steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Extend domain model by including support actions
Decide which concept of domain model is (not) desired
Introduce a desire for this concept
Propagate and remove negative effects (if necessary)

Forward reasoning:

Backward reasoning:

5.

5.

6.
7.

Introduce an assumption for a selected
support action
Derive beliefs by following arrows forwards
If desire is reached, propose the support
action (also include arrows from desire and
assumption)

6.

Derive more desires by following arrows
backwards
If support action is reached, propose this
action

1. E XTEND DOMAIN MODEL BY INCLUDING SUPPORT ACTIONS
It is very likely the domain model does not include any actions for offering support. Therefore, it
might be necessary to extend the domain model with possible support actions. Consider again the
simple domain model in Figure 3.9. Suppose there is a support action Z which has a negative effect
on A (indicate here with a minus sign next to the arrow). Our extended domain model would now
look like Figure 3.19.
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Z

A

B

C

D

E

FIGURE 3.19 Extended simple domain model with support action

2. D ECIDE WHICH CONCEPT OF DOMAIN MODEL IS ( NOT ) DESIRED
As before, C is the undesired concept.
3. I NTRODUCE A DESIRE FOR THIS CONCEPT
In Figure 3.20 the desire is added to the model.

Z

A

B

C

D

E

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.20 Desire added to the extended domain model

4. P ROPAGATE AND REMOVE NEGATIVE EFFECTS ( IF NECESSARY )
When extending the domain model with support actions, negative effects might have been added. In
this case, it is necessary to remove those negative effects and propagate their effects throughout the
model. Since Z has a negative effect on A, we rewrite this to Z leading to not(A). However, our
domain model does not say anything about how not(A) affects B. It should be carefully considered
whether or not we can assume that A not being true also leads to B not being true. Following the
arrows, similar considerations need to be made until the negative effect has been propagated
through the entire model. If such an assumption cannot be made due to alternate explanations why
a particular concept might be true, it is not possible to propagate the negative effects any further. If
the concept the ambient agent has a desire about is not part of the resulting domain model any
more, a support model cannot be created and alterative support actions need to be considered or
the domain model needs to be extended further to provide the missing information. However, if for
example it would not be possible to conclude not E on the basis of not D, we can simply leave out
this part without problems. The result in this case would be as shown in Figure 3.21.

Z

not(A)

not(B)

not(C)

not(D)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.21 Desire added to the extended domain model

FORWARD REASONING
First, the steps for creating a support model by forward reasoning will be explained.
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5. I NTRODUCE AN ASSUMPTION FOR A SELECTED SUPPORT ACTION
The assumption that Z does hold is introduced in Figure 3.22.

Z

not(A)

not(B)

not(C)

assumption(Z)

not(D)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.22 Assumption added to the extended domain model

6. D ERIVE BELIEFS BY FOLLOWING ARROWS FORWARDS
Starting from the assumption, the agent believes Z to be true. Consequently it will derive beliefs
about A, B and C not being true. Further derivations are not required, as C was the concept the agent
has a desire about. Figure 3.23 shows the result, leaving out the unnecessary concepts.

belief(Z)

belief(not A)

belief(not B)

assumption(Z)

belief(not C)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.23 Deriving beliefs for the support model using forward reasoning

7. I F DESIRE IS REACHED , PROPOSE THE SUPPORT ACTION
Combining the assumption Z is performed with the belief that then C would not be true, as desired,
the assumed action can be proposed by the agent.

belief(Z)

belief(not A)

belief(not B)

belief(not C)
propose(Z)

assumption(Z)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.24 The final support model based on forward reasoning

BACKWARD REASONING
Going back to step 5, the support model will now be developed using backward reasoning.
5. D ERIVE MORE DESIRES BY FOLLOWING ARROWS BACKWARDS
Starting from the desire not to have C, the desires not to have B and A can be derived. Finally, a
desire to have Z, the support action, is derived. This is shown in Figure 3.25, unused concepts have
been removed.
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desire(Z)

desire(not A)

desire(not B)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.25 Deriving more desires for the support model based on backward reasoning

6. I F SUPPORT ACTION IS REACHED , PROPOSE THIS ACTION
When the a support action is desired, this action can simply be proposed. Figure 3.26 shows the final
support model, which includes the proposal of Z.

desire(Z)

desire(not A)

desire(not B)

propose(Z)

desire(not C)

FIGURE 3.26 The final support model based on backward reasoning

3.5.3. C H O O S I N G F O RW A RD

OR

B A CK W AR D R E AS O N I N G

An important choice that needs to be made when developing analysis and support models is that of
either forward or backward reasoning. Do not make this choice lightly, because the functioning of
the agent heavily depends on which technique is chosen. In some cases, the possible observations an
agent can make already decide for you, but often there are options for using both techniques.
Important factors here are the considerations mentioned in Section 3.3 on model input. But there
are more aspects to consider. An analysis model reasoning forward in time will, with a little more
work, be able to make predictions about the future. Backward reasoning on the other hand can only
provide an agent with an analysis later on in the process, as the reasoning tries to find the causes for
particular effects. Similarly, forward reasoning in a support model can make predictions about the
effects of a particular support model, which is difficult to do using backward reasoning. However, in
both models, backward reasoning is easier to implement and often has more reliable input data.
Thus, do not only consider the possible input for your agent, also keep in mind the strengths and
weaknesses of both reasoning techniques.
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CHAPTER 4.

INTEGRATION OF LOGICAL AND
NUMERICAL MODELLING 5

4.1. I NTRODUCTION
Processes, in reality, for example within the biological
or socio-economic area, often involve both qualitative
aspects and quantitative aspects. Usually modelling
methods are applied that either use logic-based
representations or numerical representations. It is not
trivial to integrate both types of approaches in one
modelling method. On the one hand, it is possible but
not simple to incorporate logical aspects in numerical
formats. For example, qualitative behaviour of an
agent that depends on whether the value of a variable
is below or above a threshold is difficult to describe by mathematical formulae. On the other hand,
more complex mathematical formulae are often not easy to use in the context of most logic-based
modelling languages, as these languages are not able to handle real numbers and calculations. This
chapter shows how LEADSTO provides an integrative modelling approach to simulate and analyse
complex processes, integrating quantitative, numerical and qualitative, logical aspects within one
modelling language.
Based on the area within mathematics called calculus, the Dynamical Systems Theory advocates to
model dynamics by real-valued variables and changes of their values over time, which are assumed
continuous. In particular, systems of differential or difference equations are used. This may work well
in applications where the world states are modelled in a quantitative manner by real-valued state
variables. The world’s dynamics in such applications show continuous changes in these state
variables that can be modelled by mathematical relationships between real-valued variables.
However, sometimes qualitative changes form an essential aspect of the dynamics of a process. For
example, to model the dynamics of reasoning processes usually a quantitative approach will not
work. In such processes states are characterised by qualitative state properties specifying
intermediate information states of an agent, and changes by transitions a  b between such states
specified in some rule-format (for example, in production systems or executable temporal logic). For
such applications often qualitative, discrete modelling approaches are advocated. For the LEADSTO
language used in this course, the choice has been made to consider the timeline as continuous,
described by real values, but for state properties both quantitative and qualitative variants can be
5

Based on: Bosse, T., Sharpanskykh, A., and Treur, J. (2008), Integrating Agent Models and Dynamical Systems.
In: Baldoni, M., Son, T.C., Riemsdijk, M.B. van, and Winikoff, M. (eds.), Declarative Agent Languages and
Technologies V, Proc. of the 5th International Workshop on Declarative Agent Languages and
Technologies, DALT 2007. Lecture Notes in AI, vol. 4897. Springer Verlag, 2008, pp. 50-68.
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used. The approach subsumes approaches based on simulation of differential or difference
equations, and logical qualitative modelling approaches. In addition, the approach makes it possible
to combine both types of modelling within one model. For example, it is possible to model (realvalued) time durations for which some qualitative property holds. Moreover, the relationships
between states over time are described by either logical or mathematical means, or a combination
thereof. This will be explained in more detail in this chapter. As an illustration, a model for interacting
fish populations and their management is used.

4.2. D OMAIN M ODEL
In this section the domain model is introduced, concerning two interacting fish populations from
which one has the role of predators, and the other one of preys. Based on fishery management at
some points in time also certain quota can be caught from each of them. The domain model
presented here considers these quota as external variables.

4.2.1. A N AL Y S I S
MODEL

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D THE I R

R E L A TI O N S

F O R T HE

D O M AI N

Assume that the population size of both predators and preys within a certain (marine) eco-system is
externally monitored and controlled by humans. Furthermore, both prey and predator species in this
eco-system are also consumed by humans. A control policy comprises a number of intervention rules
that ensure the viability of both species. The idea of the example is that the predator population has
a growth model where the size of the prey population affects the growth, and the growth of the size
of the prey population depends on the predator population. Moreover, at certain time points the
populations are reduced by taking certain quota of them. So, the main concepts used to model this
process are:





prey population size
predator population size
prey quotum
predator quotum

The processes, as described in a simple domain model for these populations are expressed by the
following global dynamic relationships (see also Figure 4.1):
Affecting population of preys



predator population size affects prey population size
prey quotum affects prey population size

Affecting population of predators



prey population size affects predator population size
predator quotum affects predator population size

prey quotum

preys

predators

predator quotum

FIGURE 4.1 Relationships for the domain model for predator and prey populations
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4.2.2. D E T AI L E D D O M AI N M O D E L

F O R T HE

P RE D A TO R P RE Y E X AM PL E

A formalised detailed domain model will incorporate numerical aspects such as the sizes of the
populations over time. In Table 4.1 it is shown how these numerical representations are incorporated
within a logical format. The role of parameters and step size will be explained below.
Concept

Formalisation

prey population size

preys(V:REAL)

predator population size

predators(V:REAL)

prey quotum

prey_quotum(V:REAL)

predator quotum

predator_quotum(V:REAL)

value of parameter P is W

has_value(P:PARAMETER, W:REAL)

step size is DT

stepsize(DT:REAL)

TABLE 4.1 Formalisation of the concepts

To model the interaction between the two populations, the well-known predator-prey model (also
called the Lotka-Volterra model) is used. The model consists of two differential equations: the first
one describes how the prey population changes and the second one describes how the predator
population changes. If x(t) and y(t) represent the number of preys and predators respectively, that
are alive in the system at time t, then the Lotka-Volterra model is formulated as:
dx/dt = a*x - b*x*y
dy/dt = c*b*x*y - e*y
Here a number of parameters are included: a is the birth rate of the prey, b is the attack rate, c is the
conversion efficiency of consumed prey into new predators, and e is the rate at which predators die
in the absence of prey. These equations describe only the interaction between the two species,
assuming no quota taken. In difference equation format these equations are represented by (where
t is the step size):
x(t+t) = x(t) + (a*x - b*x*y) t
y(t+t) = y(t) + (c*b*x*y - e*y) t
Also incorporating quota Q1 and Q2 taken from the populations, this Lotka-Volterra model is
represented as a LEADSTO model (with step size DT) by the following dynamic relationships:
DDR1 Generating the prey population size
If
the prey population size is V1
and the predator population size is V2
and the prey quotum is Q1
and parameter a has value W1
and parameter b has value W2
and the step size is DT
then
the prey population size will be V1+ (W1*V1-W2*V1*V2-Q1)*DT
preys(V1)  &
predators(V2)
&
prey_quota(Q1) &
has_value(a, W1) &
has_value(b, W2) &
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stepsize(DT)

 0, 0, DT, DT preys(V1+ (W1*V1-W2*V1*V2 –Q1)*DT)

DDR2 Generating the predator population size
If
the prey population size is V1
and the predator population size is V2
and the predator quotum is Q2
and parameter b has value W2
and parameter c has value W3
and parameter e has value W4
and the step size is DT
then
the prey population size will be V2 + (W3*W2*V1*V2-W4*V2-Q2)*DT
preys(V1) &
predators(V2) &
predator_quota(Q2) &
has_value(b, W2) &
has_value(c, W3) &
has_value(e, W4) &
stepsize(DT)

 0, 0, DT, DT
predators(V2+ (W3*W2*V1*V2-W4*V2-Q2)*DT)

Here the quota are considered external variables indicating (arbitrary) amounts that are taken at
some specific time points. At which time points such quota can become nonzero is an issue
addressed by the analysis model in Section 4.3. Decisions on the precise amounts of the quota are
modelled by the support model in Section 4.4.

4.2.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N T R ACE S

O F T HE

D O M AI N M O D E L

In this section an example trace is shown where there is no human intervention: both quota Q1 and
Q2 are always 0; moreover, a=1.5, b=0.2, c=0.1 and e=0.5, and the step size is 0.01. Initial values 25
and 8 for prey and predator population, respectively, result in the oscillating (limit cycle) behaviour
shown in Figure 4.2.

FIGURE 4.2 Example trace of the predator-prey domain model: oscillating behaviour (without intervention)
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4.3. A NALYSIS M ODEL

F OR THE

P REDATOR P REY E XAMPLE

A crucial element of ambient agents is that they collect and infer information about the domain
processes. Some aspects of these states and processes can be directly observed, but often many
relevant aspects only can be indirectly derived. For such derivations it is useful to have a domain
model integrated within the ambient agent model in the form of an analysis model.

4.3.1. M AI N A S PE C TS
MODEL

AN D T H E I R

R E L A TI O N S

FOR A

P RE D A T O R P RE Y A N AL Y S I S

As already anticipated within the domain model described in Section 4.2, at certain time points the
populations can be reduced by certain quota. The analysis model has as its task to analyse the size of
the two populations at each (future) time point in order to assess whether or not intervention is
appropriate at that time point. Beliefs on the population sizes are generated based on an integration
of the domain model within the ambient agent’s analysis model. As in Chapter 2. , the integration of
the domain model relationships within such an analysis model is done in a systematic manner by
embedding the concepts in a domain model relationship within beliefs of the ambient agent. The
example has been kept simple: the believed population sizes are compared to beliefs on preset
thresholds, and if one of them exceeds this threshold this is assessed as a case for intervention. The
main concepts used to model this assessment process are:









the ambient agent’s belief on prey population size at a certain point in time
the ambient agent’s belief on predator population size at a certain point in time
the ambient agent’s belief on prey quotum at a certain point in time
the ambient agent’s belief on predator quotum at a certain point in time
the ambient agent’s belief on prey threshold
the ambient agent’s belief on predator threshold
the ambient agent’s prey population assessment at a certain point in time
the ambient agent’s predator population assessment at a certain point in time

The processes, as described in the simple domain model for these populations are expressed by the
following global dynamic relationships (see also Figure 4.3):
Affecting beliefs on population of preys



belief on predator population size affects belief on prey population size
belief on prey quotum affects belief on prey population size

Affecting beliefs on population of predators



belief on prey population size affects belief on predator population size
belief on predator quotum affects belief on predator population size

Affecting prey assessment



belief on prey population size affects prey assessment
belief on prey threshold affects prey assessment

Affecting predator assessment



belief on predator population size affects predator assessment
belief on predator threshold affects predator assessment
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belief on
prey treshold

belief on
prey quotum

prey
assessment

predator
assessment

belief on
preys

belief on
predators

belief on
predator treshold

belief on
predator quotum

FIGURE 4.3 Relationships for the analysis model for predator and prey populations

4.3.2. D E T AI L E D A N AL Y S I S M O D E L

F O R TH E

P RE D A TO R P RE Y E X AM PL E

A formalised detailed analysis model will incorporate numerical aspects such as the sizes of the
populations over time, but also logical aspects within the decision process on the quota. In Table 4.2
it is shown how numerical representations are incorporated within a logical format.
Concept

Formalisation

ambient agent X belief on the population of
belief(X:AGENT, preys_at(V:REAL, T:REAL))
preys
ambient agent X belief on population of belief(X:AGENT, predators_at(
V:REAL, T:REAL))
predators
ambient agent X belief on prey quotum

belief(X:AGENT,
prey_quotum_at(V:REAL, T:REAL))

ambient agent X belief on predator quotum

belief(X:AGENT,
predator_quotum_at(V:REAL, T:REAL))

ambient agent X belief on prey threshold

belief(X:AGENT,
prey_threshold(V:REAL, T:REAL))

ambient agent X belief on predator threshold

belief(X:AGENT,
predator_threshold(V:REAL, T:REAL))

ambient agent X assessment on preys

assessment(X:AGENT,
sufficient_preys_at(T:REAL))

ambient agent X assessment on predators

assessment(X:AGENT,
sufficient_predators_at(T:REAL))

TABLE 4.2 Formalisation of the concepts for analysis
ADR1 Generating initial beliefs on the prey and predator population sizes
If
ambient agent X observes that at T the prey population size is V1
and ambient agent X observes that at T the predator population size is V2
then
ambient agent X will believe that at time T the prey population size is V1
and ambient agent X will believe that at time T the predator population size is V2
observed(X, preys_at(V1, T))  & observed(X, predators_at (V2, T))


belief(X, preys_at(V1, T)) & belief(X, predators_at(V2, T))

Note that the observation states are not explicitly shown in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.2.
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ADR2 Generating beliefs on the prey and predator quota
If
ambient agent X observes that at T the prey quotum is V1
and ambient agent X observes that at T the predator quotum is V2
then
ambient agent X will believe that at time T the prey quotum is V1
and ambient agent X will believe that at time T the predator quotum is V2
observed(X, prey_quotum_at(V1, T))  & observed(X, predator_ quotum_at (V2, T))


belief(X, prey_ quotum_at(V1, T)) & belief(X, predator_ quotum_at(V2, T))

ADR3 Generating beliefs on the prey population size
If
ambient agent X believes that at T the prey population size is V1
and ambient agent X believes that at T the predator population size is V2
and ambient agent X believes that at T the prey quotum is Q1
and ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter a is W1
and ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter b is W2
and ambient agent X believes that the step size is DT
then
ambient agent X believes that at time T+DT the prey population size
will be V1+ (W1*V1-W2*V1*V2-Q1)*DT
belief(X, preys_at(V1, T))  &
belief(X, predators_at (V2, T))
&
belief(X, prey_quota_at(Q1, T)) &
belief(X, has_value(a, W1))
&
belief(X, has_value(b, W2) ) &
belief(X, stepsize(DT))


belief(X, preys_at(V1+ (W1*V1-W2*V1*V2 –Q1)*DT, T+DT))

ADR4 Generating beliefs on the predator population size
If
ambient agent X believes that at T the prey population size is V1
and ambient agent X believes that at T the predator population size is V2
and ambient agent X believes that the predator quotum is Q2 at T
and ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter b is W2
and ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter c is W3
and ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter e is W4
and ambient agent X believes that the step size is DT
then
ambient agent X believes that at time T+DT the prey population size
will be V2 + (W3*W2*V1*V2-W4*V2-Q2)*DT
belief(X, preys_at(V1, T))&
belief(X, predators_at(V2, T) ) &
belief(X, predator_quota_at(Q2, T)) &
belief(X, has_value(b, W2))
&
belief(X, has_value(c, W3))
&
belief(X, has_value(e, W4) ) &
belief(X, stepsize(DT))


belief(X, predators_at(V2+ (W3*W2*V1*V2-W4*V2-Q2)*DT, T+DT))

ADR5 Prey assessment
If
ambient agent X believes that at T the prey population size is V1
and ambient agent X believes that the prey threshold is M1
and V1>M1
then
ambient agent X assesses that at T a sufficient number of preys are available
belief(X, preys_at(V1, T)) & belief(X, prey_threshold(M1))


assessment(X, sufficient_preys_at(T))
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&

V1>M1

ADR6 Predator assessment
If
ambient agent X believes that at T the predator population size is V2
and ambient agent X believes that the predator threshold is M2
and V2>M2
then
ambient agent X assesses that at T a sufficient number of predators are available
belief(X, predators_at(V2, T)) & belief(X, predator_threshold(M2))


assessment(X, sufficient_predators_at(T))

4.3.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N T R ACE

O F T HE

&

V2>M2

A N AL Y S I S M O D E L

No explicit simulation trace of the Analysis Model is provided in this chapter. However, it is part of
the simulation trace of the Support Model, which is shown in Figure 4.5.

4.4. S UPPORT M ODEL

F OR THE

P REDATOR P REY E XAMPLE

To generate actions that fit to the results of the analysis, a support model is used by the ambient agent.

4.4.1. M AI N A S PE C TS
MODEL

AN D T H E I R

R E L A TI O N S

FOR A

P RE D A T O R P RE Y S U P PO R T

The support process has been kept quite simple. The proposals about quota depend just on the
assessments and on beliefs on standard quota. So, the main concepts used to model this process are:







the ambient agent’s prey population assessment at a certain point in time
the ambient agent’s predator population assessment at a certain point in time
the ambient agent’s belief on standard prey quotum
the ambient agent’s belief on standard predator quotum
the ambient agent’s prey quotum proposal for a certain point in time
the ambient agent’s predator quotum proposal for a certain point in time

The processes, as described in a simple support model for these populations are expressed by the
following global dynamic relationships (see also Figure 4.4):
Affecting prey quotum proposals



prey population assessment at a certain point in time affects prey quotum proposal for a certain point
in time
belief on standard prey quotum affects prey quotum proposal for a certain point in time

Affecting predator quotum proposals



predator population assessment at a certain point in time affects predator quotum proposal for a
certain point in time
belief on standard predator quotum affects predator quotum proposal for a certain point in time
belief on standard
prey quotum

prey
assessment

predator
assessment

proposal on
prey quotum

belief on standard
predator quotum

proposal on
predator quotum

FIGURE 4.4 Relationships for the support model for predator and prey populations
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4.4.2. D E T AI L E D S U P PO R T M O D E L

F O R T HE

P RE D A TO R P RE Y E X AM PL E

In Table 4.3 it is shown how the concepts used within the support model were formalised.
Concept

Formalisation

ambient agent X assessment on preys

assessment(X:AGENT,
sufficient_preys_at(T:REAL))

ambient agent X assessment on predators

assessment(X:AGENT,
sufficient_predators_at(T:REAL))

ambient agent X belief on prey threshold

belief(X:AGENT,
standard_prey_quotum(V:REAL))

ambient agent X belief on predator threshold

belief(X:AGENT,
standard_predator_quotum(V:REAL))

ambient agent X proposal on prey quotum

proposing(X:AGENT,
prey_quotum_at(V:REAL, T:REAL))

ambient agent X proposal on predator quotum

proposing (X:AGENT,
predator_quotum_at(V:REAL, T:REAL))

TABLE 4.3 Formalisation of the concepts used within the support model

The idea is that when the assessment for one of the populations is that at a certain point in time
there is a sufficient number available, the predefined standard quotum is proposed for that point in
time.
SDR1 Generating prey quota proposals
If
ambient agent X assesses that a sufficient number of preys are available at T
and ambient agent X believes that the standard prey quotum is SQ1
then
ambient agent X will propose that the prey quotum at T is SQ1
assessment(X, sufficient_preys_at(T)) &
belief(X, standard_prey_quota(SQ1))


proposing(X, prey_quotum_at(SQ1, T))

SDR2 Generating predator quota proposals
If
ambient agent X assesses that a sufficient number of predators are available at T
and ambient agent X believes that the standard predator quotum is SQ2
then
ambient agent X will propose that the predator quotum at T is SQ2
assessment(X, sufficient_predators_at(T)) &
belief(X, standard_predator_quota(SQ2) )


proposing(X, predator_quotum_at(SQ2, T))

4.4.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N T R ACE

F O R TH E

A N AL Y S I S

AN D

SUPPORT MODEL

Figure 4.5 shows the results of simulation of the analysis and support model with parameter settings
a=4, b=0.2, c=0.1, e=8, prey threshold 100, standard prey quotum 20, and initial values 90 and 10.
Here it can be seen that at some points in time, when the threshold 100 is exceeded, the prey
population size is reduced by the standard quotum of 20. As the predator population never happens
to exceed its threshold, no quotum is taken from it.
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FIGURE 4.5 Simulation results for the predator prey populations with intervention
based on the analysis and support model

4.5. A DAPTATION M ODEL

FOR THE

P REDATOR P REY E XAMPLE

The domain model for the interacting predator and prey populations includes parameters a, b, c, e
that represent characteristics of the populations and their interaction. The ambient agent has beliefs
about these characteristics and uses them in its reasoning processes. Remember that for a domain
model the parameters involved are assumed fixed, but beliefs about them may change over time. As
beliefs on parameters used by an ambient agent in its analysis and support models need not (exactly)
correspond to the actual parameters the agent may make errors in its analysis and in its support
actions. This section presents a model for such an adaptation process within an ambient agent,
concerning the predator prey model.

4.5.1. M AI N A S PE C TS
MODEL

AN D T H E I R

R E L A TI O N S

FOR A

P RE D A T O R P RE Y A D A P T A TI O N

In the first place the domain model is integrated within the ambient agent in order to make
predictions of the population sizes at different (future) points in time, based on the given beliefs on
parameter values; such a prediction is made in a manner similar to how beliefs on the population
sizes are generated by the analysis model described in Section 4.3. Furthermore, it is assumed that
from time to time information on the real population sizes becomes available, as observations for the
ambient agent. A deviation (for a given point in time) can be obtained as the difference between
observed population size value and the value predicted on the basis of the integrated domain model
for that time point. Such identified deviations are to be related to adaptations required in parameter
values to compensate for these deviations.
The question on how to adapt the parameter value after a deviation between predicted and
observed population size is answered as follows. An often made assumption is that (for relatively
small changes) a change in the value W of parameter P will lead to a change in the predicted
population size which is assumed proportional to the change in the parameter value (i.e., when the
change in the value of P is twice as much, also the difference in predicted population size at the given
point in time will be twice as much). The proportion factor is called the sensitivity of one value with
respect to the other. To determine such sensitivities the following is done. Different predictions are
made of the population size for different assumed values of the parameter P. By comparing such
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predictions it can be found out how sensitive the population size is for a (small) deviation in the value
of parameter P. Once such a sensitivity has been found, it can be used to relate a deviation in
predicted population size to an adaptation needed in the value for parameter P to compensate for
the deviation.
To model these processes the following concepts are used:









the ambient agent’s beliefs on parameter values
the ambient agent’s assumptions on parameter values
the ambient agent’s predictions on prey and predator population sizes
the ambient agent’s observations of prey and predator population sizes
the ambient agent’s belief that the prey or predator population size has a certain deviation
the ambient agent is predicting for parameter P with value W
the ambient agent’s belief on sensitivity of prey or predator population size with respect to the value
of a parameter P
the ambient agent’s belief on adaptation speed

The following dynamic relationships between these concepts can be established (see also Figure 4.6
and Figure 4.7):
Affecting predictions for assumed parameter values (Figure 4.6)







the ambient agent’s assumptions on parameter values for which predictions are made affect the
ambient agent’s predictions on the population sizes (not depicted)
the ambient agent’s belief on the prediction step size affects the ambient agent’s predictions on the
population size (not depicted)
the ambient agent’s predictions on the prey population size affect the ambient agent’s predictions on
the predator population size
the ambient agent’s predictions on the predator population size affect the ambient agent’s predictions
on the prey population size
the ambient agent’s beliefs on prey quota affect the ambient agent’s predictions on the prey
population size
the ambient agent’s beliefs on predator quota affect the ambient agent’s predictions on the predator
population size

Affecting deviation beliefs (Figure 4.6)



the ambient agent’s population size observations affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations
between observed and predicted population size
the ambient agent’s population size predictions affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations
between observed and predicted population size

Affecting beliefs for adapted parameter values (Figure 4.7)





the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations between observed and predicted population size affect the
ambient agent’s belief on the value of parameter P
the ambient agent’s belief on adaptation speed affect the ambient agent’s belief on the value of
parameter P
the ambient agent’s belief on the sensitivity of the predicted population size for the value of
parameter P affects the ambient agent’s belief on the value of parameter P
the ambient agent’s predictions on prey and predator population sizes for different values of
parameter P affect the ambient agent’s belief on the sensitivity of the predicted population size for
the value of parameter P
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observation
on preys

belief on prey
deviation

belief on
prey quotum

belief on
predator deviation

prediction on
prey population

prediction on
predator population

observation on
predators

belief on
predator quotum

FIGURE 4.6 Global relations for the adaptation model: generating deviations
adaption
speed belief

population
prediction for
parameter P
with value W1
population
prediction for
parameter P
with value W2

sensitivity
belief for P

deviation
belief

parameter
P belief

FIGURE 4.7 Global relations for the adaptation model: generating adapted parameter values

4.5.2. A D E T AI L E D A D AP T A T I O N M O D E L

F O R T HE

P RE D A TO R P RE Y E X A M PL E

In Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 a formalisation of the concepts can be found.
Concept

Formalisation

belief on parameter values

belief(agent,
has_value(P:PARAMETER, W:REAL))

assumptions on parameter values

assumption(agent,
has_value(P:PARAMETER, W:REAL))

observed prey population size V at time T

observed(X, preys_at( V:REAL, T:REAL))

observed predator population size V at time T

observed(X, predators_at( V:REAL, T:REAL))

belief that the prey population size has deviation
DE at time T

belief(agent, has_deviation(
preys_at( V:REAL, T:REAL),
DE:REAL, T:REAL)

belief that the predator population size has
deviation DE at time T

belief(agent, has_deviation(predators_at(
V:REAL, T:REAL), DE:REAL, T:REAL)

the agent is predicting for parameter P with value
W

is_predicting_for(agent,
P:PARAMETER, W:REAL )

predicted prey population size V at time T based
on value W of parameter P

prediction_for(X, preys_at(
V:REAL, T:REAL), P:PARAMETER, W:REAL)

predicted predator population size V at time T
based on value W of parameter P

prediction_for(X, predators_at(
V:REAL, T:REAL), P:PARAMETER, W:REAL)

belief on sensitivity S of prey population size V
with respect to value W of parameter P

belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(
preys_at( V:REAL, T:REAL),
S:REAL, P:PARAMETER, W:REAL))

belief on sensitivity S of predator population size
V with respect to value W of parameter P

belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(
predators_at( V:REAL, T:REAL),
S:REAL, P:PARAMETER, W:REAL))

belief on adaptation speed

belief(agent, adaptation_speed(U:REAL))

TABLE 4.4 Formalisation of concepts involved in adaptation
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Sort

Description of use

Elements

REAL

time, parameter values, sensitivities, population sizes, deviations, quota,
sensitivities, adaptation speed

real numbers

PARAMETER

parameters in the domain model

a, b, c, e

TABLE 4.5 Sorts uses

For the detailed specification, first it is shown when and how to generate predictions (as depicted in
Figure 4.6). An initial prediction at time 0 with initial population size is assumed for any value W of P
for which predictions are made.
PADR1
If
and
and
then
and

Generating initial predictions on the prey and predator population sizes
ambient agent X observes that at T the prey population size is V1
ambient agent X observes that at T the predator population size is V2
ambient agent X is predicting for value W of parameter P
ambient agent X will predict for value W of parameter P that at time T the prey population size is V1
ambient agent X will predict for value W of parameter P that at time T the predator population size is V2

initial_time(T) &
observed(X, preys_at(V1, T))  &
observed(X, predators_at (V2, T))
&
is_predicting_for(X, P, W)


prediction_for(X, preys_at(V1, T), P, W) &
prediction_for(X, predators_at(V2, T), P, W)

Based on this the population sizes are predicted for subsequent time points.
PADR2
If
and
and
and
and
and
then

Generating predictions on the prey population size
ambient agent X predicts for value W of parameter P that at T the prey population size is V1
ambient agent X predicts for value W of parameter P that at T the predator population size is V2
ambient agent X predicts for value W of parameter P that at T the prey quotum is Q1
ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter a is W1
ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter b is W2
ambient agent X believes that the step size is DT
ambient agent X predicts for value W of parameter P that at time T+DT the prey population size
will be V1+ (W1*V1-W2*V1*V2-Q1)*DT

prediction_for(X, preys_at(V1, T), P, W)  &
prediction_for(X, predators_at (V2, T), P, W)
&
prediction_for(X, prey_quota_at(Q1, T), P, W) &
belief(X, has_value(a, W1))
&
belief(X, has_value(b, W2) ) &
belief(X, stepsize(DT))


prediction_for(X, preys_at(V1+ (W1*V1-W2*V1*V2–Q1)*DT, T+DT), P, W)
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PADR3
If
and
and
and
and
and
and
then

Generating predictions on the predator population size
ambient agent X predicts for value W of parameter P that at T the prey population size is V1
ambient agent X predicts for value W of parameter P that at T the predator population size is V2
ambient agent X predicts for value W of parameter P that the predator quotum is Q2 at T
ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter b is W2
ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter c is W3
ambient agent X believes that the value of parameter e is W4
ambient agent X believes that the step size is DT
ambient agent X predicts for value W of parameter P that at time T+DT the prey population size
will be V2 + (W3*W2*V1*V2-W4*V2-Q2)*DT

prediction_for(X, preys_at(V1, T), P, W)&
prediction_for(X, predators_at(V2, T), P, W ) &
prediction_for(X, predator_quota_at(Q2, T), P, W) &
belief(X, has_value(b, W2))
&
belief(X, has_value(c, W3))
&
belief(X, has_value(e, W4) ) &
belief(X, stepsize(DT)) &


prediction_for(X, predators_at(V2+ (W3*W2*V1*V2-W4*V2-Q2)*DT, T+DT), P, W)

Next it is shown how deviations can be determined from observations and generated predictions (as
depicted in Figure 4.6). The idea is that W is the currently believed value of the parameter P and V1
as the predicted population size for this parameter value, and predictions are made starting at time
point 0 and finishing at the time point for which the deviation is known.
PADR4
If
and
and
then

Determining deviations
the agent believes that the value of P is W
the agent predicts that at time T the size of the prey population is V1 for value W of P
the agent observes that the size of the prey population is V2 at time T
the agent believes that the size of the prey population has deviation V2-V1 at time T

belief(X, has_value(P, W)) &
prediction_for(X, preys_at( V1, T), P, W) &
observes(X, preys_at( V2, T))

 belief(X, has_deviation( preys_at(V1, T), V2-V1))

The adaptation of the parameter value after a deviation between predicted and observed population
size has been found is based on the notion of sensitivity S. This is the number such that a change W
in the value W of parameter P will lead to a change V in the predicted population size V which is
(approximately) proportional to W with proportion factor S:
V = S W
The approximation is more accurate when the ’s are taken small. To determine a sensitivity S (in
fact determining the partial derivative V/W) both analytical and experimental/heuristic methods
or a combination of them can be used.
As a simple approximation method, first a small arbitrary change W in the parameter can be tried
(for example a change of -4%, which for W = 0.5 makes W = -0.02), and based on the resulting
change V (for example V = 0.15) found in predicted population size, then by
S = V / W
The sensitivity S can be estimated (which for the example provides S = -0.15 / 0.02 = -0.75).
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PADR5
If
and
then

Focussing on parameter values to predict for
the agent believes that parameter P has value W
that the difference in values for P is taken D
the agent is predicting for P with value W and with value W+D

belief(X, has_value(P, W)) &
belief(X, difference_for(P, D))


is_predicting_for(X, P, W) &
is_predicting_for(X, P, W+D)

The following dynamic relationship shows how from two predictions with slightly different values for
the same parameter, sensitivities can be estimated. Here the values W1 and W2 for α are expected
to be chosen distinct but close to each other, i.e., W2 = W1+D with small D.
PADR6 Sensitivity estimation from multiple predictions
If
the ambient agent predicts by parameter P with value W1 that the prey (resp. predator) population
size is V1 at T
and it predicts by parameter P with value W2 that the prey (resp. predator) population size is V2 at T
and W1  W2
then
it will believe that the sensitivity of population size V1 for P and value W1 is (V2-V1)/(W2-W1)
prediction_for(X, preys_at(V1, T), P, W1) &
prediction_for(X, preys_at(V2, T), P, W2) &
W1  W2

 belief(X, has_sensitivity_for(preys_at(V1, T), (V2-V1) / (W2-W1) , P, W1)
prediction_for(X, predators_at(V1, T), P, W1) &
prediction_for(X, predators_at(V2, T), P, W2) &
W1  W2

 belief(X, has_sensitivity_for(predators_at(V1, T), (V2-V1) / (W2-W1) , P, W1)

Given that the sensitivity is known by PADR6 it can be used in the following manner. Based on the
estimation of the sensitivity S a better guess for the value W of P can be determined by taking
W = U * V / S
where V is the deviation found between observed and predicted population size; so, when V =
0.25 and U = 0.6, then this obtains W = -0.6*0.25 /0.75 = -0.2. This is specified by the following
dynamic relationship.
PADR7
If
and
and
and
and
then

Parameter adaptation by the ambient agent
the ambient agent believes that parameter P has value W
the sensitivity of the prey (resp. predator) population size V for parameter P with value W is S
the agent believes that the prey (resp. predator) population size is V
the agent believes that the prey (resp. predator) population size has deviation DE
the agent believes that the adaptation speed is U
the agent believes that a better approximation for P is the value W + U*DE/S.

belief(X, has_value(P, W) ) &
prediction_for(X, preys_at(V, T), P, W) &
belief(X, has_sensitivity_for(preys_at(V, T), S, P, W) ) &
belief(X, has_deviation(preys_at(V, T), DE)) &
belief(X, adaptation_speed(U))

 belief(X, has_value(P, W + U*DE/S))
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belief(X, has_value(P, W) ) &
prediction_for(X, predators_at(V, T), P, W) &
belief(X, has_sensitivity_for(predators_at(V, T), S, P, W) ) &
belief(X, has_deviation(predators_at(V, T), DE)) &
belief(X, adaptation_speed(U))

 belief(X, has_value(P, W + U*DE/S))

Note that as soon as a belief on a new value for P is generated, by PADR5 also for this new value
predictions are made and compared with the observed value. Thus in a number of such cycles an
approximation can be obtained for the value of P.

4.5.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N T R ACE

F O R TH E

A D A P T A TI O N M O D E L

Development of a simulation trace for the Adaptation model is left as an exercise for the reader.
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CHAPTER 5.

D RIVING B EHAVIOUR 6

5.1. I NTRODUCTION
Recent developments within Ambient Intelligence
provide new technological possibilities to
contribute to personal care for safety, health,
performance, and wellbeing; cf. (Aarts, Harwig, and
Schuurmans, 2001; Riva et al., 2005). Applications
make use of possibilities to acquire sensor
information about humans and their functioning,
and knowledge for analysis of such information.
Based on this, ambient devices can (re)act by
undertaking actions in a knowledgeable manner
that improve the human’s, safety, health, performance, and wellbeing.
The focus of this chapter is on driving behaviour. Circumstances may occur in which a person’s
internal state is affected in such a way that driving is no longer safe. For example, when a person has
taken drugs, either prescribed by a medical professional, or by own initiative, the driving behaviour
may be impaired. For the case of alcohol, specific tests are possible to estimate the alcohol level in
the blood, but for many other drugs such tests are not available. Moreover, a bad driver state may
have other causes, such as highly emotional events, or being sleepy. Therefore assessment of the
driver’s state by monitoring the driving behaviour itself and analysing the monitoring results is a
wider applicable option. In this chapter, an ambient agent is presented that assesses a person’s
driving behaviour, and in case of a negative assessment lets cruise control slow down and stop the
car (see Bosse, Hoogendoorn, Klein, and Treur, 2008). The approach was inspired by a system that is
currently under development by Toyota. This ambient system that in the near future will be
incorporated as a safety support system in Toyota’s prestigious Lexus line, uses sensors that can
detect the driver’s steering operations, and sensors that can detect the driver's eye movements.
The presented ambient agent makes use of three types of sensor information. First, the driver’s
steering behaviour is measured, to assess, among others, whether (s)he is making too many
unnecessary movements with the steering wheel. Second, a sensor in the steering wheel measures
the driver’s perspiration. This can be used to assess the percentage of alcohol in the driver’s sweat,
which correlates linearly with the alcohol percentage in the blood. Third, a camera that is mounted
on the front mirror measures the driver’s eye movements, which can be used to assess, for instance,
whether (s)he is staring too much in the distance, or whether (s)he is blinking much with the eyes.
6

Based on: Bosse, T., Hoogendoorn, M., Klein, M., and Treur, J. (2008), A Component-Based Ambient Agent
Model for Assessment of Driving Behaviour. In: F.E. Sandnes et al. (eds), Proceedings of the 5th
International Conference on Ubiquitous Intelligence and Computing, UIC'08. Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, vol. 5061. Springer Verlag, 2008, pp. 229-243.
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5.2. D OMAIN M ODEL
This section introduces the domain model for driver behaviour. In Section 5.2.1, the main aspects of
the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 5.2.2, the detailed model is provided, and
Section 5.2.3 presents an example simulation trace.

5.2.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

In the literature, various factors are reported that have a (negative) impact on driver behaviour.
These factors include high levels of drugs or alcohol, fatigue, specific emotional states, the presence
of other persons in the car, loud music, and the use of mobile phones. The system described in this
chapter is designed for measuring three of these factors. However, it can be extended to account for
other factors as well.
First, the level of drugs in the blood is considered. This is dependent on the amount of drug intake
over the last hours. Second, and similarly, the level of alcohol in the blood (and also in the sweat) is
dependent on the amount of alcohol intake over the last hours. The third factor is the person’s state
of fatigue, which depends on whether long periods of non-stop driving have been performed
recently. All of these factors may lead to a state that negatively influences the driving behaviour of
the person. In particular, in case a person has taken certain drugs or alcohol, his or her steering
behaviour may be affected: (s)he will make more sudden movements in the steering wheel, instead
of keeping it straight. In addition, the person’s eye movements may become abnormal. A person may
start to stare (i.e., fixating the eyes on one location, without making any saccades) in case (s)he has
consumed a lot of alcohol and/or is very tired. In case of the latter, the person’s eyes will also blink
more often than usually. This happens because the state of fatigue makes that the speed increases by
which the eyes become dry, and also because the basic eye dryness (the dryness just after a blink)
increases. When a person’s eyes become too dry (i.e., they are drier than a certain desired norm), a
person blinks (i.e., rapidly opens and closes the eyelid) in order to spread tears across and remove
irritants7.
In sum, the following concepts are needed to describe the dynamics of a person’s driving behaviour:















drug intake
alcohol intake
non-stop driving
drug level (in blood)
alcohol level (in blood and sweat)
fatigue
steering behaviour

staring
eye blinks
eye dryness
basic eye dryness
eye drying speed
eye dryness norm

Based on these concepts, the following dynamic relationships can be identified:
Affecting impaired states




drug intake affects drug level
alcohol intake affects alcohol level
non-stop driving affects fatigue

7 For a more detailed description of the relation between eye movements and fatigue, see e.g., (Caffier,
Erdmann, and Ullsperger, 2003).
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Affecting steering behaviour



drug level affects steering behaviour
alcohol level affects steering behaviour

Affecting staring



alcohol level affects staring
fatigue affects staring

Affecting basic eye dryness and drying speed



fatigue affects basic eye dryness
fatigue affects eye drying speed

Affecting eye dryness




eye blinks affect eye dryness
basic eye dryness affects eye dryness
eye drying speed affects eye dryness

Affecting eye blinks



eye dryness affects eye blinks
eye dryness norm affects eye blinks

These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 5.1.
drug intake

high drug level

alcohol intake

high alcohol
level

abnormal steering
behaviour

staring
non-stop driving

fatique

eye drying
speed

basic eye
dryness

eye dryness
eye blink

eye dryness
norm

FIGURE 5.1 Overview of domain model for driver behaviour

5.2.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, for each of them a logical atom is
introduced; see Table 5.1. The predicate affects(P:PRODUCT, S:STATE) is not needed per se, but has been
introduced in order to create some more generic relationships.
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Concept

Formalisation

drug intake

consumed(take_drugs)

alcohol intake

consumed(take_alcohol)

non-stop driving

consumed(non_stop_driving)

drug level

has_level(drug_level, L:LEVEL)

alcohol level

has_level(alcohol_level, L:LEVEL)

fatigue

has_level(fatigue, L:LEVEL)

abnormal steering behaviour

performed(abnormal_steering_behaviour)

staring

performed(staring)

eye blinks

performed(eye_blink)

eye dryness

eye_dryness(I:REAL)

basic eye dryness

basic_eye_dryness(I:REAL)

eye drying speed

eye_drying_speed(I:REAL)

eye dryness norm

eye_dryness_norm(I:REAL)

relations between factors and driver states

affects(P:PRODUCT, S:STATE)

TABLE 5.1 Formalisation of concepts used for domain model

Note that some atoms make use of sorts. The specific sorts that are used in the presented model,
and the elements that they contain, are shown in Table 5.2. Note that, instead of using the
qualitative sort LEVEL, also a quantitative sort can be used (e.g., describing alcohol concentration by
a real number).
Sort

Description of use

Elements

LEVEL

extent to which a certain factor (e.g., drugs, alcohol, or
fatigue) is present in a person’s body

{low, high}

REAL

the set of real numbers

the set of real numbers

PRODUCT

different products that can be consumed

{drugs, alcohol,
non_stop_driving}

STATE

different aspects of the driver’s physical state

{drug_level, alcohol_level,
fatigue}

TABLE 5.2 Sorts used

To formalise the dynamic relationships between these concepts, the following relationships are used,
expressed in LEADSTO:
DDR1 (Consuming a substance)
If
a person consumes a certain product (e.g., drugs),
and
this product affects a certain aspect of the driver’s state (e.g., drug level in his blood),
then
this aspect will be high (e.g., (s)he will have a high concentration of drugs in the blood)
consumed(P)
& affects(P,S)


has_level(S, high)
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DDR2 (Not consuming a substance)
If
a person does not consume a certain product,
and
this product affects a certain aspect of the driver’s state,
then
this aspect will be low
not(consumed(P)) &
affects(P,S)


has_level(S, low)

Note that relationship DDR1 and DDR2 can also be replaced by mathematical formulae, stating, for
example, how the consumption of alcohol influences the concentration of alcohol in the blood, and
how this concentration decreases over time. To this end, more detailed medical knowledge (e.g.,
about drug and alcohol uptake by the blood) could be exploited.
DDR3 (From high drug level to abnormal steering)
If
a person has a high drug level,
then
(s)he will perform abnormal steering behaviour
has_level(drug_level, high)


performed(abnormal_steering_behaviour)

DDR4 (From high alcohol level to abnormal steering and staring)
If
a person has a high alcohol level,
then
(s)he will perform abnormal steering behaviour
and (s)he will stare
has_level(alcohol_level, high)


performed(abnormal_steering_behaviour)  performed(staring)

DDR5 (From fatigue to staring)
If
a person has a high state of fatigue,
then
(s)he will stare
has_level(fatigue, high)


performed(staring)

Finally, a number of relationships are used to model the processes related to eye blinking, as shown
below. Here, d1 and d2 are constants that represent some basic eye dryness in case of, respectively,
a high or low state of fatigue. Moreover, s1 and s2 represent the speed by which the eyes become
drier in case of, respectively, a high or low state of fatigue.
DDR6 (Effect of fatique on eye dryness)
If
a person has a high state of fatigue,
then
the person’s basic eye dryness will be d1,
and
the person’s eye drying speed will be s1,
has_level(fatigue, high)


basic_eye_dryness(d1)

&

eye_drying_speed(s1)

DDR7 (Basic eye dryness)
If
a person has a low state of fatigue,
then
the person’s basic eye dryness will be d2,
and
the person’s eye drying speed will be s2,
has_level(fatigue, low)


basic_eye_dryness(d2)

&

eye_drying_speed(s2)
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DDR8 (Eye blinking)
If
a person’s eye dryness is X,
and
the person’s eye dryness norm is Y,
and
X > Y,
then
the person will perform an eye blink
eye_dryness(X)
&
eye_dryness_norm(Y)


performed(eye_blink)

&

X > Y

DDR9 (Effect of blinking on dryness)
If
a person performs an eye blink,
and
the person’s basic eye dryness is d,
then
the person’s eye dryness will be d
performed(eye_blink)


eye_dryness(D)

&

basic_eye_dryness(D)

DDR10 (Effect of not blinking on dryness)
If
a person does not perform an eye blink,
and
the person’s eye dryness is X,
and
the person’s eye drying speed is S,
then
the person’s eye dryness will be X+S*(1-X)
not(performed(eye_blink))
&


eye_dryness(X+S*(1-X))

eye_dryness(X)

&

eye_drying_speed(S)

5.2.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
This section presents an example simulation trace that was generated on the basis of the domain
model for driver behaviour. This trace is displayed in Figure 5.2. The settings for this trace were:
d1=0.1, d2=0.2, s1=0.05. s2=0.15, and eye_dryness_norm=0.5. The upper graph denotes the
symbolic predicates, and the lower to graphs denote the numerical concepts (i.e., eye dryness). Note
that predicates of type affects(…) have been left out, for readability.
As shown in Figure 5.2, the person involved initially has a low concentration of drugs and alcohol in
the blood, and a low state of fatigue. However, at time point 3 (s)he uses some drugs, which leads to
an increased drug level between time point 4 and 7 (it is assumed that this lasts 3 time steps), and
abnormal steering behaviour. After that, everything is back to normal, until time point 15. At that
moment, the person consumes some alcohol, which leads to an increased alcohol level for a while.
As a result of this, the person -again- steers abnormally, and now also stares in the distance.
However, until that moment, the person has not been very tired (i.e., a low state of fatigue), which
resulted in a basic eye dryness of 0.1 and an eye drying rate of 0.05. As a consequence, the person’s
eyes have been drying very slowly, and (s)he has blinked only once (at time point 14, when the eyes
were drier than the norm of 0.5). However, between time point 22 and 32, the person enters a long
period of non-stop driving. As a result, his state of fatigue becomes high, and his values for basic eye
dryness and eye drying rate increase. This causes the eyes to dry rather quickly, so that the person
blinks twice in a relatively short period. After time point 36, everything is back to normal again.
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FIGURE 5.2 Example simulation trace for domain model

5.3. M ODEL

FOR

A NALY SIS

This section introduces the model for analysis of driver behaviour. In Section 5.3.1, the main aspects
of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 5.3.2, the detailed model is provided, and
Section 5.3.3 presents an example simulation trace.

5.3.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

To be able to analyse the dynamics of a driver’s behaviour, an ambient agent should, in principle, be
equipped with the domain model introduced in Section 5.2, and should be able to reason on the
basis of this model. Therefore, the model for analysis should contain more of less the same concepts
as the domain model. Below, an analysis model to assess the driver’s state of fatigue is worked out in
detail. This means that the parts of the domain model that address fatigue are re-used here; to keep
the model simple, the parts about drug and alcohol intake are not addressed.
The input that the ambient agent can use to make estimations about the state of fatigue is the
amount of non-stop driving. The agent can observe this, because it knows when the engine is turned
on and off. Based on that information, it can derive beliefs about the driver’s state of fatigue. In
combination with the agent’s desires about the driver’s state of fatigue, this can be used to
determine whether there is a discrepancy between the driver’s believed and desired state of fatigue.
However, this is not the only useful information the agent can exploit. Because of the camera on the
front mirror, it can also observe the driver’s eye blinks. Therefore, it is useful for the agent to also
make predictions (modelled as beliefs) about when the driver will perform these eye blinks, so that it
can compare this with the observed eye blinks in order to update its knowledge in case its beliefs
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(that were generated only on the basis of the information about non-stop driving) are not entirely
correct. Possible mechanisms to make such updates are discussed in Section 5.5. In order to make
predictions about eye blinks, the agent may use several of the relationships of the domain model
(modelled in the form of beliefs). These beliefs may involve eye dryness, basic eye dryness, eye drying
speed, and eye dryness norm.
This leads to the following list of concepts that are needed for the driver behaviour analysis model:











observations on non-stop driving
observations on eye blinks
beliefs on fatigue
beliefs on eye blinks
beliefs on eye dryness
beliefs on basic eye dryness
beliefs on eye drying speed
beliefs on eye dryness norm
desires on fatigue
beliefs on fatigue discrepancy

Based on these concepts, the following dynamic relationships are formulated:
Affecting beliefs on fatigue


observations on non-stop driving affects beliefs on fatigue

Affecting beliefs on basic eye dryness and drying speed



beliefs on fatigue affect beliefs on basic eye dryness
beliefs on fatigue affect beliefs on eye drying speed

Affecting beliefs on eye dryness




observations on eye blinks affect beliefs on eye dryness
beliefs on basic eye dryness affect beliefs on eye dryness
beliefs on eye drying speed affect beliefs on eye dryness

Affecting beliefs on eye blinks



beliefs on eye dryness affect beliefs on eye blinks
beliefs on eye dryness norm affect beliefs on eye blinks

Affecting beliefs on fatigue discrepancy



desires on fatigue affect beliefs on fatigue discrepancy
beliefs on fatigue affect beliefs on fatigue discrepancy

These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 5.3.
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FIGURE 5.3 Overview of Analysis Model for Driver Behaviour

5.3.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, again a number of logical atoms are
introduced; see Table 5.3.
Concept

Formalisation

observations on non-stop driving

observed(agent, consumed(non_stop_driving))

observations on eye blinks

observed(agent, performed(eye_blink))

beliefs on fatigue

belief(agent, has_level(fatigue, L:LEVEL))

beliefs on eye blinks

belief(agent, performed(eye_blink))

beliefs on eye dryness

belief(agent, eye_dryness(I:REAL))

beliefs on basic eye dryness

belief(agent, basic_eye_dryness(I:REAL))

beliefs on eye drying speed

belief(agent, eye_drying_speed(I:REAL))

beliefs on eye dryness norm

belief(agent, eye_dryness_norm(I:REAL))

desires on fatigue

desire(agent, has_level(fatigue, L:LEVEL))

beliefs on fatigue discrepancy

belief(agent, has_discrepancy(
fatigue, L:LEVEL))

beliefs on relations between factors and driver
states

belief(agent, affects(P:PRODUCT, S:STATE))

observations on non-stop driving

observed(agent, consumed(non_stop_driving))

observations on eye blinks

observed(agent, performed(eye_blink))

beliefs on fatigue

belief(agent, has_level(fatigue, L:LEVEL))

TABLE 5.3 Formalisation of concepts used for analysis model
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Next, to formalise the dynamic relationships for the analysis model, the following relationships in
LEADSTO are used:
ADR1 (Generating beliefs for consuming a substance)
if
the agent observes that a person consumes a certain product (e.g., non-stop driving),
and
the agent believes that this product affects a certain aspect of the driver’s state (e.g., fatigue),
then
the agent will believe that this aspect will be high
observed(agent, consumed(P))  belief(agent, affects(P,S))


belief(agent, has_level(S, high))

ADR2 (Generating beliefs for not consuming a substance)
if
the agent observes that a person does not consume a certain product,
and
the agent believes that this product affects a certain aspect of the driver’s state,
then
the agent will believe that this aspect will be low
not(observed(agent, consumed(P)))  belief(agent, affects(P,S))


belief(agent, has_level(S, low))

ADR3 (Generating beliefs for effect of high fatique on eye dryness)
if
the agent believes that a person has a high state of fatigue,
then
the agent believes that the person’s basic eye dryness will be d1,
and
the agent will believe that the person’s eye drying speed will be s1,
belief(agent, has_level(fatigue, high))


belief(agent, basic_eye_dryness(d1))  belief(agent, eye_drying_speed(s1))

ADR4 (Generating beliefs for effect of low fatique on eye dryness)
if
the agent believes that a person has a low state of fatigue,
then
the agent believes that the person’s basic eye dryness will be d2,
and
the agent will believe that the person’s eye drying speed will be s2,
belief(agent, has_level(fatigue, low))


belief(agent, basic_eye_dryness(d2))  belief(agent, eye_drying_speed(s2))

ADR5 (Generating beliefs for eye blinking)
if
the agent believes that a person’s eye dryness is X,
and
the agent believes that the person’s eye dryness norm is Y,
and
X > Y,
then
the agent will believe (predicts) that the person will perform an eye blink
belief(agent, eye_dryness(X))  belief(agent, eye_dryness_norm(Y))  x > y


belief(agent, performed(eye_blink))

ADR6 (Generating beliefs for eye dryness)
if
the agent observes that a person performs an eye blink,
and
the agent believes that the person’s basic eye dryness is d,
then
the agent will believe that the person’s eye dryness will be d
observed(agent, performed(eye_blink))  belief(agent, basic_eye_dryness(D))


belief(agent, eye_dryness(D))
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ADR7 (Generating beliefs for effect of not blinking on dryness)
if
the agent observes that a person does not perform an eye blink,
and
the agent believes that the person’s eye dryness is X,
and
the agent believes that the person’s eye drying speed is S,
then
the agent will believe that the person’s eye dryness will be X+S*(1-X)
not(observed(agent, performed(eye_blink)))
belief(agent, eye_drying_speed(S))


belief(agent, eye_dryness(X+S*(1-X)))



belief(agent,

eye_dryness(X))



ADR8 (Assessing fatigue)
if
the agent desires that the driver has a low state of fatigue,
and the agent believes that the driver has a high state of fatigue,
then
the agent will believe that the there is a (high) discrepancy
between the driver’s desired and believed state of fatigue
desire(agent, has_level(fatigue, low))  belief(agent, has_level(fatigue, high))


belief(agent, has_discrepancy(fatigue, high))

5.3.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
Also for the analysis model, simulation runs may be performed. An example simulation trace for a
situation in which the ambient agent signals a discrepancy is shown in Figure 5.4.

FIGURE 5.4 Example simulation trace for analysis model

As shown in the figure, this scenario is quite similar to the scenario shown in Figure 5.2 (with all
information related to drug and alcohol intake left out). The driver starts with a low state of fatigue,
which means that (s)he performs eye blinks at a low frequency. However, between time point 22 and
32, the person drives a long distance without taking a break, which is observed by the agent. Based
on this, the agent believes that (s)he is in a high state of fatigue. Since this is in conflict with the
agent’s desire (namely that the driver is in a low state of fatigue), the agent derives that there is a
fatigue discrepancy (which can be input for the support model introduced in the next section).
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Furthermore, notice that, based on its belief that the driver is in a high state of fatigue, the agent also
predicts that the driver’s eyes will become dry very quickly, and that (s)he will blink at time point 27
and 33. Since the agent’s analysis model is 100% correct, these predictions correspond exactly to
reality. However, in cases that the analysis model is not that perfect, the predicted eye blinks will not
exactly overlap with the observed eye blinks. In such cases, the parameters used by the model will
have to be updated. This can be done, for example, using mechanisms as described in Section 5.5.
Note that the model presented in this section can only be used to assess fatigue based on
observations about non-stop driving (and eye blinks). Thus, it covers the bottom part of Figure 5.1.
However, the upper part of that picture has not been worked out here. To this end, an analysis
model to assess the driver’s drug and alcohol concentration should be developed. One additional
difficulty in that case would be that some relevant concepts that exist in the domain model cannot
directly be observed by the ambient agent. For example, the amount of alcohol and drug intake
cannot easily be measured by an ambient agent. On the other hand, it is possible to measure
information about whether the driver shows abnormal steering behaviour or is staring (the concepts
on the upper-right hand side of Figure 5.1). These types of information can be measured,
respectively, by the movements of the steering wheel and the camera on the front mirror.
Thus, it is still possible to obtain information about states in these domain models, but these state
are only present at the right-hand side of the model. As a result, no simple forward reasoning pattern
(of the format “if I believe X and I believe that X leads to Y, then I also believe Y”) can be applied.
Instead, other reasoning methods should be applied. An example of such a method is abduction. In a
nutshell, this method has the format “if I believe Y and I believe that X leads to Y, then I also believe
that X could have been the case”. By applying such methods, on could derive, for example, that the
driver has been drinking on the basis of an abnormal steering pattern that is observed (e.g., in case
the steering wheel moves more than 3 times from left to right and back within five seconds). For
more information about such methods, for example, see Chapter 2.
In case different analysis models are developed, which each analyse one particular aspect of the
driver’s state (e.g., drug concentration, alcohol concentration, and state of fatigue), the results of
analyses can also be combined, in order to provide more evidence for a certain hypothesis (e.g., in
case the driver has a high blinking frequency and has not stopped the car for a while, (s)he is very
likely to have a high state of fatigue). To this end, it may be useful to develop a multi-agent system,
consisting of different (monitoring) agents that each analyse a specific factor separately, and another
agent that combines the conclusions of the monitoring agents. Such an approach is taken in (Bosse,
Hoogendoorn, Klein, and Treur, 2008). An overview of the multi-agent system used in that paper is
shown in Figure 5.5.
Here, the Steering Monitoring agent receives the sensor input from the Steering Sensoring agent,
and uses this to determine whether there is an abnormal steering pattern. Similarly, the Gaze-focus
Monitoring agent uses sensor input from the Gaze-focus Sensoring agent to determine whether
there is an abnormal gaze-focus pattern. Next, the Driver Assessment agent combines the
information from the two monitoring agents to determine whether the driver is in an impaired
condition. If this is the case, the Driver Assessment agent sends a signal to the Cruise Control agent,
who can support the driver, e.g., by slowing down the car. Development of such a system composed
of multiple cooperating agents is left as an exercise for the reader.
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FIGURE 5.5 Multi-agent system for ambient driver support (Bosse, Hoogendoorn, Klein, and Treur, 2008)

5.4. M ODEL

FOR

S UPPORT

This section introduces the model for support of a car driver. In Section 5.4.1, the main aspects of the
model and their relations are introduced. In Section 5.4.2, the detailed model is provided, and
Section 5.4.3 presents an example simulation trace.

5.4.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

In case an ambient agent in a car signals that the driver is in an impaired condition, it has several
alternatives to provide support. Some possible support actions that are mentioned in the literature
are:





keep a safe distance with the car in front
slow down the car and safely pull it over
wake up a sleepy driver (e.g., by making a loud sound)
give advice to the driver (e.g., tell him or her to take a break)

The choice for which action to perform may depend on the specific state the driver is in. For example, if
the agent believes that the driver is only slightly tired, it may advice him or her to take a break.
However, when it estimates that the driver is practically asleep, a more urgent measure is necessary.
In sum, the following concepts are needed for the driver support model:








beliefs about discrepancies between the driver’s believed and desired drug level
beliefs about discrepancies between the driver’s believed and desired alcohol
beliefs about discrepancies between the driver’s believed and desired state of fatigue
actions to keep distance with the car in front
actions to slow down the car
actions to wake up a sleepy driver
actions to give advice to the driver
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For the dynamic relationships between these concepts, multiple options are possible that connect a
specific belief (or a combination of beliefs) to a particular action. In the next section, an example
specification is proposed. The relationships used in that example are visualised in Figure 5.6.
belief on drug
level discrepancy
action to slow down car
belief on alchol
level discrepancy
action to wake up driver
belief on fatique
discrepancy

action to give advice

action to keep distance

FIGURE 5.6 Overview of Support Model for Driver Behaviour

5.4.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, the following logical atoms are used;
see Table 5.4.
Concept

Formalisation

beliefs of discrepancies of the driver’s drug level

belief(agent, has_discrepancy(
drug_level, L:LEVEL))

beliefs of discrepancies of the driver’s alcohol level

belief(agent, has_discrepancy(
alcohol, L:LEVEL))

beliefs of discrepancies of the driver’s state of fatigue

belief(agent, has_discrepancy(
fatigue, L:LEVEL))

actions to keep distance with the car in front

performed(agent, keep_distance)

actions to slow down the car

performed(agent, slow_down_car)

actions to wake up a sleepy driver

performed(agent, wake_up_driver)

actions to give advice

performed(agent, give_advice)

TABLE 5.4 Formalisation of concepts used for support model

To formalise dynamic relationships that connect beliefs to support actions, the following
relationships in LEADSTO are used:
SDR1 (Generating a wake up action)
if
the agent believes that there is a high discrepancy with respect to the driver’s state of fatigue,
then
the agent will try to wake up the driver
belief(agent, has_discrepancy(fatigue, high))


performed(agent, wake_up_driver)

SDR2 (Generating advice to keep distance)
if
the agent believes that there is a low discrepancy with respect to the driver’s state of fatigue,
then
the agent will give the driver advice to take a break
belief(agent, has_discrepancy(fatigue, low))


performed(agent, give_advice)  performed(agent, keep_distance)
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SDR3 (For alcohol slowing down the car)
if
the agent believes that there is a high discrepancy with respect to the driver’s alcohol level,
then
the agent will try to slow down the car
belief(agent, has_discrepancy(alcohol_level, high))


performed(agent, slow_down_car)

SDR4 (For drugs slowing down the car)
if
the agent believes that there is a high discrepancy with respect to the driver’s drug level,
then
the agent will try to slow down the car
belief(agent, has_discrepancy(drug_level, high))


performed(agent, slow_down_car)

Note that this knowledge base takes a relatively simple approach, based on a 1:1 mapping between
an estimated driver state and a set of support actions. The reader is encouraged to develop other,
more sophisticated methods for support. For example, the agent could first generate a number of
support options, and then select the one with the highest feasibility (see, for instance, Chapter 7. ).

5.4.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
Simulation of the model presented in Section 5.4.2 is straightforward, and therefore not worked out here.

5.5. M ODEL

FOR

P ARAMETER A DAPTATION

This section introduces the model for adaptation of the parameters of the driver behaviour model. In
Section 5.5.1, the main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 5.5.2, the
detailed model is provided, and Section 5.6 presents an example simulation trace.

5.5.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

The parameters that the agent uses in its analysis (and support) model need not exactly correspond
to the actual parameters that describe reality. When parameter values used by the ambient agent
differ too much from reality, the agent may make errors in its analysis and in its support actions.
Therefore it is better to design the agent in such a way that it can learn from these errors, and after
discovering them, adapts its parameter values. This section presents a model for such an adaptation
process. The model uses the same mechanism for parameter adjustment as presented in Chapter 7.
(see that chapter for more details).
As in Chapter 7. , two main questions to be addressed are (1) how does the agent get information on
(a certain extent of) inaccuracy or incorrectness of the model used, and (2) how can it relate such
information to deviations in parameter values that have to be compensated. For the current domain,
an answer to the first question would be “by calculating the difference between observed and
predicted eye blink frequency”, or “by calculating the difference between observed and predicted
alcohol concentration”. To keep the example simple, in this section the focus is on the driver’s level
of alcohol in the blood only (so drug level and state of fatigue are not considered, although they can
be addressed using similar mechanisms). It is assumed that from time to time observations about
alcohol level are provided via a sensor in the steering wheel that measures the alcohol concentration
in the sweat. By comparing this with the estimated level of alcohol (based on mechanisms as
described in Section 5.3), the agent can determine what is the inaccuracy in its model (in terms of
deviations). Note that this also assumes that alcohol concentration is not represented on a discrete
scale (as done in the previous sections, using values low and high only), but on a continuous scale, via
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a real number. Concerning the second question, in this chapter it is assumed that the parameter in
the model that has to be compensated is known. Since the model to estimate alcohol concentration
is not worked out in Section 5.3, it is not possible to provide a concrete example for such a
parameter8. However, below the generic case is described, for any parameter P. To discover
deviations in such parameters, the presented approach makes use of sensitivities, adaptation speeds,
and adaptation options, similar to Chapter 7. .
Thus, the following concepts are needed for the driver behaviour parameter adaptation model:








beliefs about the driver’s alcohol level in the blood
observations about the driver’s alcohol level in the blood
beliefs about deviations between the estimated and observed alcohol level
parameter values
sensitivities
adaptation speeds
adaptation options

The following dynamic relationship between these concepts can be established:







beliefs about the driver’s alcohol level in the blood affect beliefs about deviations
observations about the driver’s alcohol level in the blood affect beliefs about deviations
beliefs about deviations affect adaptation options
sensitivities affect adaptation options
adaptation speeds affect adaptation options
adaptation options affect parameter values

These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 5.7.
alcohol level
observation

alcohol
level belief

deviation belief

adaption
speed belief

parameter value
adaption
option belief

sensitivity
belief

FIGURE 5.7 Overview of Parameter Adaptation Model for Driver Behaviour

8

However, for the fatigue case, concrete examples can be provided. For example, the eye drying speed, the
basic eye dryness, or the drying norm.
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5.5.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
The following logical atoms are used to formalise the concepts introduced above; see Table 5.5. Note
that, since the change of alcohol concentration in the blood is a highly dynamic process, it is needed
to represent explicitly at which time point a certain concentration is observed or estimated. To this
end, a parameter t for time is included in some of the atoms.
Concept

Formalisation

beliefs about the driver’s alcohol level
in the blood at time t

belief(agent, has_level_at(
alcohol_level, W:REAL, T:REAL))

observations about the driver’s
alcohol level in the blood

observed(agent, has_level_at(
alcohol_level, W:REAL, T:REAL))

beliefs about deviations between the
estimated and observed alcohol level

belief(agent, has_deviation(has_level_at(
alcohol_level, W1:REAL, T:REAL), W2:REAL))

beliefs on parameter values

belief(agent, has_value(P:PARAMETER, V:REAL))

sensitivities

belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(
has_level_at(alcohol_level, W:REAL, T:REAL),
S:REAL, P:PARAMETER, V:REAL)

adaptation speeds

belief(agent, adaptation_speed(U:REAL))

adaptation options

belief(agent, has_level_at(alcohol_level, W:REAL,
T:REAL))

TABLE 5.5 Formalisation of concepts used for parameter adaptation model

Here, the sort PARAMETER contains all parameters that occur in the model. Moreover, note that
the element alcohol_level can be replaced by S:STATE for the more generic case.
PADR1 (Generating deviation beliefs)
If
the agent believes that the level of alcohol at T is W1
and the agent observes that the level of alcohol at T is W2
then
the agent will believe that the level of alcohol at T has a deviation of W2-W1
belief(agent, has_level_at(alcohol_level, W1, T)) &
observed(agent, has_level_at(alcohol_level, W2, T))


belief(agent, has_deviation(has_level_at(alcohol_level, W1, T), W2-W1))

PADR2 (Generating beliefs on adaptation options 1)
If
the agent believes that level of alcohol W at T has sensitivity S for parameter P with value V
and that a deviation D for level of alcohol W at T was identified
and D/S  0
and the agent believes that the adaptation speed is U
then
the agent will believe that an option is to change the value V for P to V + U*D*(1-V)/S
belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(has_level_at(alcohol_level, W, T), S, P, V) &
belief(agent, has_deviation(has_level_at(alcohol_level, W, T), D)) &
D/S0 & belief(agent, adaptation_speed(U))


belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(P, V, V+U*D*(1-V)/S))
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PADR3 (Generating beliefs on adaptation options 2)
If
the agent believes that level of alcohol W at T has sensitivity S for parameter P with value V
and that a deviation D for level of alcohol W at T was identified
and D/S  0
and the agent believes that the adaptation speed is U
then
the agent will believe that an option is to change the value V for P to V - U*D*V/S
belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(has_level_at(alcohol_level, W, T), S, P, V) &
belief(agent, has_deviation(has_level_at(alcohol_level, W, T), D)) &
D/S0 & belief(agent, adaptation_speed(U))


belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(P, V, V-U*D*V/S)))

PADR4 (Adapting parameter beliefs)
If
the agent believes that an adaptation option is to change the value V1 for parameter P to V2
then
the agent will believe that the value of parameter P is V2
and it will not believe that the value of parameter P is V1
belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(P, V1, V2)))


belief(agent, has_value(P, V2)) & not belief(agent, has_value(P, V1))

Note that the question how sensitivities can be determined is not addressed here. See Chapter 7. for
a detailed description about this.

5.6. E XAMPLE S IMULATION
An example simulation trace for the parameter adaptation model described above is shown in Figure
5.8. As shown in this figure, the agent initially believes that the alcohol concentration in the driver’s
blood is 0.05%. This is based on an extensive analysis process (which is not depicted in Figure 5.8,
which involves the value of 0.7 for parameter P). However, at time point 7 the agent receives more
precise information about the driver’s alcohol level via the sensor in the steering wheel: the agent
observes that the actual alcohol concentration in the driver’s blood is 0.08. As a result, the agent
notices that there is a deviation of 0.03, and decides to adjust the value of parameter P to 0.679.

FIGURE 5.8 Example simulation trace for parameter adaptation model

Note that the values for the sensitivity S for parameter P, and the adaptation speed U are not shown
in Figure 5.8. In the current scenario, both have been set by hand to 0.1. However, in a more realistic
scenario, these values could be dynamic.

5.7. D ISC USSION
In order to assess whether a driver is capable of driving a car, an ambient agent needs to maintain a
domain model of the state of alertness this person. This chapter introduced such a domain model (in
Section 5.2), which involved various risk factors such as alcohol intake, drug intake, and periods of
non-stop driving. In addition, an analysis model was introduced to reason about this domain model
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(Section 5.3), as well as a support model to determine actions based on the analysis (Section 5.4),
and a model to adapt the parameter values of the analysis model (Section 5.5).
The presented model can be extended in various manners. Some possibilities are mentioned below:







Taking more factors into account than alcohol, drugs, and fatigue. For example, emotions, other
passengers, music, or mobile phones.
Modelling the concentration of alcohol and drugs in more detail, using a continuous, numerical
approach.
Developing more complex models for analysis (e.g., a model to analyse steering patterns by taking
speed and direction of steering movements into account).
Designing a multi-agent system (instead of a single agent system) for analysis and support of driver
behaviour.
Considering different and more complex types of support (e.g., a mechanism to compare different
options and select the one with the highest feasibility).
Considering more sophisticated techniques for adaptation of parameter values.
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CHAPTER 6.

E MOTION G ENERATION 9

6.1. I NTRODUCTION
Emotions can play an important role in human
functioning. Often emotions are triggered by a certain
stimulus, for example, when an appreciated person is
met, good or bad news is received, a threatening
circumstance is observed, or an emotion in another
person is noticed. Emotions may have positive effects
on functioning, but also negative; sometimes
emotions may even lead to inappropriate violent
behaviour. In certain cases, a person may be
supported by an ambient system that keeps track of the emotions generated, and provides some
assistance in case the emotion is not that desirable. To the end, the system should maintain a
domain model of the state of emotion generation processes of the human, as well as an analysis
model to reason about this domain model, and a support model to determine actions based on this
analysis. This chapter introduces such models, and shows how they can be used to perform
simulations.
Within the last decade, the literature in Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence shows an
increasing amount of attempts to develop (computational) models of processes related to emotion.
In general, two classes of approaches can be distinguished: those that focus on emotion generation
processes and those that focus on emotion regulation (or coping) processes. The first process
addresses the way how human beings develop emotions, based on stimuli from the environment,
whereas the second process addresses the way how humans control their emotions in case they do
not correspond with the emotions they desire to have. The current chapter focuses on the former,
i.e., on emotion generation processes. Its main aim is to present a generic model of emotion
generation, which can be used by ambient systems to get insight in the emotion generation
processes of a human.
As a point of departure ‘The Feeling of What Happens: Body, Emotion and the Making of
Consciousness’ (Damasio, 2000) is taken, in which the neurologist Antonio Damasio puts forward his
theory of emotion, feeling and consciousness and the role of the body in relation to such states. He
describes his theory in an informal manner, and supports it by a vast amount of evidence from
neurological practice. A brief summary of the main basic assumptions underlying Damasio’s approach
is expressed in:
9

Based on: Bosse, T., Memon, Z.A., and Treur, J., (2008), Adaptive Estimation of Emotion Generation for an
Ambient Agent Model. In: Aarts, E., Crowley, J.L., Ruyter, B. de, Gerhäuser, H., Pflaum, A., Schmidt, J.,
Wichert, R. (eds.), Ambient Intelligence, Proceedings of the Second European Conference on Ambient
Intelligence, AmI'08. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 5355. Springer Verlag, 2008, pp. 141–156.
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‘First, I am suggesting that (…) ‘having a feeling’ is not the same as ‘knowing a feeling’, that
reflection on feeling is yet another step up. (…) The inescapable and remarkable fact about these
three phenomena – emotion, feeling, consciousness – is their body relatedness. (…) As the
representations of the body grow in complexity and coordination, they come to constitute an
integrated representation of the organism, a proto-self. Once that happens, it becomes possible
to engender representations of the proto-self as it is affected by interactions with a given
environment. It is only then that consciousness begins, only thereafter that an organism that is
responding beautifully to its environment begins to discover that it is responding beautifully to its
environment. But all of these processes – emotion, feeling, and consciousness – depend for their
execution on representations of the organism. Their shared essence is the body. (Damasio,
2000), pp. 283-284.

In Section 6.2 for a simple example (hearing very special music) a domain model is presented for
emotion and feeling. The modelling perspective taken essentially addresses the neural processes and
their dynamics as physiological processes. This implies that states are physiological states. To
successfully model such complex processes, forms of abstraction are required; for example:



neural states or activation patterns are modelled as single binary state properties (on or off), or by one
number indicating the level of activation
when appropriate, large-dimensional vectors of such (distributed) state properties are composed to
one single composite state property

The abstract modelling form used provides models that are computationally easy to handle, and yet
show the essential dynamic properties.

6.2. D OMAIN M ODEL

FOR

E MOTION G ENERATION

This section introduces a domain model for emotion generation processes based on Damasio’s
theory, and some extensions. In Section 6.2.1, the main aspects of the model and their relations are
introduced. In Section 6.2.2, the detailed model is provided, and Section 6.2.3 presents an example
simulation trace.

6.2.1. A N AL Y S I S
MODEL

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

O F T HE

D O M AI N

First Damasio’s notion of emotion is addressed. He explains this notion as follows.
‘The substrate for the representation of emotions is a collection of neural dispositions in a
number of brain regions (…) They exist, rather, as potential patterns of activity arising within
neuron ensembles. Once these dispositions are activated, a number of consequences ensue. On
the one hand, the pattern of activation represents, within the brain, a particular emotion as
‘neural object’. On the other, the pattern generates explicit responses that modify both the state
of the body proper and the state of other brain regions. By so doing, the responses create an
emotional state, and at that point, an external observer can appreciate the emotional
engagement of the organism being observed. (Damasio, 2000), p. 79.
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sensory
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stimulus s
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state for s

b2
p2

b3
p3

FIGURE 6.1 Processes leading to an emotional state

Assume that a stimulus s (for example, the music you hear) is so special that it leads to an emotional
state in which you show some body responses on it (e.g., shivers on your back). This process is
described by dynamic relationships taking into account internal state properties for an activated
sensory representation for stimulus s, and a vector p1, p2, … for the activation of preparatory states
for the body responses; see Figure 6.1. Note that the state properties are abstract in the sense that a
combination of these preparatory state properties is denoted by p; this p can be considered a
composite state property. Moreover, the conjunction of the combination of all body state properties
responding to the music b1, b2, … (i.e., the respective body state properties for which p1, p2, ... are
preparing) is denoted by (composite) state property b. The model abstracted in this manner is
depicted in Figure 6.2, upper part.
Next, Damasio’s notion of feeling is considered. He expresses the emergence of feeling as follows:
As for the internal state of the organism in which the emotion is taking place, it has available
both the emotion as neural object (the activation pattern at the induction sites) and the sensing
of the consequences of the activation, a feeling, provided the resulting collection of neural
patterns becomes images in mind. (…) The changes related to body state are achieved by one of
two mechanisms. One involves what I call the ‘body loop’. (…) .. the body landscape is changed
and is subsequently represented in somatosensory structures of the central nervous system,
from the brain stem on up. The change in the representation of the body landscape can partly be
achieved by another mechanism, which I call the ‘as if body loop’. In this alternate mechanism,
the representation of body-related changes is created directly in sensory body maps, under the
control of other neural sites, for instance, the prefrontal cortices. It is ‘as if’ the body had really
been changed but it was not. (…) Assuming that all the proper structures are in place, the
processes reviewed above allow an organism to undergo an emotion, exhibit it, and image it, that
is, feel the emotion. (Damasio, 2000), pp. 79-80.

The description made above can be extended to include a number of internal state properties for
sensory representations of body state properties that are changed due to responses on the music;
together these sensory representations constitute the feeling induced by the music. In the model the
conjunction of these sensory representations is depicted (a sensory representation of the changed
body state b; this may be materialised in a distributed manner as a kind of vector). This describes the
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‘body loop’ for the responses on the music; here the body state b and the sensor state for b are
effectors and sensors in the body, respectively.
Notice that the sensory representation for shivering by itself does not directly relate to the music. It
is caused by the external stimulus shivering, which in this particular case is originally caused by the
music. This body state shivering could be present for a lot of other reasons as well, e.g., a cold
shower. However, taking into account that not only shivering but a larger number of sensory state
properties constitute the overall composite sensory representation for b, the feeling will be more
unique for the music; for example sensing your body as not cold will exclude the cold shower as an
alternative possibility.
In summary, the following concepts are used to describe the process of emotion generation:







stimuli
body states
sensor states for stimuli and body states
sensory representations for stimuli and body states
preparations for body states
feeling body states induced by stimuli

The following dynamic relationships between them play a role:
Affecting sensory representations



stimulus affects sensor state
sensor state affects sensory representation

Affecting preparation states


sensory representation affects preparation of bodily response

Affecting and sensing of body states





preparation of bodily response affects bodily response
body state affects sensoring the body state
sensoring the body state affects a sensory representation of the body state
(as if body loop: preparing for a body state affects a sensory representation of the body state)

Affecting feeling


a sensory representation of the body state affects feeling the body state

In Figure 6.2 these dynamic relationships are depicted graphically. Note that the notion ‘as if body
loop’ as used by Damasio is indicated by the dotted arrow. This is a possible shortcut where the
process of changing the body state and sensing that change is skipped, and the sensory
representations for the changed body states are directly generated from the preparation states by
connections between the neurons involved. However, in the presentation here the focus is on the
body loop.
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sensory
representation for s

preparation
state for b

body
state b
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sensory
representation
for b

sensor
state for b

as if body loop

body loop

FIGURE 6.2 Overview of the basic model based on a body loop (with dotted as if body loop)

The basic model to generate an emotion described this far can be based on binary states. However, it
is also possible to take into account stimuli and reactions with certain strengths. In the latter case, as
an extension of the basic model it is also possible to let the strength of the feeling affect the
emotional response. For example, when you see a smiling face you start to smile a bit, feel this and
strengthen your smile, feel this stronger smile, strengthen your smile more, and so on. In this
extended model the body loop (or as if body loop) is extended to a recursive body loop (or recursive
as if body loop) by assuming that the preparation of the bodily response is also affected by the state
of feeling the emotion:
feeling the emotion  preparation for bodily response
as an additional causal relation. Thus the obtained model is based on reciprocal causation relations
between feeling and body states, as roughly shown in Figure 6.3.
sensed
stimulus

sensed
stimulus
feeling
recursive
body loop
sensed
body state

FIGURE 6.3 A recursive body loop
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FIGURE 6.4 Extended domain model based on a recurive body loop

Here both the bodily response and the emotional feeling have a level or gradation (e.g., expressed by
a number), which is assumed dynamic. The causal cycle is modelled as a positive feedback loop,
triggered by the stimulus and converging to a certain level of emotional feeling and body state. Here
in each round of the cycle the next body state has a level that is affected by both the level of the
stimulus and of the emotional feeling state, and the next level of the emotional feeling is based on
the level of the body state. In Figure 6.4 the main concepts and global relations of the extended
model are shown.

6.2.2. D E T AI L E D D O M AI N M O D E L

FOR

E M O TI O N G E N E R A TI O N

In the detailed model first the concepts used have been formalised, both in a binary and in a gradual,
quantitative manner (referring to a numerical real value V); see Table 6.1.
Concept

Binary formalisation

Gradual formalisation

stimuli S

stimulus(S:STIMULUS)

stimulus(S:STIMULUS, V:REAL)

body states B

body_state(B:BODY_STATE)

body_state(B:BODY_STATE,
V:REAL)

sensor states for stimuli S and
body states B

sensor_state(S:STIMULUS)
sensor_state(B:BODY_STATE)

sensor_state(S:STIMULUS,
V:REAL)
sensor_state(B:BODY_STATE,
V:REAL)

sensory representations for
stimuli S and body states B

sr(S:STIMULUS)
sr(B:BODY_STATE)

sr(S:STIMULUS, V:REAL)
sr(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL)

preparations for body states B

p(B:BODY_STATE)

p(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL)

feeling body states B induced
by stimuli S

feeling(B:BODY_STATE)

feeling(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL)

TABLE 6.1 Concepts and their formalisation
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Sort

Description of use

Elements

STIMULUS

stimuli S

s, s1, s2, …

REAL

gradations V of stimulus, body state, sensor state,
sensory representation, preparation, feeling

real numbers

BODY_STATE

body states B

b, b1, b2, …

TABLE 6.2 Sorts used

Note that by capital letters variables are denoted and by lower case letters specific instances.
Specifications with free variables are assumed to indicate that all of the instances for such a variable
provide a valid specification. In semiformal and formal textual format the dynamic relationships were
expressed as follows:
DDR1 From stimulus to sensor state
If
stimulus S occurs
then
the sensor state for S will occur
stimulus(S)




sensor_state(S)

DDR2 From sensor state to sensory representation
If
the sensor state for S occurs
then
the sensory representation sr(S) will occur
sensor_state(S)




sr(S)

DDR3 From a specific sensory representation to a specific preparation of bodily response
If
the sensory representation for stimulus s occurs
then
the preparation state for b will occur
sr(s)


 p(b)

DDR4 From preparation of bodily response to bodily response
If
the preparation state for B occurs
then
the body state B will occur
p(B)




body_state(B)

Notice that each of the abstract state properties used is realised in the organism in a distributed
manner as a large-dimensional vector of more local state properties. Actually, also the sensory
representation sr(s) may be considered such a composite state property with different aspects of the
music represented in different forms at different places (sensed by different sensors).
DDR5 From body state to sensoring the body state
If
body state B occurs
then
the sensor state for B will occur
body_state(B)


 sensor_state(B)

DDR6 From sensoring the body state to a sensory representation of the body state
If
the sensor state for B occurs
then
the sensory representation for B will occur
sensor_state(B)


 sr(B)

DDR7 From a sensory representation of the body state to feeling the body state
If
the sensory representation for B occurs
then
the feeling for B will occur
sr(B)




feeling(B)
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For the case of an ‘as if body loop’ dynamic relationships DDR4, DDR5 and DDR6 can be replaced by
the following one directly connecting preparation state and sensory representation for the body
state.
DDR8 From preparing for a body state to a sensory representation of the body state
If
preparation state for body state B occurs
then
the sensory representation for B will occur
p(B)




sr(B)

Also a combination of models can be made, in which some effects of hearing the music is caused by a
body loop and some are caused by an ‘as if body loop’.
In the extended model the combined effect of the levels of the stimulus and the emotional state on
the body state is modelled as a weighted sum with weights α and 1- α (for example with equal
weights 0.5). To obtain this extension, the following dynamic relationship DDR9 can replace DDR3.
DDR9(s, b) From sensory representation of a specific stimulus s and feeling of a specific body state b to
preparation of b
If
a sensory representation for specific stimulus s occurs with level V1
and feeling for b has level V2,
then
a preparation state for body state b will occur with level  * V2 + (1-) * V1
srs(s, V1) & feeling(b, V2) 


p(b,  * V2 + (1-) * V1 ))

6.2.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N T R ACE S

O F T HE

D O M AI N M O D E L

The LEADSTO simulation software has been used to automatically generate traces showing the
dynamics of the generation of emotion and feeling. An example of such a trace can be seen in Figure
5. This trace is based on dynamic relationships DDR1 to DDR7. For all of them the values (0,0,10,10)
have been chosen for the timing parameters e, f, g, and h. Figure 6.5 shows how the presence of the
stimulus music first leads to an emotion (p(b) and body_state(b)), then via the body loop to a
feeling (feeling(b)).
feeling(b)
sensor_state(b)
sensor_state(music)
sr(b)
sr(music)
body_state(b)
stimulus(music)
p(b)

FIGURE 6.5 Pattern of emotion generation by a body loop

According to the model extension specified by DDR9 the pattern (over time) of generation (and
extinction by lack of stimulus) of a feeling upon a stimulus is as shown in Figure 6.6 (where the
horizontal axis denotes time and the vertical axis denotes the level of experienced feeling).
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FIGURE 6.6 Pattern of emotion generation and extinction by a recursive body loop

6.3. A M ODEL

FOR

A NALYSIS

OF

E MOTION G ENERATION

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) represents a vision of the future where humans will be surrounded by
pervasive and unobtrusive electronic environments, which are sensitive, and responsive to them.
Such an environment has a certain degree of awareness of the presence and states of living creatures
in it, and supports their activities. It analyses their behaviour, and may anticipate on it. Ambient
Intelligence integrates concepts from ubiquitous computing and Artificial Intelligence (AI) with the
vision that technology will become invisible, embedded in our natural surroundings, present
whenever we need it, attuned to the humans’ senses, and adaptive to them and their needs.
Therefore, the environment should be able to determine which actions have to be undertaken in
order to keep the human’s state optimal. For this purpose, it has to be equipped with knowledge
about the relevant physiological and/or psychological aspects of human functioning.
To be able to analyse the dynamics of a human’s emotion generation processes, an ambient agent
should, in principle, be equipped with a domain model such as the one introduced. Moreover, the
ambient agent model should be adaptive, i.e., it should be able to learn individual characteristics of a
person, based on experiences with this person. The idea is that the ambient system observes the
environment (e.g., which positive and negative events happen?) and the behaviour (e.g., which
emotional expressions and actions does the human show, and for how long?) of a human in a certain
scenario for a certain period, and uses this information to determine the characteristics of this
person with respect to emotion generation. Examples of conclusions that the system may draw are
“this person is in the process of becoming angry”, or “this person is so angry that (s)he must be
calmed down immediately”. This information will allow the system to continuously estimate the
emotional state of the human, but also to predict its emotional state in future situations. When
necessary, it will then use this information for adaptive support. For example, in settings where
humans and machines have to cooperate in complex and dynamic environments (e.g., an air traffic
controller or naval officer), the system could encourage the human when it predicts he will become
sad, or take over some of his tasks when he is becoming angry.
This section introduces a model for analysis of emotion generation processes. In Section 6.3.1, the
main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 6.3.2, the detailed model is
provided, and Section 6.3.3 presents an example simulation trace.
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To be able to analyse the dynamics of a human’s emotion generation processes, an ambient agent
should, in principle, be equipped with a domain model such as the one introduced. An ambient
system somehow needs the capability to attribute instances of such mental states to a human, and
to reason about these. In psychology, this capability is often referred to as Theory of Mind (or ToM).
Human and software agents can exploit a ToM for two purposes: to anticipate the behaviour of other
agents (e.g., preparing for certain actions that the other will perform), and to manipulate it (e.g.,
trying to bring the other in a certain state in which he will perform certain desired actions, or not
perform certain unwanted actions). This can be obtained by including analysis and support models
within an ambient agent. In order to obtain this, the following model has been derived from the
domain model. The central emotion used in the considered scenario is anger. In order to simulate
this, every now and then certain events take place, which influence the level of anger of the human
either positively (e.g., a request for an annoying task) or negatively (e.g., the removal of an annoying
task from the todo list). The main goal of the agent is in the first place an assessment: to estimate the
level of anger of the human induced by a given stimulus s. When the human becomes too angry, the
ambient agent can take measures to calm him down (e.g., removing an annoying task from the todo
list, or taking away an annoying stimulus).
Concepts needed in such a Theory of Mind model for an ambient agent concern the ambient agent’s
estimations of the relevant human’s states; these estimations are described by the ambient agent’s
observations and beliefs on the human’s states, such as:










the ambient agent’s observations of the human’s sensor states for stimuli
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensor states for stimuli
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensory representations for stimuli
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s preparation states for body states
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s body states
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensor states for body states
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensory representations for body states
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s feelings for body states
the ambient agent’s assessment of the human with respect to a stimulus

Global dynamic relationships between these concepts that can be expressed are (see Figure 6.7):
Affecting beliefs on sensory representations of stimuli by observation of sensed stimuli



the ambient agent’s observations of the human’s sensor states for stimuli affect the ambient agent’s
beliefs on the human’s sensor states for stimuli
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensor states for stimuli affect the ambient agent’s beliefs
on the human’s sensory representations for stimuli

Affecting beliefs on preparation states



the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensory representations for stimuli affect the ambient
agent’s beliefs on the human’s preparation states for body states
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s feelings for body states affect the ambient agent’s beliefs
on the human’s preparation states for body states
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Affecting beliefs on body states and sensing of body states




the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s preparation states for body states affect the ambient
agent’s beliefs on the human’s body states
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s body states affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on the
human’s sensor states for body states
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensor states for body states affect the ambient agent’s
beliefs on the human’s sensory representations for body states

Affecting beliefs on a feeling induced by a stimulus and its assessment



the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensory representations for body states affect the ambient
agent’s beliefs on the human’s feelings for the body states
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s feelings for body states for a stimulus affect the ambient
agent’s assessment of the human with respect to the stimulus
observation
on stimulus s

belief on sensor
state for s

belief on sensory
representation for s

belief on preparation
state for b

belief on
body state b

belief on
feeling b

belief on sensor
state for b
belief on sensory
representation for b

assessment

FIGURE 6.7 Global overview of an analysis model for an ambient agent

Notice that in Figure 6.7, for the sake of shortness the references to the ambient agent and the
human have been left implicit. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity the ‘as if body loop’ has been left
out of consideration.
This picture has been made by incorporating all states (nodes) used in the domain model. However, it
is also possible to make a more condensed analysis model by leaving out some of the nodes. This will
be done in Section 6.5 to obtain a model to make predictions for different values of the parameter α.

6.3.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, again a number of sorts and logical
atoms are introduced, this time only for the gradual case (similar to Table 6.1 and Table 6.2); see
Table 6.3 and Table 6.4.
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Concept

Gradual formalisation

observations of sensor states for stimuli S

observes(agent, sensor_state(S:STIMULUS, V:REAL))

beliefs on sensor states for stimuli S and
body states B

belief(agent, sensor_state(S:STIMULUS, V:REAL))
belief(agent, sensor_state(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL))

beliefs on sensory representations for
stimuli S and body states B

belief(agent, sr(S:STIMULUS, V:REAL))
belief(agent, sr(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL))

beliefs on preparations for body states

belief(agent, p(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL))

beliefs on body states B

belief(agent, body_state(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL))

beliefs on feeling body states B

belief(agent, feeling(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL))

assessment of the human for stimulus S

assessment(agent, S:STIMULUS, negative)

TABLE 6.3 Analysis concepts and their formalisation
Sort

Description of use

Elements

STIMULUS

stimuli S

s, s1, s2, …

REAL

gradations V of stimulus, body state, sensor state,
sensory representation, preparation, feeling

real numbers

BODY_STATE

body states B

b, b1, b2, …

ASSESSMENT

indications for assessments

positive, negative

TABLE 6.4 Sorts used

The dynamic relationships of the detailed analysis model are as follows.
ADR1 Observing the human’s sensing of a stimulus
If
the human senses a stimulus S
then
the ambient agent will observe this.
sensor_state(S, V) 


observes(agent, sensor_state(S, V))

ADR2 Generating a belief on the human’s sensing of a stimulus
If
the ambient agent observes that the human senses a stimulus s,
then
it will generate a belief on it.
observes(agent, sensor_state(S, V)) 


belief(agent, sensor_state(S, V))

ADR3 Generating a belief on the human’s sensory representation
If
the ambient agent believes that the human senses a stimulus S,
then
it will generate a belief that the human will have a sensory representation for this stimulus.
belief(agent, sensor_state(S, V))




belief(agent, sr(S, V))

ADR4 Generating a belief on the human’s preparation for a specific body state
If
the ambient agent believes that the human has a sensory representation for stimulus s with strength
V1
and the ambient agent believes that the human has feeling for b with level V2,
then
it will generate the belief that the human’s preparation state for body state b will occur
with level α * V2 + (1-α) * V1.
belief(agent, sr(s, V1)) &
α * V2 + (1-α) * V1 ))

belief(agent, feeling(b, V2)) 
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belief(agent, p(b,

ADR5 Generating a belief on the human’s body state
If
the ambient agent believes that the human’s preparation state for body state B with level V occurs,
then
it will believe that the humans’ body state is modified to B with level V.
belief(agent, p(B, V)) 


belief(agent, body_state(B, V))

ADR6 Generating a belief on the human’s sensing of the body state
If
the ambient agent believes that the human’s body state has expression B with level V,
then
it will believe that the human will sense this body state.
belief(agent, body_state(B, V)) 
 belief(agent, sensor_state(B, V))

ADR7 Generating a belief on the human’s sensory representation of the body state
If
the ambient agent believes that the human has sensed body state B with level V,
then
it will believe that the human has a sensory representation for body state B with level V.
belief(agent, sensor_state(B, V)) 
 belief(agent, sr(B, V))

ADR8 Generating a belief on the human’s feeling
If
the ambient agent believes that the human has a sensory representation for body state B with level V,
then
it will believe that the human has feeling for B with level V.
belief(agent, sr(B, V)) 
 belief(agent, feeling(B, V))

Estimating what a human’s feeling is part of the analysis, but an analysis may also involve an
assessment of the level of the feeling. Such an assessment may have a positive outcome (no further
action needed) or a negative outcome (further action needed). One way to model this is by
comparing the current level to a desired level, or to a threshold value. This can be done, for example
by:
ADR9 Assessment of a specific feeling of the human
If
the ambient agent believes that the human has stimulus s and feeling for b with level V
and the threshold for this emotion is a,
and Va,
then it will assess the stimulus as negative.
belief(agent, sensor_state(s, V)) &
assessment(agent, s, negative)

6.3.3. A N E X AM PL E S I M UL AT I O N T R A CE

belief(agent, feeling(b, V))

O F THE

&

Va




A N AL Y S I S M O D E L

Based on the model, a number of simulations (under different parameter settings) have been
performed, and one of the simulation traces is included in this section for analysis; see Figure 6.8.
This trace 1 shows a normal situation, in which the estimated  is equal to the real  indicated in the
upper part of Figure 6.8, by state properties estimated_alpha(0.5) and real_alpha(0.5) respectively.






sensor_state(s, 1)
real_alpha(0.5)
estimated_alpha(0.5)
belief(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))
observes(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))

Below this part, quantitative information is provided about the human’s actual emotion level, and
the ambient agent’s estimation of this emotion level, respectively. Values for these levels for the
different time periods are shown by the dark lines. For example, in Figure 6.8, at time point 10 the
agent estimates that the human’s emotion level is 0.5, but this increases to 0.75 at time point 15 and
further. The graphs show how the recursive body loop approximates a state for emotion with value 1.
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sensor_state(s, 1)
real_alpha(0.5)
estimated_alpha(0.5)
belief(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))
observes(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))

FIGURE 6.8 Simulation trace 1 - estimated  equal to real  (both 0.5)
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This section describes a simple model for the ambient agent to support the human.
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When a negative assessment of the human’s state for a stimulus s is made, then the ambient agent
may decide to undertake action, for example to remove the stimulus. As a result of such an action,
the disturbing stimulus is no longer present. The concepts used to model this are:




the ambient agent’s assessment of the human with respect to a stimulus
the ambient agent’s action to remove a stimulus
the presence or absence of a stimulus

The global dynamic relationships are as follows (see also Figure 6.9):



the ambient agent’s assessment of the human with respect to a stimulus affects the ambient agent’s
action to remove this stimulus
the ambient agent’s action to remove a stimulus affects the presence or absence of this stimulus
negative
assessment of s

action to
remove s

absence
of s

FIGURE 6.9 Global dynamic relationships for the support model
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6.4.2. T HE D E T AI L E D S U P PO R T M O D E L

FOR

E M O TI O N G E N E R A TI O N

The formalisation of the concepts is given by Table 6.5 and Table 6.6.
Concept

Formalisation

assessment of the human for stimulus S

assessment(agent, S:STIMULUS, negative)

action to remove stimulus S

performs(agent, remove(S:STIMULUS))

absence of stimulus S

stimulus(S:STIMULUS, 0)

TABLE 6.5 Formalisation of concepts involved in ambient support
Sort

Description of use

Elements

STIMULUS

stimuli S

s, s1, s2, …

REAL

gradations V of stimulus, body state, sensor state,
sensory representation, preparation, feeling

real numbers

BODY_STATE

body states B

b, b1, b2, …

ASSESSMENT

indications for assessments

positive, negative

ACTION

actions to get rid of disturbing stimuli S

remove(S)

TABLE 6.6 Sorts used

The formalisation of the dynamic relationships is as follows.
SDR1 Intervention by the ambient agent
If
the ambient agent assesses that the emotional state of the human for a stimulus S is negative,
then
it will remove the stimulus.
assessment(agent, S, negative)




performs(agent, remove(S))

SDR2 Effect of intervention in the world
If
the ambient agent removes stimulus S,
then
the stimulus level for S will be 0.
performs(agent, remove(S))

6.5. A DAPTIVITY

IN THE




stimulus(S, 0)

A MBIENT A GENT M ODEL

In the example simulation trace 1 shown in Section 6.3 the parameter α estimated by the ambient
agent was taken exactly equal to the real value for the human (both 0.5). However, in practice such a
parameter value is often not precisely known. Therefore the estimated value for α used by the
ambient agent may be higher or lower than the real value.
Trace 2 (see Figure 6.10), shows a situation in which the estimated parameter  (0.8) is higher than
the real  (0.5), as indicated in the upper part of the Figure 6.10. As shown, the ambient agent
estimates the level of emotion of the human much too low, so that it will be too late in removing the
stimulus, as shown in the ‘actual emotion’ graph below, where the human’s emotion level has gone
high.
Trace 3 (see Figure 6.11) shows a situation in which the estimated  (0.2) is lower than the real 
(0.5), as indicated in the upper part of the Figure 6.11. As shown, the ambient agent estimates the
level of emotion of the human too high, so that it will be a bit too early in removing the stimulus.
Perhaps this will not be a crucial error, but it may be a waste of energy.
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sensor_state(s, 1)
real_alpha(0.5)
estimated_alpha(0.8)
belief(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))
observes(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))

FIGURE 6.10 Simulation trace 2 - estimated  higher than real  (0.8 vs 0.5)

sensor_state(s, 1)
real_alpha(0.5)
estimated_alpha(0.2)
belief(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))
observes(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))

FIGURE 6.11 Simulation trace 3 - estimated  lower than real  (0.2 vs 0.5)
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When at certain time points additional information about the human’s emotional state is available
(for example, by an emotion reader based on facial expressions), it is possible to adapt the estimated
value for α. Trace 4 shows this situation (see Figure 6.14). In this trace, the ambient agent initially
estimates the level of emotion of the human much too low, indicated in the upper part by the state
property estimated_alpha(0.8). As a result, at time point 32, the human’s emotion level has gone too high
(shown in the “actual emotion” graph below), so that the agent is too late in removing the stimulus.
However, after information about the real emotion became available (at time point 35) (shown by
state property real_emotion_observed), the agent decreases its estimation of  (from 0.8 to 0.65). As a
result, from then on the agent estimates the emotion much better, and removes the stimulus at the
right moments (at time points 67 and 93). Below it is discussed how a model for such parameter
adaptations can be designed.
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As discussed above, the values of parameters (parameter α in this case) that an ambient agent uses
in its analysis and support model need not exactly correspond to the actual values of the parameters
for the domain model that correspond to reality. When parameter values used by the ambient agent
differ from reality too much, the agent may make errors in its analysis and in its support actions.
Often it is not easy to estimate such parameter values at forehand (at design time). Therefore it is
better to design the agent in such a way that it can learn from errors in parameter values, and after
discovering them, adapts these values in order to approximate the real values better (at runtime).
This section presents a model for such an adaptation process within an ambient agent. Two main
questions to be addressed are:
1.
2.

How does the agent get information on (the extent of) deviation of the model used for the emotion
level.
How can it relate such deviations of emotion levels to deviations in parameter values that have to be
compensated.

For an answer to the first question, in this section it is assumed that from time to time information
on the emotion level becomes available via a face reader, as observations for the ambient agent. A
deviation can be obtained as the difference between observed emotion level value and the value
predicted on the basis of a prediction model similar to the analysis model described in Section 6.3.
The second question requires a bit more work: a deviation in emotion level has to be related to a
deviation in the value W of the parameter α. Although it often may be assumed that the larger the
deviation, the more the parameter value has to be adapted, still it is not clear in which direction
(positive or negative) and to which extent such an adaptation of a parameter value is needed. In
particular, when more than one parameter is involved this may turn out a nontrivial challenge. The
approach presented below addresses this challenge for the parameter α of the emotion generation
model, but the approach as such is more generic and can be used for other models with more
parameters as well.
As a first step predictions are made of the emotion level for different assumed values of the
parameter α. By comparing such predictions it can be found out how sensitive the emotion level is
for a (small) deviation in the value W of parameter α. Once such a sensitivity has been found, it can
be used to relate a deviation in emotion level to an adaptation needed in the parameter value.
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To make the predictions a less fine-grained model has been used by aggregating (compiling) some
sequences of steps into one step, thus leaving out a number of nodes from the domain model. In this
manner the nodes for sensory representation, body state, and sensor state for body states have been
abstracted away; the predictions made are based on the (observed) sensor state for the stimulus,
and concern only the mutual interaction between preparation level for the body state and the feeling
level. Thus the following concepts are used for the parameter adaptation model:













belief on the value of parameter α
assumptions on parameter α with its value for which predictions are made
belief on difference between parameter values
predicted feeling level for an assumed value of α
predicted preparation level for an assumed value of α
belief on prediction step size
observation of sensor state for stimulus
belief on sensor state for stimulus
observed body state expressing feeling level
belief on deviation between observed and predicted feeling level
belief on sensitivity of the emotion level for the value of parameter α
belief on adaptation speed

The following dynamic relationships between these concepts can be established (see Figure 6.12 and
Figure 6.13):
Affecting predictions for assumed parameter values (Figure 6.12)









the ambient agent’s observations of the human’s sensor states for stimuli affect the ambient agent’s
beliefs on the human’s sensor states for stimuli
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the human’s sensor states for stimuli affect the ambient agent’s
predictions on the human’s preparation states
the ambient agent’s assumptions on parameter values for which predictions are made affect the
ambient agent’s predictions on the human’s preparation states
the ambient agent’s predictions on feeling levels affect the ambient agent’s predictions on the
human’s preparation states
the ambient agent’s belief on the prediction step size affects the ambient agent’s predictions on the
human’s preparation states
the ambient agent’s predictions on the human’s preparation states affect the ambient agent’s
predicted feeling levels
the ambient agent’s belief on parameter values affects the ambient agent’s assumptions on parameter
values for which predictions are made
the ambient agent’s belief on difference between parameter values affects the ambient agent’s
assumptions on parameter values for which predictions are made

Affecting deviation beliefs (Figure 6.13)



the ambient agent’s body states observations affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations
between observed and predicted feeling level
the ambient agent’s feeling levels predictions affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations
between observed and predicted feeling level

Affecting beliefs for adaptated parameter values (Figure 6.13)


the ambient agent’s beliefs on deviations between observed and predicted feeling level affect the
ambient agent’s belief on the value of parameter α
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the ambient agent’s belief on adaptation speed affect the ambient agent’s belief on the value of
parameter α
the ambient agent’s belief on the sensitivity of the feeling level for the value of α affects the ambient
agent’s belief on the value of parameter α
the ambient agent’s predictions on feeling levels affect the ambient agent’s belief on the sensitivity of
the feeling level for the value of α
belief that parameter
α has value W

predicting for value
W of parameter α
belief on step size

belief on
difference D

observation of sensor
state for stimulus S

prediction of preparation level of
body state B for value W of α
belief on sensor
state for stimulus S

prediction of feeling level
of B for value W of α

FIGURE 6.12 Global relations for the adaptation model: generating predictions
feeling level prediction
for parameter α with
value W

feeling level
prediction for
parameter α
with value W1

feeling level prediction
for parameter α with
value W2

deviation
belief

adaptation
speed belief

sensitivity belief

body state
observation

belief that W is the
value of parameter α

FIGURE 6.13 Global relations for the adaptation model: generating adapted parameter values

6.5.2. A D E T AI L E D M O D E L

FOR

A D A P TI VI TY

In Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 a formalisation of the concepts can be found.
The question on how to adjust the parameter value after a deviation between estimated emotion
level and observed emotion level has been found can be answered in a number of ways. An often
made assumption is that (for relatively small changes) a change α in the value W of parameter α
will lead to a change F in the estimated feeling level V which is assumed proportional to the change
in the parameter value (i.e., when the change in the value of α is twice as much, also the difference
in calculated feeling value at the given point in time will be twice as much). The proportion factor is
called the sensitivity S of one value with respect to the other:
F = S α
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Concept

Formalisation

belief on parameter values

belief(agent, has_value(P:PARAMETER, W:REAL))

assumptions on parameter
values

assumption(agent, has_value(P:PARAMETER, W:REAL))

observed emotion level V for
body state B at time T

observed(agent, feeling_at(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL, T:REAL))

believed emotion level V for
body state B at time T

belief(agent, feeling_at(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL, T:REAL))

belief that emotion level for
body state B has deviation DE
at time T

belief(agent, has_deviation(
feeling_at(B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL, T:REAL)), DE:REAL)

the agent is predicting for
parameter P with value W

is_predicting_for(agent, P:PARAMETER, W:REAL )

predicted emotion level V for B
at time T based on value W of
parameter P

prediction_for(agent, feeling_at(
B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL, T:REAL), P:PARAMETER, W:REAL)

belief on sensitivity of feeling
level V for body state B at time
T with respect to value W of
parameter P

belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(feeling_at(
B:BODY_STATE, V:REAL, T:REAL),
S:REAL, P:PARAMETER, W:REAL))

TABLE 6.7 Formalisation of concepts involved in adaptation
Sort

Description of use

Elements

STIMULUS

stimuli S

s, s1, s2, …

REAL

time, parameter values, sensitivities, gradations of
stimulus, body state, sensor state, sensory representation,
preparation, feeling,

real numbers

BODY_STATE

body states B

b, b1, b2, …

PARAMETER

parameters in the model

alpha

TABLE 6.8 Sorts used

To determine a sensitivity S (in fact determining the derivative F/α) both analytical and
experimental/heuristic methods or a combination of them can be used.
As a simple approximation method, first a small arbitrary change α in the parameter can be tried
(for example a change of -5%, which for α = 0.8 makes α = -0.04), and based on the resulting change
F (for example it is found that F = -0.05) in calculated feeling level, then
S = F / α
can be used to estimate S (which for the example provides S = 0.05 / 0.04 = 1.25).
For the detailed specification, first it is shown when and how to generate predictions (as depicted in
Figure 6.12). An initial prediction at time 0 with feeling level 0 is assumed for any value W of α for
which predictions are made.
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PADR1 Initial prediction
If
the agent is predicting for α with value W
then
the agent predicts that the feeling of B at time point 0 has level 0
is_predicting_for(agent, alpha, W)


prediction_for(agent, feeling_at(b, 0, 0), alpha, W)

It is assumed that the sensor state is observed for all time points.
PADR2 Observing the sensor state
If
the agent observes that at T the sensor state has level V2 for stimulus S
then
the agent believes that at T the sensor state has level V2 for stimulus S
observed(agent, sensor_state(s, V2, T))


belief(agent, sensor_state(s, V2, T))

Based on this the preparation levels and feelings are predicted for subsequent time points.
PADR3
If
and
and
then

Generating predictions of preparation levels
the agent predicts for α with value W that the feeling level is V1 at time T
the agent believes that at T the sensor state has level V2 for stimulus S
the agent believes that the step size is DT
the agent predicts for α with value W that the preparation level is α*V2 + (1-α)*V1 at time T+DT

prediction_for(agent, feeling_at(b, V1, T), alpha, W) &
belief(agent, sensor_state(s, V2, T)) &
belief(agent, stepsize(DT))

 prediction_for(agent, p(b, W * V2 + (1-W) * V1, T+DT ), alpha, W)

PADR4 Generating predictions of feeling levels
If
the agent predicts for α with value W that the preparation level is V at time T
then
the agent predicts for α with value W that the feeling level is V at time T
prediction_for(agent, p(b, V, T ), alpha, W)

 prediction_for(agent, feeling_at(b, V, T), alpha, W)

Dynamic relationships PADR1 to PADR4 generate predictions of the feeling and preparation levels
over time for all parameter values for which predictions are made. Predictions are made at least for
the parameter value that is believed.
PADR5
If
and
then

Focussing on parameter values to predict for
the agent believes that parameter α has value W
that the difference in values for α is taken D
the agent is predicting for α with value W and with value W+D

belief(agent, has_value(alpha, W)) &
belief(agent, difference_for(alpha, D))


is_predicting_for(agent, alpha, W) &
is_predicting_for(agent, alpha, W+D)

The following dynamic relationship shows how from two predictions with slightly different values for
the same parameter, sensitivities can be estimated. Here the values W1 and W2 for α are expected
to be chosen distinct but close to each other, i.e., W2 = W1+D with small D.
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PADR6
If
and
and
then

Sensitivity estimation from multiple predictions
the ambient agent predicts by parameter α with value W1 that the feeling V1 for B occurs at T
it predicts by parameter α with value W2 that feeling V2 for B occurs at T
W1  W2
it will believe that the sensitivity of the feeling V1 of B for α and value W1 is (V2-V1)/(W2-W1)

prediction_for(agent, feeling_at(B, V1, T), alpha, W1) &
prediction_for(agent, feeling_at(B, V2, T), alpha, W2) &
W1  W2


belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(feeling_at(B, V1, T), (V2-V1) / (W2-W1) ,
alpha, W1)

Next it is shown how deviations can be determined from observations and generated predictions (as
depicted in Figure 6.13). The idea is that W is the currently believed value of the parameter α and V1
as the predicted emotion level for this parameter value, and predictions are made starting at time
point 0 and finishing at the time point for which the deviation is known.
PADR7
If
and
and
then

Determining deviations
the agent believes that the value of α is W
the agent predicts that at time T the feeling level for B is V1 for value W of α
the agent observes body state B with level V2 at time T
the agent believes that the feeling level has deviation V2-V1 at time T

belief(agent, has_value(α, W)) &
prediction_for(agent, feeling_at(B, V1, T), alpha, W) &
observes(agent, body_state_at(B, V2, T))

 belief(agent, has_deviation_at(feeling_at(B, V1, T), V2-V1))

Given that the sensitivity is known by PADR6 it can be used in the following manner. Based on the
estimation of the sensitivity S a better guess for α can be determined by taking
α = U*F / S
where F is the deviation found between observed and predicted feeling level; so, when F = -0.2
and U = 0.6, then this obtains α = -0.6*0.2 /1.25 = -0.096. This is specified by the following dynamic
relationship.
PADR8
If
and
and
and
and
then

Parameter adaptation by the ambient agent
the ambient agent believes that parameter α has value W
the sensitivity of the feeling level V for B for parameter α with value W is S
the agent believes that the feeling level for B is V
the agent believes that the feeling level for B has deviation DE
the agent believes that the adaptation speed is U
the agent believes that an approximation for α is W + U*DE/S.

belief(agent, has_value(alpha, W) ) &
prediction_for(agent, feeling_at(B, V, T), alpha, W) &
belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(feeling_at(B, V, T), S, alpha, W) ) &
belief(agent, has_deviation(feeling_at(B, V, T), DE)) &
belief(agent, adaptation_speed(U))

 belief(agent, has_value(alpha, W + U*DE/S))

Note that as soon as a belief on a new value for α is generated, by PADR5 also for this new value
predictions are made and compared with the observed value for the body state. Thus in a number of
such cycles an approximation can be obtained for the value of α.
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sensor_state(s, 1)
real_emotion_observed
real_alpha(0.5)
estimated_alpha(0.65)
estimated_alpha(0.8)
belief(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))
observes(agent, sensor_state(s, 1))

FIGURE 6.14 Simulation trace 4 - estimated  adapted
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CHAPTER 7.

E MOTION C ONTAGION 10

7.1. I NTRODUCTION
Within psychology, emotion is often defined as
a state or process that plays a role in various
cognitive processes, among which decision
making and action preparation. Emotions are
elicited by a particular stimulus, often include
physiological reactions, and are relatively
intense and short-lived; in Chapter 6. the
generation of emotions was addressed. In
addition, emotions have a social function:
humans may experience situations where expressions of emotion by one individual shape the
emotions, thoughts and behaviour of others; others’ reactions can then influence their future
interactions with the individual expressing the original emotion, as well as the person’s future
emotions and behaviours. This everyday, continuous, automatic process of emotion contagion has
been described as a tendency to mimic the nonverbal behaviour of others, to synchronize facial
expressions, vocalizations, postures, and movements with others, in order to converge emotionally.

7.2. A D OMAIN M ODEL

FOR

E MOTION C ONTAGION

This section introduces a domain model for emotion contagion processes. In Section 7.2.1, the main
aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 7.2.2, the detailed model is
provided, and Section 7.2.3 presents an example simulation trace.

7.2.1. A N AL Y S I S
MODEL

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

F O R T HE

D O M AI N

Modelling group emotion can be done at the level of the group or at the level of the individuals,
which has been named respectively the top-down and bottom-up approach. The bottom-up
10

Based on:
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perspective sees group emotion as the sum of its parts, affected by the homogeneity or
heterogeneity of the group and the mean emotions of the group members. Individual differences
play an important role, such as specific personality traits and the underlying brain mechanisms. There
is consensus that the basic structure of personality incorporates five super ordinate factors:
extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotionality and intellect. Extraversion is
characterized as a tendency towards sociability, activeness, dominance and craving excitement.
Agreeableness is thought of as being concerned with the maintaining of relationships.
Conscientiousness reflects qualities of planning, persistence, and purposeful striving towards goals.
Emotionality (or neuroticism) concerns the ease and frequency with which a person becomes upset
and distressed. Intellect (or openness) reflects openness to experience and intelligence-related subtraits such as intellect, creativity and curiosity. Personality dimensions have been linked to specific
aspects of brain functioning. The functional approach considers two sets of structures in the brain,
the behavioural approach system (BAS), and behavioural inhibition system (BIS). BAS causes animals
and humans to move towards incentives: things they desire. Besides managing the approach, BAS
also creates excitement and positive feelings. The neurotransmitter linked to BAS is dopamine. The
system BIS can be thought of as a stopping system, a system responsive to threat. BIS is responsive to
cues of punishment and danger, not incentives. The neurotransmitter linked to BIS is serotonin. The
feeling BIS creates is anxiety. The two systems have been linked with personality traits: BIS is critical
to neuroticism and BAS to extraversion (seeking social incentives).

qS

qR

Emotion

SR
S

SR

R

FIGURE 7.1 Aspects of emotion contagion

Personality also has been related to the functioning of the nervous system in a variable called
sensation seeking. Persons who score high on sensation seeking are in search for new and exciting
experiences. They are more likely to do high-risk sports, such as skydiving, are more sexually
experienced and sexually responsive and compared to people low on this trait, are faster drivers. It
has been suggested that there is a particular brain chemical for sensation seeking (an enzyme called
monoamine oxidase, MAO), which regulates several neurotransmitters, including serotonin and
dopamine. Sensation seeking has also been related to the previously mentioned BIS and BAS
systems. Persons high on sensation seeking correspond to a high BAS and low (sensitive) BIS. The
model introduced in this chapter has been designed as an interpretation of the bottom-up approach
where group emotion can be seen as the sum of its parts. Here the parts are the emotion levels qA of
individual group members A. The model distinguishes multiple factors that influence emotion
contagion processes. The model incorporates individual differences in personality traits: neuroticism
and extraversion (BIS and BAS). A number of aspects of the proposed computational model are
distinguished that play a role in the contagion, varying from characteristics related to an individual S
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sending the emotion (expressiveness S), an individual R receiving the emotion (openness R), and the
channel between sender S and receiver R of the emotion (channel strength SR); see Figure 7.1.
The aspect S describes how introvert or extravert, expressive, and/or active or energetic the person
is. This aspect relates to the personality trait extraversion. It represents in how far a person
transforms internal emotion into external expression. For example, an introvert person will induce a
weaker contagion of an emotion than an extravert person. Notice that the level of emotion and the
strength by which it is expressed and contaged are independent concepts. For example, it is possible
to only weakly express and contage a strong feeling of sadness, or, the other way around, a slight
feeling of sadness can be strongly expressed and contaged.
The aspect SR depends on the type and intensity of the contact between the two persons (e.g.,
distance vs attachment). The aspect R indicates the degree of susceptibility or openness of the
receiver. This represents in how far the receiver allows the emotions received from others to affect
the own emotion, and how flexible/persistent the person is emotionally. The parameter SR may be
related to a combination of more specific aspects such as the directness of the emotion contagion,
and the relations between sender and receiver. Emotion contagion is direct if the persons infecting
each other with emotions are together in the same room and pay attention to each other. Indirect
contagion can happen when for instance the contagion between others is observed. Direct contagion
is propagated stronger than indirect emotion contagion. The aspect SR is used to represent the
contagion strength from S to R by which an emotion is received by R from sender S, considered as the
combination of the different steps based on the aspects S, SR, R. In a way SR expresses the energy
level with which an emotion is being expressed, transferred and received.
Based on the emotion levels of the individual group members a level of the group’s emotion state
can be determined according to a certain measure. Within this measure the emotion levels of
specific group members will contribute, but maybe not for each member in a comparable manner.
Therefore for each group member A a (relative) relevance factor A is considered indicating to which
extent this member is relevant for the measure of the group’s emotion state.
In summary, the following concepts play a role in emotion contagion:








a person’s emotion expressiveness
a person’s openness for received emotion
the strength of the channel from sender to receiver
the contagion strength from a sender to a receiver
the level of a person’s emotion
a person’s relevance for the level of the group’s emotion state
the level of the group’s emotion state

(A)
(A)
(αBA)
(BA)
(qA)
(A)
(q)

The global dynamic relationships are as follows:
Affecting emotion level (Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3)



the level of a person’s emotion affects the level of another person’s emotion
the contagion strength from a sender to a receiver affects the level of the receiver’s emotion

Affecting contagion strength (Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3)



a sender’s emotion expressiveness affects the contagion strength from this sender to any receiver
a receiver’s openness for received emotion affects the contagion strength from any sender to this
receiver
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the strength of the channel from a sender to a receiver affects the contagion strength from this sender
to this receiver

Affecting group emotion state (Figure Figure 7.4)



the level of a person’s emotion affects the level of the group’s emotion state
a person’s relevance factor affects the level of the group’s emotion state

In Figure 7.2 the dynamic relationships for the emotion transferred to person a3 in a group of three
persons {a1, a2, a3} are depicted.
αa2a3

δa3

αa1a3

γa2a3

γa1a3

εa2

εa1
qa3
qa1

qa2

FIGURE 7.2 Emotion contagion received by person a3 within a group of three persons

A similar picture can be made for each of the other two persons in the group: a1 and a2. A picture of
the dynamic relationships for emotion contagion in the whole group can be obtained by combining
the three pictures for each of the three persons, as shown in Figure 7.3.
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αa2a3

δa3

αa1a3

γa2a3

γa1a3

εa2

εa1
qa3

γa2a1

qa1

γa1a2

qa2

αa2a1

αa1a2

γa3a1

δa1

εa3

γa3a2

δa2

αa3a2

αa3a1

FIGURE 7.3 Dynamics relationships for emotion contagion between members within a group of three persons

In addition to the process shown in Figure 7.3 to determine the group member’s emotion levels,
Figure 7.4 depicts the dynamic relationships to determine the group’s emotion level from the
individual emotion levels of the group members.

qa3

qa1

qa2

group
emotion
state q
relevance
ρa1

relevance
ρa2

relevance
ρa3
FIGURE 7.4 Relationships for the group’s emotion level in a group of three persons
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7.2.2. T HE D E T AI L E D D O M AI N M O D E L
The model has been formalised in hybrid manner, by embedding quantitative, numerical
representations within qualitative, logical representations. The numerical formalisation represents
the different aspects by numbers in the interval [0, 1]; see Table 7.1.
emotion expressiveness for sent emotion

S

openness for received emotion

R

the strength of the channel from sender to receiver

SR

contagion strength from sender to receiver

SR

overall contagion strength for receiver

R

relevance factor for group member A

A

emotion level of group member A

qA

level of the group’s emotion state

q

TABLE 7.1 Numerical formalisation of concepts related to a sender S, receiver R, or both

The logical formalisation incorporating the numerical representations, is shown in Table 7.2; Table
7.3 shows the sorts used.
Concept

Formalisation

person B has emotion expressiveness E

has_expressiveness(B:AGENT, E:REAL)

person A has openness for received emotion D

has_openness(A:AGENT, D:REAL)

channel from sender B to receiver A has
strength C

has_channel_strength(B:AGENT, A:AGENT, C:REAL)

contagion strength from B to A is CS

has_contagion_strength(
B:AGENT, A:AGENT, CS:REAL)

overall contagion strength to receiver A is CS

has_overall_contagion_strength(
A:AGENT, CS:REAL)

person A has relevance factor R

has_relevance(A:AGENT, R:REAL)

person A has emotion level V

has_emotion_level(A:AGENT, V:REAL)

the group has emotion level V

group_emotion_level(V:REAL)

TABLE 7.2 Logical formalisation of the different concepts
Sort

Description of use

Elements

AGENT

group members

a1, a2, a3, a, b, c,
arnie, bernie, charlie

REAL

group member emotion level, group emotion level, expressiveness
factor, channel strength, openness, contagion strength, relevance
factor

real numbers

TABLE 7.3 Sorts used

The stronger the expressiveness, the channel, and the openness, the higher S, SR, and R and the
more contagion will take place. The parameter SR used to represent the contagion strength from S to
R is modelled as the combination of the different steps by multiplying them:

SR = S SR R
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In a way SR expresses the energy level with which an emotion is being expressed, transferred and
received. The idea is that each of these numbers indicates the fraction of strength remaining after,
respectively, expression, transfer and receipt. For example, when S = 0.9, SR = 1, and R = 0.9, then
after expression the emotion strength is reduced to 0.9, and after transfer and receipt to 0.81. If SR
is 0, there will be no contagion from S to R, if it is 1, there will be a maximum strength of contagion
from S to R. If SR is not 0, there will be contagion and the higher the value, the more contagion will
take place. The overall contagion strength by which emotions from all the other group members are
received by A, indicated by A, is defined as the sum of BA = B αBA A for all other persons, i.e.,

A = BA BA
Note that, as all terms BA are between 0 and 1, also depending on the size n of the group, A can be
higher than 1, up to n-1.
The general idea behind the detailed model is as follows. At each time point, for each group member
A:




Determine the average emotion impact qA* of the other group members, taking into account that not
all members have an equal impact on A.
Determine the difference qA* - qA of this average qA* with the current emotion level qA of person A.
Adjust the emotion level qA by a fraction  of this difference, so that the new emotion level becomes
qA +  (qA* - qA); another way of expressing this is that the new emotion level of A becomes a weighted
average of the old emotion level qA and the average value qA* of the other group members: (1-) qA + 
qA* .

To apply this idea, the main questions to be answered are: (1) how is the average emotion impact qA*
of the emotion levels of the other persons determined, and (2) which fraction  is used to adjust the
own emotion level. An answer for (1) is obtained by taking a weighted sum of the emotion levels qB
for B  A with weights wBA:
qA* = BA wBA qB
Here the weights wBA are taken proportional to the impact of B on A as described by the contagion
strength BA. By a normalisation to achieve that their sum is 1, the weights are defined by
wBA = BA / A
so
qA* = BA BA qB / A
An answer to (2) can be obtained by using the product of overall contagion strength and step size A
t as the fraction  for A. As a result, the model for emotion contagion is expressed in numerical
representation by:
qA(t+t) = qA(t) + A (qA* – qA) t
for all group members A. Here for direct simulation the step size t should be taken sufficiently
small: at most 1/(n-1) when n is the group size (otherwise the factor A t may be higher than 1 and
the emotion levels may run outside the interval [0, 1]). Note that alternatively the numerical model
equations can be rewritten as:
qA(t+t) = qA(t) + (A qA* – A qA) t
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= qA(t) + (BA BA qB – BA BA qA) t
= qA(t) + BA BA(qB – qA) t
From this (equivalent) numerical representation it can be seen how all of the other persons B have
their effect BA(qB – qA) t on the adjustment of qA. When qB is higher than qA, this implies an
increase of qA, and when qB is lower than qA this implies a decrease of qA. For example, when BA = 1,
qB = 0.9, qA = 0.3 and t = 0.1, then BA(qB – qA) t = 0.06. Therefore in principle (when no other
persons have effects on A) the emotion level of A will become closer to that of B. Conversely, A has
as effect AB(qA – qB) on the adjustment of B’s emotion level. This implies that in principle B’s
emotion level will become closer to that of A. Note that in the symmetric special case that AB = BA
these effects have the same amount, but in opposite direction.
For a logical representation in semiformal and formal textual format the dynamic relationships for
individual emotion levels were expressed as follows (for a group of three persons):
DDR1 Determining contagion strengths
If
B has expressiveness E
and the channel from B to A has strength C
and A has openness D
then
the contagion strength from B to A will be E*C*D
has_expressiveness(B, E) &
has_channel_strength(B, A, C) &
has_openness(A, D)

 has_contagion_strength(B, A, E*C*D)

DDR2 Updating emotion levels
If
AB and BC and CA
and A has emotion level V1
and B has emotion level V2
and C has emotion level V3
and the contagion strength from B to A is CS2
and the contagion strength from C to A is CS3
and the step size is DT
then
the emotion level of A will be V1+CS2*(V2-V1)*DT+CS3*(V3-V1)*DT
AB & BC & CA &
has_emotion_level(A, V1) &
has_emotion_level(B, V2) &
has_emotion_level(C, V3) &
has_contagion_strength(B, A, CS2) &
has_contagion_strength(C, A, CS3) &
step_size(DT)

 has_emotion_level(A, V1+CS2*(V2-V1)*DT+CS3*(V3-V1)*DT)

How from the individual emotion levels, the level of the group’s emotion state is determined, was
formalised as follows:
DDR3 Determining the group’s emotion level
If
the group members have emotion levels V1, V2, V3
and relevance factors R1, R2, R3 respectively
then
the group’s emotion level is R1*V1+ R2*V2+R3*V3
has_emotion_level(a1, V1) &
has_emotion_level(a2, V2) &
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has_emotion_level(a3, V3) &
has_relevance(a1, R1) &
has_relevance(a2, R2) &
has_relevance(a3, R3)

 group_emotion_ level(R1*V1+ R2*V2+R3*V3)

7.2.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N T R ACE S

F O R TH E

D O M AI N M O D E L

A large number of simulations have been performed, resulting in a variety of interesting patterns. In
this section some of the simulation results are discussed. Simulations shown here are for a group of 3
agents: a, b, and c.

FIGURE 7.5 Simulation trace 1 (all A = 1)

A first pattern found is that when the A for all group members are not 0, in this case they are all 1,
the emotion levels of all of them will approximate their average initial emotion level, with speed
depending on the A (susceptibility) and BBA; see Figure 7.5. The opposite of this pattern happens
when all A are 0, then all group members will have equilibria that are equal to their initial emotional
levels. In other words: the emotional levels of all group members will not change at all. Another
situation (see Figure 7.6) occurs when a has a set to 0 and the other group members have this
parameter  0. This situation represents that a is not open to receive emotions, but can send
emotions. As a result a’s initial emotion level will remain the same. Furthermore, b and c will
eventually reach the equilibrium of a, which is equal to his initial emotion level 0.3.

FIGURE 7.6 Simulation trace 2 (a = 0)
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In Figure 7.7 it is shown that when both a and b have A set to 0, person c will reach a value in
between a and b’s initial emotion values. The actual value c reaches depends on the parameter
settings for all group members. This situation represents a case where two group members do not
change their emotional level because they are only open to sending emotions, but not receiving
emotions.

FIGURE 7.7 Simulation trace 3 (R (a, b, c) = (0, 0, 0.5))

As a result the third person is forced to reach a value in between the emotional levels of the others.
A next situation (see Figure 7.8) is one where a and a are set to 0. This represents person a being
bidirectionally excluded from emotion contagion: (s)he cannot receive or send emotions. The
persons b and c are forced to go to a certain average in between their initial emotion values. The
exact value they reach depends on the settings of their A (susceptibility) and BBA.

FIGURE 7.8 Simulation trace 4 (a = a = 0)

7.3. A M ODEL

FOR

A NALYSIS

OF

E MOTION C ONTAGION

Complex tasks may be too difficult to be addressed by an individual and therefore are often assigned
to teams. Within teams emotions may have an important effect on the team’s functioning. Positive
emotions may improve the team’s performance, whereas negative emotions may have a bad effect.
Therefore an important aspect in team functioning is to stimulate positive emotions and to get rid of
negative emotions as much as possible. In this respect, especially a team leader has a responsibility
to monitor and analyse the emotions within the team, both in the present and for expected future
states. In case of undesired (expected) patterns, interventions may be needed in order to improve
the emotional states of the team or avoid undesired patterns to occur. Examples of such
interventions are giving a pep talk to the team, or for a person that negatively affects the emotions in
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the team trying to change circumstances in order to achieve more positive emotions for the person,
or giving such a person with a negative effect on others a less central role, or giving a person with a
positive effect on the emotions a more central role within the team.
The emotion contagion model described above can be used by an ambient agent to analyse the
(expected) dynamics of a team’s emotion contagion processes. The idea is that at a given point in
time the ambient agent observes the emotions of group members (for example, making use of a face
expression reader), identifies and predicts trends, and analyse causes of such trends (for example,
pinpointing group members that play a crucial role in such a trend). For example, in Section 2.3 it was
shown by the model that a person A which is not affected by other members’ emotions (A = 0), can
bring the emotion levels of all group members (which have nonzero openness) to his or her own
emotion level (see Figure 6). This can be advantageous when the own emotion level for a positive
emotion is high, but may be disadvantageous when it is low. As part of an analysis such
circumstances are to be detected.
This section introduces a model for analysis of emotion contagion processes. In Section 7.3.1, the
main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 7.3.2, the detailed model is
provided, and Section 7.3.3 presents an example simulation trace.

7.3.1. A N AL Y S I S O F
R E L A TI O N S

THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

O F THE

A N AL Y S I S M O D E L

AN D TH E I R

For an ambient agent, the following model to reason about emotion contagion (a kind of Theory of
Mind for the case of multiple interacting humans) has been derived from the domain model. The
main goal of the agent is to estimate and predict the level of a given type of emotion in the group at
present and future points in time. The emotion considered is assumed to be a positive emotion, so
when the emotion level is expected to become too low, this analysis process should detect this early
enough to intervene.
As seen earlier, concepts needed in such a model for an ambient agent concern the ambient agent’s
estimations of the relevant human’s states at different points in time; these estimations are
described by the ambient agent’s observations and beliefs; in addition an assessment of the
(expected) group’s emotion state is needed. Moreover, to model direct observation the concept
expressed emotion level (eqA) is used, as the emotion that can be observed from someone’s face, for
example, by use of a facereader. This may differ from the emotion level in that the expressiveness
factor has also effect on it.
The following concepts play a role:










the ambient agent’s beliefs on the group members’ emotion expressiveness
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the group members’ openness for received emotion
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the channel strengths between group members
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the contagion strength between group members
the ambient agent’s observations of the current expressed emotion levels of group members
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the current expressed emotion levels of group members
the ambient agent’s beliefs of the current and future emotion levels of group members
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the relative relevance of each of the group members for the group’s
emotion state
the ambient agent’s belief on the group’s emotion state
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the ambient agent’s belief on the group emotion state norm
the ambient agent’s assessment of the group’s emotion state

αa2a3 belief

eqa1
observation

eqa1
belief

δa3 belief

αa1a3 belief

γa2a3
belief

εa2
belief

γa1a3
belief

qa3
belief

eqa3
belief

εa1
belief

γa2a1 belief

eqa3
observation

γa1a2 belief
qa1
qa2
belief belief

αa2a1
belief

γa3a1
belief

δa1
belief

αa3a1
belief

γa3a2
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FIGURE 7.9 Overview of a model to generate beliefs on group members’ emotion levels by an ambient agent

Global dynamic relationships between these concepts are (see also Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10):
Affecting beliefs on contagion strength (Figure 7.9)




the ambient agent’s belief on a group member’s emotion expressiveness affects the ambient agent’s
beliefs on the contagion strengths from this to the other group members
the ambient agent’s belief on the channel strength from one to another group member affects the
ambient agent’s beliefs on the contagion strength from this to the other group member
the ambient agent’s belief on a group member’s openness for received emotion affects the ambient
agent’s beliefs on the contagion strengths from the others to this group member

Affecting beliefs on emotion levels (Figure 7.9)






the ambient agent’s observation of the current expressed emotion level of a group member affects the
ambient agent’s beliefs on the current expressed emotion level of this group member
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the current expressed emotion level of this group member affect the
ambient agent’s beliefs on the current emotion level of this group member
the ambient agent’s belief on a group member’s emotion expressiveness affects the ambient agent’s
beliefs on the current emotion level of this group member
the ambient agent’s belief on the contagion strength from one group member to another one affects
the ambient agent’s belief on the emotion level of the other group member
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the current emotion levels of group members affect the ambient
agent’s beliefs on the subsequent emotion levels of group members
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Affecting beliefs on the group emotion state (Figure 7.10)



the ambient agent’s beliefs on the emotion levels of group members affect the ambient agent’s belief
on the group’s emotional state
the ambient agent’s beliefs on the relative relevance of each of the group members affect the ambient
agent’s belief on the group’s emotional state

Affecting assessment of the group emotion state (Figure 7.10)


the ambient agent’s belief on the group’s emotional state affects the ambient agent’s assessment of
the group’s emotion state

In Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 the global dynamic relationships are depicted, where Figure 7.9
describes the process to generate beliefs on individual emotion levels and Figure 7.10 zooms in on
the part of the reasoning process that uses these beliefs on individual emotion levels to generate a
belief on the group’s emotion state and an assessment of this group emotion state.

qa3 belief

qa1
belief

qa2
belief

group
emotion
q belief

relevance
ρa1 belief

emotion
norm EN
belief
group emotion
deficient ED
assessment

relevance
ρa2 belief

relevance
ρa3 belief
FIGURE 7.10 Overview of a model to generate assessments of the group’s emotion state by an ambient agent

7.3.2. T HE D E T AI L E D A N AL Y S I S M O D E L

FOR

E M O TI O N C O N T A GI O N

To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, again a number of logical atoms are
introduced that incorporate numerical representations; see Table 7.4 and Table 7.5. Note that in
order to generate and analyse possible temporal patterns for the future, some of the atoms have an
additional time variable T. This is used to make predictions about future emotion states, as part of
the analysis.
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Concept

Formalisation

observation that person A has expressed
emotion level EV at time T

observed(agent, has_expressed_emotion_level_at(
A:AGENT, EV:REAL,T:REAL))

belief that person A has expressed emotion
level EV at time T

belief(agent, has_ expressed_emotion_level_at(
A:AGENT, EV:REAL,T:REAL))

belief that person B has expressiveness E

belief(agent, has_expressiveness(B:AGENT,
E:REAL))

belief that person A has openness for
received emotion D

belief(agent, has_openness(A:AGENT, D:REAL))

belief that the channel from B to A has
strength C

belief(agent, has_channel_strength(
B:AGENT, A:AGENT, C:REAL))

belief that the contagion strength from B to A
is CS

belief(agent, has_contagion_strength(
B:AGENT, A:AGENT, CS:REAL))

belief that the overall contagion strength to
receiver A is CS

belief(agent, has_overall_contagion_strength(
A:AGENT, CS:REAL))

belief that step size is DT

belief(agent, stepsize(DT:REAL))

belief that person A has relevance R

belief(agent, has_relevance(A:AGENT, R:REAL))

belief that person A has emotion level V at
time T

belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(
A:AGENT, V:REAL, T:REAL))

belief that the group emotion level at T is GE

belief(agent, group_emotion_level_at(
GE:REAL, T:REAL))

belief that the group emotion norm is EN

belief(agent, group_emotion_norm(EN:REAL))

assessment that the deficient of the group
emotion at T is ED

assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(
ED:REAL, T:REAL))

TABLE 7.4 Concepts to reason about emotion contagion and their formalisation
Sort

Description of use

Elements

AGENT

group members

a1, a2, a3, a, b, c,
arnie, bernie, charlie

REAL

group member emotion level, group emotion level, expressiveness
factor, channel strength, openness, contagion strength, relevance
factor, group emotion norm, group emotion deficient, step size, time

real numbers

TABLE 7.5 Sorts used

The dynamic relationships of the model to reason about emotion contagion are described and
formalised as follows. Note that the beliefs on emotion expressiveness, openness, and channel
strengths are assumed to be initially given and to persist (until they are changed). Moreover, a
scenario is considered where at some (initial) point in time the current emotion levels of the
members are estimated or observed, from which time point on the beliefs on emotion levels for
subsequent time points are determined, as a form of temporal projection (or prediction). Note that
the dynamic relationships ADR1 to ADR4 formalise the picture shown in Figure 7.9, whereas ADR5
and ADR6 formalise the picture shown in Figure 7.10.
First the role of observed expressed emotions is formalised. The agent is assumed to possess
observation equipment in the form of a face reader with software that detects emotion expressions
from face images. This expressed emotion EV results from the emotion level V and the
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expressiveness E by which the emotion is displayed on the face. In the model it is assumed that the
expressed emotion level is formalised as the product V*E. Note that this means that it is assumed
that the expressiveness (being a number between 0 and 1) always reduces the level of the emotion:
EV  E. In other words, this assumption excludes the situation that an emotion level is expressed that
is not there (no faking of emotions). Moreover, note that in ADR2 below it is assumed that the
expressiveness factor E is nonzero. Then under the assumptions discussed above, from an expressed
emotion level EV the emotion level V itself can be determined as V = EV/E.
ADR1 Observing group members’ expressed emotion levels
If
the agent observes an expressed emotion level
then
the ambient agent will believe this.
observes(agent, has_ expressed_emotion_level_at(A, V, T))

 belief(agent, has_ expressed_emotion_level_at(A, V, T))

ADR2 Generating a belief on an emotion level from a belief on an expressed emotion level
If
the agent believes that a group member has expressed emotion level EV
and that this group member has expressiveness E
then
it will generate a belief that this group member has emotion level EV/E
belief(agent, has_ expressed_emotion_level_at(A, EV, T)) &
belief(agent, has_ expressiveness(E))

 belief(agent, has_ emotion_level_at(A, EV/E, T))

ADR3 Generating beliefs on contagion strengths
If
the ambient agent believes that B has expressiveness E
and the ambient agent believes that the channel from B to A has strength C
and the ambient agent believes that A has openness D
then
the ambient agent will believe that the contagion strength from B to A will be E*C*D
belief(agent, has_expressiveness(B, E)) &
belief(agent, has_channel_strength(B, A, C)) &
belief(agent, has_openness(A, D))

 belief(agent, has_contagion_strength(B, A, E*C*D))

ADR4 Updating beliefs on emotion levels
If
AB and BC and CA
and the ambient agent believes that A has emotion level V1 at time T
and the ambient agent believes that B has emotion level V2 at time T
and the ambient agent believes that C has emotion level V3 at time T
and the ambient agent believes that the contagion strength from B to A is CS2
and the ambient agent believes that the contagion strength from C to A is CS3
and the ambient agent believes that the step size is DT
then
the ambient agent will believe that the emotion level of A will
be V1+CS2*(V2-V1)*DT+CS3*(V3-V1)*DT at time T+DT
AB & BC & CA &
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V1, T)) &
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(B, V2, T)) &
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(C, V3, T)) &
belief(agent, has_contagion_strength(B, A, CS2)) &
belief(agent, has_contagion_strength(C, A, CS3)) &
belief(agent, step_size(DT))

 belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A,
V1+CS2*(V2-V1)*DT+CS3*(V3-V1)*DT, T+DT))
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An analysis also involves an assessment of the (expected) level of the group’s emotion. To this end,
first a belief on the group’s emotion level is generated.
ADR5 Determining beliefs on the group’s emotion level
If
the ambient agent believes that the group members have emotion levels V1, V2, V3
and relevance R1, R2, R3 respectively
then
it will believe that the group’s emotion level is R1*V1+ R2*V2+R3*V3.
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(a1, V1, T)) &
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(a2, V2, T)) &
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(a3, V3, T)) &
belief(agent, has_relevance(a1, R1)) &
belief(agent, has_relevance(a2, R2)) &
belief(agent, has_relevance(a3, R3))

 belief(agent, group_emotion_ level_at(R1*V1+ R2*V2+R3*V3, T))

An assessment is generated when the group emotion level at some (future) time point is expected to
be too low, compared to a certain norm. In case of a negative outcome further action may be
needed, to avoid this undesired situation. The assessment includes an estimation of how much the
group emotion level is too low (the group emotion deficient):
ADR6 Assessment of the group’s emotion level
If
the ambient agent believes that the group emotion level V
at time T is lower than the emotion norm EN,
then
it will assess the situation as having a group emotion deficient EN-V at T.
belief(agent, group_emotion_ level_at( V, T)) &
belief(agent, group_emotion_norm(EN)) & V<EN

 assessment(agent, group_emotion_ deficient_at(EN-V, T))

7.3.3. A N E X AM PL E S I M UL AT I O N T R A CE
MODEL

F O R THE

E M O TI O N C O N T AGI O N A N AL Y S I S

The following example scenario represents a situation in which the software agent generates and
beliefs on the emotion levels at different points in time of three group members, named Arnie,
Bernie and Charlie, and the emotion level of the group itself. The agent also assesses the (expected)
group’s emotion deficient at a future time point time based on its belief of the group emotion level
and the norm for the group emotion level. In Figure 7.11 a trace is shown in which the graphs show
how the agent generates its beliefs on the individual and group emotion levels at different (future)
time points.
The following situation has been chosen for Sections 7.3.3 and 7.4.3. Arnie is very happy and cannot
receive other emotions, because his  and receiving α’s are zero; however, he able to send
emotions: his  is nonzero. Bernie is not happy at all. Also his  is zero, so he cannot receive
emotions, but he has nonzero , so he can send emotions. So the contagion strengths toward Arnie
and Bernie are zero. If these strengths stay zero, they will stay on the same emotion level. Charlie is
not happy as well. He can receive and send emotions quite strongly.
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FIGURE 7.11 Trace of the example analysis scenario

In this situation the total group emotion level goes from 0.64 to 0.59 in 500 timesteps. This means that
the group emotion level is above the norm of 0.62 at first, but will get below this norm later. The idea of
the analysis model is that our ambient agent predicts this downward development early in time (long
before it actually happens), so it can propose appropriate actions to the team leader to prevent this from
happening. The simulations are based on Δt = 0.1. The values of the parameters are as follows:
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arnie

bernie

charley

initial emotion level q

0,9

0,05

0,3

expressiveness 

0,6

0,5

1

outgoing channel strengths 

0

0,6

0,6

openness 

0

0

0,9

relevance 

0,34

0,33

0,33

TABLE 7.6 Parameters used for the simulation

On the x-axis time goes from 0 to 0.7. This is the processing time of the ambient agent. The idea is
that the agent reads the emotions of the persons at time point 0 and from that time point on starts
to generate beliefs on the development of the emotion levels of the group members and the group
as a whole. This simulation can be found in all the graphs of the individual and group emotion. The
developments of the emotion levels (simulated by the ambient agent from time point 0 to 0.5) are
estimated for the future time points 0 to 5. At timepoint 0.55 on the x-axis the ambient agent makes
an assessment of the future group emotion level deficient for time point 5. The ambient agent
assesses that on future time point 5 indeed there is a group emotion deficient to be expected (of
about 0.027).

7.4. A M ODEL

FOR

E MOTION C ONTAGION S UPPORT

When a negative assessment of the (future) group emotion state is made, then the ambient agent
may be assumed to undertake actions, in order to avoid such states. The ambient agent might have
possibilities to perform such actions by itself, but it may be more realistic that it proposes such
actions to the team leader. Some examples of possible actions are:









giving a pep talk to the whole team (in order to directly affect all members’ emotion levels)
for a group member that negatively affects the emotions in the team giving a pep talk to this person,
or trying to organise more favourable and encouraging circumstances for the person (in order to
directly affect this member’s emotion level)
giving a group member that negatively affects the emotions in the team a less central role (decreasing
the emotion contagion strengths from this person)
ask a person that negatively affects the emotions in the team to be less expressive (decrease the
person’s expressiveness)
give a person with a positive effect on the emotions a more central role within the team (increasing
the emotion contagion strengths from this person)
ask a person with a positive emotion level (for example, the team leader) to not be too open for other
members (decrease the person’s openness)
ask a person with a positive emotion level (for example, the team leader) to be more expressive
(increase the person’s expressiveness)

As the emotion contagion model describes the variables and parameters that affect the group’s
(future) emotion state, such actions can be classified according to which of these variables or
parameters they affect. In Table 7.7 an overview of the possible types of interventions is shown.
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Type of intervention

Affects

encouraging motivation of group members (pep talk, improve circumstances, rewards)

qA

encouraging more/less expressiveness of group members with positive/negative emotion level

A

encouraging more/less openness of group members with negative/positive emotion level

A

in/decreasing interaction intensity from group members with positive/negative emotion level

BA

TABLE 7.7 Different types of interventions

Note that the number of variables and parameters from which a subset can be selected as the scope
of an intervention is 3n+n(n-1) = n2+2n. For a group of three persons this is 15 (which amounts to 215
= 32768 possible subsets). The decision for a specific (set of) action(s) may strongly depend on the
situation. For example, when a person with lowest emotion level has a very low openness, then a
pep talk will probably not work, whereas improving circumstances for this person or drastically
reducing the interaction intensity from this person might work.

7.4.1. A N AL Y S I S O F
R E L A TI O N S

THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

O F THE

S U P PO R T M O D E L

AN D TH E I R

In general a choice may be based on a trial and error process, by temporal projection of alternatives
based on simulations for adjusted values of (some of the) individual emotion levels and/or
parameters. However, due to the large number of possibilities, a more focused approach may be
preferable. A first strategy may be to keep the parameter values the same and try to increase the
current (initial) emotion levels of the group members. This may work reasonably well when all team
members have sufficient openness, but it may not work at all when team members exist who
combine low emotion levels with low openness: (1) it may be difficult to increase their emotion level
due to their lack of openness, and (2) for the same reason they will not let their emotion levels be
affected much by other team members’ emotion levels, and therefore other group members will
adjust their emotion levels much more to them than the other way around. In such cases adjusting
some of the parameters P may provide a more effective approach. According to this view, a more
informed approach to come to a selection of parameters to be adjusted is by using the sensitivities of
the (future) group emotion level for the different parameter values. The sensitivity of group emotion
level q with respect to P is the number S = q/P when a parameter value change by P leads to a
change q in q. (In fact, from a modelling viewpoint a parameter adjustment approach can also
incorporate adjustment of the values for the current emotion levels when these (initial) values are
considered additional parameters.) When these sensitivities are known (for the specific situation),
the effective action options can be generated, specifying how to adjust a parameter value to achieve
the desired group emotion state. See Section 7.5 for more on how to determine sensitivities.
A next question is how easy or difficult is it to get the parameter value adjusted. It may happen that a
generated action option is very difficult to realise, whereas another action is easily realised. In such a
case the second action may be preferred over the first one. This can be modelled by ranking the
action options on their (in)feasibility expressing how difficult they are to achieve; the one with lowest
infeasibility is chosen. A realistic ranking of the parameters, from the most to the least infeasible
parameter, could be: openness (A), expressiveness (A), channel strength (BA). Openness would be
the most infeasible, because it seems that this personality characteristic is difficult to change
overtime. Expressiveness is less infeasible, because this personality characteristic can be ‘faked’ (one
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can display emotions that are not experienced), although it can still be difficult to display the
‘wanted’ or ’most effective’ emotions in certain situations. Channel strength seems to be more easily
adjustable and so the least infeasible. For example, it is easy to lower the channel strength’s between
a person and every other group member, by simply separating this individual from the group.
The concepts used to model such a decision process are:








the ambient agent’s assessment of the group emotion level (and deficient)
the ambient agent’s beliefs on sensitivities of the (future) group emotion level for values of the
different parameters
the ambient agent’s beliefs on action options
the ambient agent’s beliefs on feasibility of actions
the ambient agent’s beliefs on action option ranks
the ambient agent’s beliefs on a feasibility threshold
the ambient agent’s proposed actions to adjust a parameter value

The global dynamic relationships are as follows (see Figure 7.12):
Affecting beliefs on action options



the ambient agent’s assessment of the group emotion state deficient affects the ambient agent’s
beliefs on action options
the ambient agent’s beliefs on sensitivities of the (future) group emotion level for values of the
different parameters affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on action options

Affecting beliefs on action option ranks



the ambient agent’s beliefs on action options affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on ranks of action
options
the ambient agent’s beliefs on feasibility of actions affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on ranks of
action options

Affecting action proposals



the ambient agent’s beliefs on ranks of action options affects the ambient agent’s proposed actions to
intervene
the ambient agent’s belief on a feasibility threshold affects the ambient agent’s proposed actions to
intervene
sensitivity
beliefs

group emotion
assessment

action feasibility
feasibility
beliefs
treshold belief

action option
beliefs

action option proposed actions
rank beliefs

FIGURE 7.12 Dynamic relationships to propose support actions by an ambient agent: a general model

As the general approach using sensitivities may involve some effort to determine the values of the
sensitivities in occurring situations, as an alternative it may be worth to explore simpler, more ad
hoc, heuristic approaches to determine appropriate support actions. One possible heuristic that can
be applied is the following:
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let the group members with lower emotion levels get less impact on the other members, and get more
impact from the other members
let the group members with higher emotion levels get more impact on the other members and get less
impact from the other members

Here ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ can be defined as the members with highest or lowest emotion level, but
also as above or under the group’s emotion level. In general, two (low and high) emotion thresholds
can be assumed for this, where a specific case is that these thresholds are both equal to the group’s
emotion level.
For a group member under the low threshold, his or her impact on the other members can be
decreased by (encouragement for) decreasing the person’s expressiveness, or by decreasing the
channel strengths from this person to the other members. Moreover, the person’s impact from other
members can be increased by increasing the person’s openness, and by increasing the channel
strengths from the other members. Channel strengths can be in/decreased, for example, by giving a
sending person a more/less active role within the group, involving more/less communication toward
the other members, or by making a receiving person more/less available for receiving
communication.
Similarly, for a group member above the high threshold, his or her impact on the other members can
be increased by (encouragement for) increasing the person’s expressiveness, or by increasing the
channel strengths from this person to the other members. Moreover, the person’s impact from other
members can be decreased by decreasing the person’s openness, and by decreasing the channel
strengths from the other members. For an overview of the action options, see Table 7.8.
person under low threshold

person above high threshold

expressiveness

decrease

increase

openness

increase

decrease

channels to others

decrease

increase

channels from others

increase

decrease

TABLE 7.8 Overview of the action options for the heuristic approach

This approach does not give indications for the adjustment extent to which such increases or
decreases have to be applied. When such adjustment extents are chosen, the approach can also be
combined with the feasibility ranking approach described above.
The concepts used to model such a heuristic decision process are:









the ambient agent’s assessment of the group emotion level (deficient)
the ambient agent’s beliefs on a low and high emotion threshold
the ambient agent’s belief on the adjustment extent
the ambient agent’s beliefs on action options
the ambient agent’s beliefs on feasibility of actions
the ambient agent’s beliefs on action option ranks
the ambient agent’s belief on the feasibility threshold
the ambient agent’s proposed actions

The global dynamic relationships are as follows (see also Figure 7.13):
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Affecting beliefs on low and high emotion members



the ambient agent’s beliefs on group members’ emotion levels affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on
low and high emotion members
the ambient agent’s beliefs on low and high emotion thresholds affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on
low and high emotion members

Affecting beliefs on action options




the ambient agent’s beliefs on low and high emotion members affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on
action options
the ambient agent’s assessment of the group emotion state deficient affects the ambient agent’s
beliefs on action options
the ambient agent’s belief on the adjustment extent affects the ambient agent’s beliefs on action
options

Affecting beliefs on ranks of action options



the ambient agent’s beliefs on action options affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on ranks of action
options
the ambient agent’s beliefs on feasibility of actions affect the ambient agent’s beliefs on ranks of
action options

Affecting action proposals



the ambient agent’s beliefs on ranks of action options affects the ambient agent’s proposed actions
the ambient agent’s belief on a feasibility threshold affects the ambient agent’s proposed actions
adjustment
extent belief

group emotion
assessment

action feasibility
feasibility
beliefs
treshold belief

action option
beliefs
action option
rank beliefs

low emotion
member beliefs

low emotion
treshold belief

proposed
actions

high emotion
member beliefs

emotion level
beliefs

high emotion
threshold belief

FIGURE 7.13 Dynamic relationships to propose support actions by an ambient agent: a heuristic approach

7.4.2. T HE D E T AI L E D S U P PO R T M O D E L
Based a sensitivity S = q/P for group emotion level q with respect to parameter P, the action
options can in principle be generated by the dynamic relationship P = q /S = D/S, so the action to
be proposed could be to change the value W of P to W + D/S. However, when the value is already low
and S is negative, this might propose a negative value for P, which is excluded. Similarly a value
higher than 1 might be proposed which is also not appropriate. Therefore the formula for the change
in P can be made a bit more modest by (1) use an adjustment extent factor AE that only takes a
fraction of the change at a time, and (2) by using extra factors W resp. (1-W) that slow down the
process close to 0 or 1. Note that this process can be applied to each of the parameters in turn.
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SDR0 Generating action options
If
the ambient agent believes that the group emotion level has sensitivity S for P with value W,
and that a deficient D in the group emotion level at T was identified,
and the agent believes that the adjustment extent is AE
then
it believes that an action option is to change the value W for P to W + P with P = AE*D*W/S when
S0 and P = AE*D*(1-W)/S when S0.
belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(group_emotion_deficient _at(D, T), S , P, W)
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(D, T)) &
S0 & belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE))

 belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(P, W, W+ AE*D*(1-W)/S))

&

belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(group_emotion_deficient _at(D, T), S , P, W)
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(D, T)) &
S0 & belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE))

 belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(P, W, W+AE*D*W/S))

&

However, as sensitivities are addressed in more detail in the next section on adaptation, the support
model described in more detail here addresses the heuristic approach discussed above. The
formalisation of the concepts is given by Table 7.9 and Table 7.10. Note that also concepts described
in Section 7.3 are used, such as beliefs on group members’ and the group’s emotion level.
Concept

Formalisation

the agent believes that the low threshold for
individual emotion levels is LT

belief(agent, low_threshold(LT:REAL))

the agent believes that the high threshold for
individual emotion levels is HT

belief(agent, high_threshold(HT:REAL))

the agent believes that A is a low emotion member

belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A:AGENT))

the agent believes that A is a high emotion member

belief(agent,
high_emotion_member(A:AGENT))

the agent believes that the adjustment extent is AE

belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE:REAL))

the agent believes that an action option is to change
the value W1 for expressiveness of A to W2

belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(
expressiveness(A:AGENT),
W1:REAL, W2:REAL)))

the agent believes that an action option is to change
the value W1 for channel strength from A to B to
W2

belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(
channel_strength(A:AGENT, B:AGENT),
W1:REAL, W2:REAL)))

the agent believes that an action option is to change
the value W1 for openness of A to W2

belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(
openness(A:AGENT), W1:REAL, W2:REAL)))

the agent believes that parameter P has adjustment
infeasibility factor IF

belief(agent, has_infeasibility_factor(
P: PARAMETER, IF:REAL))

the agent believes that the action option to adjust
parameter P from W1 to W2 has infeasibility rank R

belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(
adjust_to(P: PARAMETER, W1:REAL,
W2:REAL), R:REAL)

the agent believes that the feasibility threshold is FT

belief(agent,
feasiblity_threshold(FT:REAL))

the agent proposes the action to adjust parameter P
from W1 to W2

action_proposal(agent, adjust_to(
P: PARAMETER, W1:REAL, W2:REAL))

TABLE 7.9 Formalisation of concepts involved in ambient support
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Sort

Description of use

Elements

AGENT

group members

a1, a2, a3, a, b, c,
arnie, bernie, charlie

REAL

group member emotion level, group emotion level,
expressiveness factor, channel strength, openness, contagion
strength, relevance factor, group emotion norm, group
emotion deficient, step size, time, high and low emotion level
threshold, parameter value, adjustment extent, infeasibility
factor, feasibility threshold, action option rank

real numbers

parameter

expressiveness(a1),
openness(a1),
channel_strength(a1,
a2), …

PARAMETER

TABLE 7.10 Sorts used

The formalisation of the dynamic relationships is as follows.
SDR1 Low emotion member identification
If
the ambient agent believes that A has emotion level V at T0
and that the low threshold is LT
and VLT
then
the agent will believe that A is a low emotion member
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V, T0))
belief(agent, low_threshold(LT))
&
VLT

 belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A))

&

SDR2 High emotion member identification
If
the ambient agent believes that A has emotion level V at T0
and that the high threshold is HT
and VHT
then
the agent will believe that A is a high emotion member
belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V, T0))
belief(agent, high_threshold(HT))
&
VHT

 belief(agent, high_emotion_member(A))

&

SDR3 Heuristic generation of expressiveness action options for low emotion members
If
the ambient agent believes that A is a low emotion member
and a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified
and it believes that the adjustment extent is AE
and the expressiveness of A is E
then
the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value E for expressiveness to E - AE*ED*E
belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A)) &
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T)) &
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE)) &
belief(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E))

 belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(expressiveness(A), E, E - AE*ED*E)))
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SDR4 Heuristic generation of channel action options for low emotion members
If
the ambient agent believes that A is a low emotion member
and that a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified
and that the adjustment extent is AE
and the channel from A to B has strength C
then
the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value C for channel strength
to C - AE*ED*C
belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A)) &
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T)) &
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE)) &
belief(agent, has_channel_strength(A, B, C))

 belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(channel_strength(A,B), C, C - AE*ED*C)))

SDR5 Heuristic generation of openness action options for low emotion members
If
the ambient agent believes that A is a low emotion member
and a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified
and it believes that the adjustment extent is AE
and the openness of A is D
then
the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value D for openness to D + AE*ED*(1-D)
belief(agent, low_emotion_member(A)) &
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T)) &
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE)) &
belief(agent, has_openness(A, D))

 belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(openness(A), D, D+ AE*ED*(1-D))))

SDR6 Heuristic generation of expressiveness action options for high emotion members
If
the ambient agent believes that A is a high emotion member
and a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified
and it believes that the adjustment extent is AE
and that the expressiveness of A is E
then
the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value E for expressiveness
to E + AE*ED*(1-E)
belief(agent, high_emotion_member(A)) &
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T)) &
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE)) &
belief(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E))

 belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(expressiveness(A), E, E + AE*ED*(1-E))))

SDR7 Heuristic generation of channel action options for high emotion members
If
the ambient agent believes that A is a high emotion member
and that a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified
and that the adjustment extent is AE
and that the channel from A to B has strength C
then
the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value C for channel strength
to C + AE*D*(1-C)
belief(agent, high_emotion_member(A)) &
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T)) &
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE)) &
belief(agent, has_channel_strength(A, B, C))

 belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(channel_strength(A,B),C,C+AE*ED*(1-C))))
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SDR8 Heuristic generation of openness action options for high emotion members
If
the ambient agent believes that A is a high emotion member
and a group emotion deficient ED at T was identified
and it believes that the adjustment extent is AE
and that the openness of A is D
then
the agent will believe that an action option is to change the value D for openness to D - AE*ED*D
belief(agent, high_emotion_member(A)) &
assessment(agent, group_emotion_deficient_at(ED, T)) &
belief(agent, adjustment_extent(AE)) &
belief(agent, has_openness(A, D))

 belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(openness(A), D, D - AE*ED*D)))

SDR9 Ranking action options
If
the ambient agent believes that an action option is to change the value W1 for P to W2
and it believes that P has infeasibility factor IF
then
the agent will believe that the action option has infeasibility rank IF*(W2-W1)
belief(agent, action_option(adjust_to(P, W1, W2)))
belief(agent, has_infeasibility_factor(P, IF))

 belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(adjust_to(P, W1, W2), IF*(W2-W1)))

SDR10
If
and
and
then

Generation of action proposals
the ambient agent believes that the action option has infeasibility rank R
that the feasibility threshold is FT
RFT and R-FT
it will generate the action option as an action proposal.

belief(agent, has_action_option_rank(adjust_to(P, W1, W2), R))
belief(agent, feasiblity_threshold(FT)) &
RFT & R-FT


action_proposal(agent, adjust_to(P, W1, W2))

7.4.3. A N E X AM PL E S I M UL AT I O N T R A CE

F O R THE

&

S U P PO R T M O D E L

In the two example scenarios to illustrate the support model, Arnie is working separately from Bernie
and Charlie: he works in a different office than Bernie and Charlie. Therefore, Arnie’s channels to
Bernie and Charlie have strength 0. The ambient agent assesses that there is an a nonzero emotion
deficient expected: the group emotion level comes more and more below the group emotion level
norm of 0.62. Therefore, based on its heuristics, the software agent detects which group members
are high or low emotion members, and generates action options that decrease or increase
parameters related to these members: expressiveness, openness or channel strength. After ranking
these options, the agent finally proposes to the group leader those options, that do not exceed a
certain feasibility threshold. Figure 7.14 shows an example trace for scenario 1, including:




that the agent detects the high and/or low emotion members
the rankings of the action-options
the action proposals to the group leader

It can be observed that (with the settings & assessment of the scenario in Section 7.3.3) as a high
emotion member Arnie and as a low emotion member Bernie are detected. After that the action
proposals are being ranked, after which the action proposals that do not exceed the feasibility
threshold are being proposed to the team leader.
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FIGURE 7.14 Trace of example support scenario 1

In scenario 2 all parameter values are the same as in scenario 1, except that of the feasibility
threshold, which is lowered to 0.1. In Figure 7.15, the trace now shows that not all possible actionoptions are proposed to the team leader. Here it can be observed that the actions to adjust the
expressiveness of Arnie and Bernie are not proposed anymore to the team leader. This is because
when these action options are ranked, they exceed the feasibility threshold and are no longer
considered feasible to perform.
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FIGURE 7.15 Trace of example support scenario 2

7.5. A DAPTIVITY

IN THE

A MBIENT A GENT M ODEL

This section introduces the model for adaptation of the parameters of the emotion contagion model.
In Section 7.5.1, the main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 7.5.2,
the detailed model is provided.

7.5.1. A N AL Y S I S
MODEL

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

O F T HE

A D A P TI V I T Y

The parameters that the agent uses in its analysis and support model need not exactly correspond to
the actual parameters that correspond to reality. When parameter values used by the ambient agent
differ from reality too much, the agent may make errors in its analysis and in its support actions.
Therefore it is better to design the agent in such a way that it can learn from these errors, and after
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discovering them, adapts its parameter values. This section presents a model for such an adaptation
process.
Two main questions to be addressed are (1) how does the agent get information on (a certain extent
of) inaccuracy or incorrectness of the model used, and (2) how can it relate such information to
deviations in parameter values that have to be compensated. For an answer to the first question, in
this section it is assumed that from time to time information on emotion levels of group members
become available via a face reader, as observations for the agent. The second question requires a bit
more work, since a deviation in a group member’s emotion level cannot be directly related to
deviations in one or more parameters. Especially for a group of three persons, for example, already
15 parameters play a role, and practically all of them have their impact on the group members’
emotion levels over time, so which ones are to blame for a specific deviation in emotion level?
Overview of concepts used in the adaptation process.













the agent believes that emotion level W for A at T has deviation D
the agent believes that the adaptation speed is U
the agent believes that an adaptation option is to change the value V1 for P to V2
the agent believes that the emotion level W for A has sensitivity S for parameter P with value V
the agent predicts by parameter P with value V that the emotion level W for A occurs at T
the agent is predicting for parameter P with value V
the agent is predicting for parameter P
the agent predicts by parameter P with value V that the contagion strength from B to A is CS
the agent predicts by parameter P with value V that B has expressiveness E
the agent predicts by parameter P with value V that the channel from B to A has strength C
the agent predicts by parameter P with value V that A has openness D
the agent believes that the step size is DT

Global dynamic relationships between the concepts (see also Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14):
Affecting adaptation options (Figure 7.14)




a belief that the emotion level for A has sensitivity S for parameter P affects a belief in an adaptation
option to change the value for P
a belief on a deviation between believed and observed emotion level of A affects the belief in an
adaptation option to change the value for P
a belief on the adaptation speed affects the belief in an adaptation option to change the value for P

Affecting deviations in emotion level (Figure 7.14)



a belief on the emotion level of a group member affects the belief on a deviation between believed
and observed emotion level of A
an observation of the emotion level of a group member affects the belief on a deviation between
believed and observed emotion level of A

Effects of adaptation options (Figure 7.14)




a belief in an adaptation option concerning expressiveness affects a belief in expressiveness
a belief in an adaptation option concerning channel strength affects a belief on channel strength
a belief in an adaptation option concerning openness affects a belief in openness

Affecting beliefs on sensitivities (Figure 7.14)


predictions on emotion levels for two different values of a given parameter P affect a belief on the
sensitivity of this parameter P
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Affecting predictions on emotion levels (Figure 7.13)




predictions on contagion strengths affect predictions on emotion levels of group members
a belief on the step size affects predictions on emotion levels of group members
predictions on the emotion level of a group member affect predictions on emotion levels of other
group members

Affecting predictions on contagion strengths (Figure 7.13)




predictions on expressiveness affect predictions on contagion strengths
predictions on channel strengths affect predictions on contagion strengths
predictions on openness affect predictions on contagion strengths

Affecting predictions on expressiveness, channel strength and openness (Figure 7.13)







a decision to predict for expressiveness of a group member affects a prediction on the expressiveness
of this group member
a decision to predict for a channel from one group member to another one affects a prediction on this
channel
a decision to predict for openness of a group member affects a prediction on the openness of this
group member
a belief on expressiveness of a group member affects a prediction on the expressiveness of this group
member
a belief on a channel from one group member to another one affects a prediction on this channel
a belief on openness of a group member affects a prediction on the openness of this group member

In Figure 7.16 it is shown how the predictions made relate to the various predicted parameter values,
and how these predictions relate to other predictions and beliefs. In Figure 7.17 it is shown how
these predictions of emotion levels relate to sensitivity beliefs, and how these relate to adaptation
option beliefs.
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FIGURE 7.17 Dynamic relationships for adaptation options
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7.5.2. A D E T AI L E D M O D E L

FOR

A D A P TI VI TY

For a detailed model the concepts have been formalised by logical expressions incorporating
numerical representations; see Table 7.11 and Table 7.12.
Concept

Formalisation

the agent believes that emotion
level V for A at T has deviation D

belief(agent, has_deviation(has_emotion_level_at(
A:AGENT, V:REAL, T:REAL), D:REAL))

the agent believes that the
adaptation speed is U

belief(agent, adaptation_speed(U:REAL))

the agent believes that an
adaptation option is to change the
value W1 for P to W2

belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(
P:PARAMETER, W1:REAL, W2:REAL)))

the agent believes that the emotion
level V for A has sensitivity S for
parameter P with value W

belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(
has_emotion_level_at(A:AGENT, V:REAL , T:REAL),
S:REAL , P:PARAMETER, W:REAL )

the agent predicts by parameter P
with value W that the emotion level
V for A occurs at T

prediction_for(agent, has_emotion_ level_at(
A:AGENT, V:REAL , T:REAL), P:PARAMETER, W:REAL )

the agent is predicting for parameter
P with value W

is_predicting_for(agent, P:PARAMETER, W:REAL )

the agent is predicting for parameter
P

is_predicting_for(agent, P:PARAMETER)

the agent predicts by parameter P
with value W that the contagion
strength from B to A is CS

prediction_for (agent, has_contagion_strength(
B:AGENT, A:AGENT, CS:REAL), P:PARAMETER, W:REAL)

the agent predicts by parameter P
with value W that B has
expressiveness E

prediction_for (agent, has_expressiveness(
B:AGENT, E:REAL), P:PARAMETER, W:REAL)

the agent predicts by parameter P
with value W that the channel from
B to A has strength C

prediction_for (agent, has_channel_strength(
B:AGENT, A:AGENT, C:REAL), P:PARAMETER, W:REAL)

the agent predicts by parameter P
with value W that A has openness D

prediction_for (agent, has_openness(A:AGENT, D:REAL),
P:PARAMETER, W:REAL)

the agent believes that the step size
is DT

belief(agent, stepsize(DT:REAL))

TABLE 7.11 Formalisation of concepts involved in adaptation
Sort

Description of use

Elements

AGENT

group members

a1, a2, a3, a, b, c

REAL

group member emotion level, expressiveness factor, channel
strength, openness, contagion strength, time, parameter
value, adaptation speed, deviation, sensitivity, step size

real numbers

PARAMETER

parameters of the model

channel_strength(a1,a2),
expressiveness(a1),
openness(a1), …

TABLE 7.12 Sorts used
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Determination of parameters to be adjusted is based on the sensitivities of the (future) group
emotion level for the different parameter values. For the moment these sensitivities are assumed to
be available. Below it will be discussed in more detail how they can be obtained (dynamic
relationships CDR7 and further). But first it is shown how adaptation options for parameters can be
generated, by using given sensitivities, when deviations of the beliefs based on the emotion
contagion model from observed emotion levels are detected. Note that the process of parameter
adaptation as described can address all of the parameters in turn.
PADR1
If
and
then

Determining deviations
the agent believes that the emotion level for A at T is V1
the agent observes that the emotion level for A at T is V2
the agent will believe that the emotion level V1 for A at T has a deviation of V2-V1

belief(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V1, T)) &
observed(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V2, T))

 belief(agent, has_deviation(has_emotion_level_at(A, V1, T), V2-V1))

PADR2 Generating adaptation options: upward
If
the agent believes that the emotion level V for A has sensitivity S for parameter P
with value W
and that a deviation D for emotion level V for A at T was identified
and D/S  0
and the agent believes that the adaptation speed is U
then
the agent will believe that an adaptation option is to change the value W for P to W + U*D*(1-W)/S
belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(has_emotion_level_at(A, V, T), S , P, W)
belief(agent, has_deviation(has_emotion_level_at(A, V, T), D)) &
D/S0 & belief(agent, adaptation_speed(U))

 belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(P, W, W+U*D*(1-W)/S))

PADR3
If
and
and
and
then

Generating adaptation options: downward
the agent believes that the emotion level V for A has sensitivity S for parameter P with value W
that a deviation D for emotion level V for A at T was identified
D/S  0
the agent believes that the adaptation speed is U
the agent will believe that an adaptation option is to change the value W for P to W + U*D*W/S

belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(has_emotion_level_at(A, V, T), S , P, W)
belief(agent, has_deviation(has_emotion_level_at(A, V, T), D)) &
D/S0 & belief(agent, adaptation_speed(U))

 belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(P, W, W+U*D*W/S)))

PADR4
If
then
and

Performing an expressiveness parameter adaptation
the agent believes that an adaptation option is to change the value E1 for expressiveness of A to E2
the agent will believe that the expressiveness of A is E2
it will not believe that the expressiveness of A is E1

belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(expressiveness(A), E1, E2)))

 belief(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E2)) &
not belief(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E1))

PADR5 Performing a channel strength parameter adaptation
If
the agent believes that an adaptation option is to change the value C1 for channel strength
from A to B to C2
then
the agent will believe that the channel strength from A to B is C2
and it will not believe that the channel strength from A to B is C1
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belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(channel_strength(A, B), C1, C2)))

 belief(agent, has_ channel_strength(A, C2)) &
not belief(agent, has_ channel_strength(A, C1))

PADR6
If
then
and

Performing an openness parameter adaptation
the agent believes that an adaptation option is to change the value D1 for openness of A to D2
the agent will believe that the openness of A is D2
it will not believe that the openneness of A is D1

belief(agent, adaptation_option(adapt_to(openness(A), D1, D2)))

 belief(agent, has_openness(A, D2)) &
not belief(agent, has_openness(A, D1))

Next it is discussed how sensitivities can be determined. First the following dynamic relationship
shows how from multiple predictions with different values W1 and W2 for the same parameter P,
sensitivities can be found.
PADR7
If
and
and
and
then

Sensitivity estimation from multiple predictions
the ambient agent predicts by parameter P with value W1 that the emotion level V1 for A occurs at T,
it predicts by parameter P with value W2 that emotion level V2 for A occurs at T,
W1  W2
V1  V2
it will believe that the sensitivity of the emotion level V1 of A for P and value W1 is (V2-V1)/(W2-W1)

prediction_for(agent, has_emotion_ level_at(A, V1, T), P, W1) &
prediction_for(agent, has_emotion_ level_at(A, V2, T), P, W2) &
W1  W2 & V1  V2

 belief(agent, has_sensitivity_for(has_emotion_ level_at(A, V1, T), (V2-V1) /
(W2-W1) , P, W1)

To obtain predictions based on an assumed value for a specific parameter, in principle the approach
described in Section 7.3 can be used. However, as it is important to keep track of for which
parameter and value the prediction is made, it is needed to add this to the representations. As a
starting point time point 0 is considered:
PADR8
If
and
then

Initial assumption-based prediction
the ambient agent is predicting for parameter P with value W
it observes that emotion level V for A occurs at time point 0
it will predict for parameter P with value W that emotion level V for A occurs at time point 0

is_predicting_for(agent, P, V) &
observed(agent, has_emotion_ level_at(A, V, 0))

 prediction_for(agent, has_emotion_ level_at(A, V, 0), P, W)

Updating the predicted emotion levels over time is similar to dynamic relationship ADR4; a difference
is that assumed parameter values are used, and that the parameter P and value V for which the
predictions are made are included in the representations:
PADR9
If
and
and
and
and
and
and

Updating predictions on emotion levels
AB and BC and CA
the ambient agent predicts for parameter P with value W that A has emotion level V1 at time T
the ambient agent predicts for parameter P with value W that B has emotion level V2 at time T
the ambient agent predicts for parameter P with value W that C has emotion level V3 at time T
the ambient agent predicts for parameter P with value W that the contagion strength from B to A is CS2
the ambient agent predicts for parameter P with value W that the contagion strength from C to A is CS3
the ambient agent believes that the step size is DT
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then

the ambient agent will predict for parameter P with value W that the emotion level of A will
be V1+CS2*(V2-V1)*DT+CS3*(V3-V1)*DT at time T+DT

prediction_for(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A, V1, T), P,
prediction_for(agent, has_emotion_level_at(B, V2, T), P,
prediction_for(agent, has_emotion_level_at(C, V3, T), P,
prediction_for(agent, has_contagion_strength(B, A, CS2),
prediction_for(agent, has_contagion_strength(C, A, CS3),
belief(agent, step_size(DT)) &
AB & BC & CA &

 prediction_for(agent, has_emotion_level_at(A,
V1+CS2*(V2-V1)*DT+CS3*(V3-V1)*DT, T+DT), P, W)

W)
W)
W)
P,
P,

&
&
&
W) &
W) &

To obtain the predictions on the different parameters and their values that are needed, the following
relationships are used. First it is shown how predictions on contagion strengths are determined.
PADR10 Generating assumptions on contagion strengths
If
the ambient agent predicts for parameter P with value W that B has expressiveness E
and the ambient agent predicts for parameter P with value W that the channel from B to A has strength C
and the ambient agent predicts for parameter P with value W that A has openness D
then
the ambient agent will predict for parameter P with value W that the contagion strength from B to A
will be E*C*D
prediction_for(agent, has_expressiveness(B, E), P, W) &
prediction_for(agent, has_channel_strength(B, A, C), P, W) &
prediction_for(agent, has_openness(A, D), P, W)

 prediction_for(agent, has_contagion_strength(B, A, E*C*D), P, W)

Next it is shown how a prediction for a parameter for which a prediction is made is generated.
PADR11 Generating predictions based on expressiveness
If
the ambient agent is predicting for expressiveness of A with value E
then
the ambient agent will predict for parameter expressiveness of A with value E
expressiveness E

that A

has

is_predicting_for(agent, expressiveness(A), E)


prediction_for(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E), expressiveness(A), E)

PADR12 Generating predictions based on channel strengths
If
the ambient agent is predicting for channel strength from A to B with value C
then
the ambient agent will predict for parameter channel strength from A to B with value C
that the channel from A to B has strength C
is_predicting_for(agent, channel_strength(A, B), C)


prediction_for(agent, has_channel_strength(A,B,C), channel_strength(A,B),C)

PADR13 Generating predictions based on openness
If
the ambient agent is predicting for openness of A with value D
then
the ambient agent will predict for parameter openness of A with value D that A has openness D
is_predicting_for(agent, openness(A), D)


prediction_for(agent, has_openness(A, D), openness(A), D)

Finally, for parameters for which not a prediction is made, predictions are just based on the beliefs
about them.
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PADR14 Prediction parameter
If
the ambient agent is predicting for parameter P with value W
then
the agent is predicting for P
is_predicting_for(agent, P, W) &


is_predicting_for(agent, P)

PADR15 Generating predictions not based on expressiveness
If
the ambient agent is predicting for parameter P with value W
and the ambient agent is not predicting for expressiveness of A
and the ambient agent believes that A has expressiveness E
then
the ambient agent will predict for parameter P with value W that A has expressiveness E
is_predicting_for(agent, P, W) &
not is_predicting_for(agent, expressiveness(A)) &
belief(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E))


prediction_for(agent, has_expressiveness(A, E), P, W)

PADR16 Generating predictions not based on channel strengths
If
the ambient agent is predicting for parameter P with value W
and the ambient agent is not predicting for channel strength from A to B
and the ambient agent believes that the channel from A to B has strength C
then
the ambient agent will predict for parameter P with value W that the channel
from A to B has strength C
is_predicting_for(agent, P, W) &
not is_predicting_for(agent, channel_strength(A, B)) &
belief(agent, has_ channel_strength(A, C))


prediction_for(agent, has_channel_strength(A, B, C), P, W)

PADR17 Generating predictions not based on openness
If
the ambient agent is predicting for parameter P with value W
and the ambient agent is not predicting for openness of A
and the ambient agent believes that A has openness D
then
the ambient agent will predict for parameter P with value W that A has openness D
is_predicting_for(agent, P, W) &
not is_predicting_for(agent, openness(A)) &
belief(agent, has_openness(A, D))


prediction_for(agent, has_openness(A, D), P, W)
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CHAPTER 8.

A TTENTION

8.1. I NTRODUCTION
For people that have to perform complex and demanding tasks, it is very important to have sufficient
attention for the various subtasks involved. This is particularly true for tasks that involve the continuous
inspection of (computer) screens. For example, a person that has to inspect the images of a surveillance
camera cannot permit him- or herself to miss part of the events that occur. The same holds for an air
traffic controller that inspects the movements of aircraft, or a naval operator that monitors the
movements of hostile vessels on a radar screen. In such situations, a person may be supported by an
ambient agent that keeps track of where his or her attention is, and provides some assistance in case
the attention is not where it should be. To the end, the agent should maintain a domain model of the
state of attention of the human, as well as an analysis model to reason about this domain model, and a
support model to determine actions based on this analysis. This chapter introduces such models, and
shows how they can be used to perform simulations. To make the models a bit more concrete, they are
explained the context of a case study about a naval operator, which is introduced below.

8.1.1. C AS E

S T UD Y : A N A V AL O PE R A TO R

In the domain of naval warfare, it is crucial for the
crew of the vessels involved to be aware of the
situation in the field. Examples of important
questions that should be addressed continuously
are “in which direction are we heading?”, “are we
currently under attack?”, “are there any friendly
vessels around?”, and so on. To assess such issues,
one of the crew members is usually assigned the
Tactical Picture Compilation Task (TPCT): the task
to identify and classify all entities in the environment (e.g., Heuvelink and Both, 2007). This is done
by monitoring several radar screens in the control room for radar contacts, and reasoning with the
available information in order to determine the type and intent of the contacts on the screens.
However, due to the complex and dynamic nature of the environment, this person has to deal with a
large number of tasks in parallel. Often the radar contacts are simply too numerous and dynamic to
be adequately monitored by a single human, which compromises the performance of the task.
For these reasons, it may be useful to offer this human operator some support from an intelligent
ambient system, consisting of software agents that assist him in the execution of the Tactical Picture
Compilation Task. For example, in case the human is directing its attention on the left part of a radar
screen, but ignores an important contact that just entered the radar screen from the right, such a
system may alert him about the arrival of that new contact. To be able to provide this kind of
intelligent support, the system somehow needs to maintain a model of the cognitive state of the
human: in this case the human’s focus of attention. It should have the capability to attribute mental,
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and in particular attentional (e.g., Itti and Koch, 2001) states to the human, and to reason about
these. In this chapter, an example of such a system is described, based on (Bosse, Maanen, and
Treur, 2006). Two types of sensor information are assumed, namely: information about the human’s
gaze (e.g., measured by an eye tracker), and characteristics of stimuli (e.g., the colour and speed of
airplanes on radar screens, or of the persons on surveillance images).

8.2. D OMAIN M ODEL
This section introduces the domain model for attentional processes. In Section 8.2.1, the main
aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 8.2.2, the detailed model is
provided, and Section 8.2.3 presents an example simulation trace.

8.2.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

In this chapter, a person’s “state of attention” is defined as a distribution of values over different
locations in the world. Assuming that the person is facing a certain screen, these locations are
described by segments of the screen (which, for the case of the naval operator, may contain radar
contacts). A high value for a certain location means that the person has much attention for that
location. Note that “attention” is not (purely) defined by “visual attention”: a person may currently
not be looking at a certain location, but may still have attention for it. Rather, our notion of
“attention” of an object should be seen as “presence in working memory”.
In order to calculate this state of attention, obviously, the person’s gaze direction is an important
factor: where is the person currently looking to? Next, this information should be combined with the
locations of objects: if the location of an object (e.g., a radar contact) is close to the location of the
person’s gaze, then the person will have more attention for that object. However, these are not the
only factors. Also different characteristics of objects (such as brightness and size) are important:
usually people have more attention for objects that are bright and large, compared to objects that
are dark and small. Together, these three factors can be combined in order to calculate the current
attention contribution of a certain location: to what extent is the location currently attracting the
person’s attention? If this current contribution is known for all locations of the screen, then also a
normalised attention contribution can be calculated for each location, i.e., the relative attention
contribution in comparison with all other locations. One step further, this normalised attention
contribution of a location can be used to calculate the actual attention level that a person has for
that location. In order to do this, also the previous attention level plays a role. For example, in case a
person recently had much attention for location X, then currently (s)he will still have some attention,
even if the current contribution is very low. Finally, the attention level plays a role in the behaviour of
the person: the more attention a person has for a certain location, the more likely (s)he is to act upon
that location. In this chapter, it is assumed that a high attention level for a location leads to a mouse
click on that location (for example, because clicking on a location helps a naval operator identifying
the radar track on that location).
In sum, the following concepts are needed to describe the dynamics of a person’s attention:









gaze direction
locations of objects
characteristics of objects
current attention contribution of locations
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normalised attention contribution of locations
(old and current) attention level for locations
mouse clicks on locations

Based on these concepts, the following dynamic relationships can be identified:
Affecting contribution of locations





gaze direction affects current attention contribution of locations
location of objects affect current attention contribution of locations
characteristics of objects affect current attention contribution of locations
current attention contribution of all locations affect normalised attention contribution per location

Affecting attention level of locations




normalised attention contribution affects attention level of locations
old attention level of locations affects new (current) attention level of locations
current attention level of locations affects old attention level of locations

Affecting mouse clicks


attention level for locations affects mouse clicks on locations

These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 8.1. Note that the difference between current
attention level and old attention level is not visualised: both are represented by the same node.
gaze direction

current attention
contribution of
locations

attention level
for locations

locations of
objects
normalised attention
contribution of locations

mouse clicks
on locations

characteristics
of objects

FIGURE 8.1 Overview of Domain Model for Attentional Processes

8.2.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, for each of them a logical atom is
introduced; see Table 8.1.
Concept

Formalisation

gaze direction

gaze_at_loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)

locations of objects

is_at_location(O:OBJECT, loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD))

characteristics of objects

has_value_for(O:OBJECT, V:REAL, A:ATTRIBUTE)

current attention contribution of
locations

has_current_attention_contribution(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL)

normalised attention contribution
of locations

has_normalised_attention_contribution(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL)

(old and current) attention level
for locations

has_old_attention_level(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL)
has_attention_level(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL)

mouse clicks on locations

mouse_click_on(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD))

TABLE 8.1 Formalisation of concepts used for domain model
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Note that some atoms make use of sorts. The specific sorts that are used in the presented model,
and the elements that they contain, are shown in Table 8.2.
Sort

Description

Elements

COORD

coordinates of the screen used in the example

{1, 2, ..., max_coord}

REAL

the set of real numbers

the set of real numbers

OBJECTS

objects (e.g. radar contacts) used in the example

{contact05, contact22,
contact39, nothing}

ATTRIBUTE

attributes of objects used in the example

{brightness, size}

TABLE 8.2 Sorts used

To formalise the dynamic relationships between these concepts, the following LEADSTO relationships
are used:
DDR1 (Determining attention contributions))
If
object O is at location loc(X1,Y1),
and
the person’s gaze is at location loc(X2,Y2),
and
object O has value V1 for brightness,
and
object O has value V2 for size,
then
the current attention contribution of location loc(X1,Y1)
is (V1*W1+V2*W2) / (1+  * (X1-X2)^2+ (Y1-Y2)^2)
is_at_location(O, loc(X1, Y1))  gaze_at_loc(X2, Y2) 
has_value_for(O, V1, brightness)  has_value_for(O, V2, size)

 has_current_attention_contribution(
loc(X1, Y1), (V1*W1+V2*W2) / (1+  * ((X1-X2)^2+ (Y1-Y2)^2)))

This formula determines the current attention contribution of each location. This current attention
contribution is calculated by dividing the weighted sum of the attribute values of the location by 1 +
*r2, where r2 is the Euclidean distance between the location loc(X1,Y1) of object O and the current
gaze location loc(X2,Y2), and  is an importance factor (represented by a real number between 0
and 1) which represents the relative impact of distance to the gaze location on the attention
contribution. Furthermore, W1 and W2 (both real numbers between 0 and 1) denote weight factors
for the attributes brightness and size, respectively. Note that the formula only takes these two
attributes of locations into account. In a more general form, the current attention contribution of a
location can be calculated by A:attributes V(A)*W(A) / 1 + R2. The formula also assigns a value to empty
locations (by using the special element nothing of sort OBJECT, which has value 0 for all attributes).
DDR2 (Normalising attention contributions)
If
the current attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is V,
then
the normalised attention contribution of location loc(X,Y)
is V * A divided by the sum of the current attention contributions of all locations
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(X,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3,
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Y),
1),
2),
3),
1),
2),
3),
1),

V) 
V1) 
V2) 
V3) 
V4) 
V5) 
V6) 
V7) 

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 2), V8) 
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 3), V9)

 has_normalised_attention_contribution(
loc(X, Y),V*A / (V1+V2+V3+V4+V5+V6+V7+V8+V9))

This formula determines the normalised attention contribution of each location, by dividing the
current attention contribution of the location by the sum of the current attention contributions of all
locations. Furthermore, the resulting value is multiplied by a constant A (represented by a real
number between 0 and 1) which represents the total amount of attention that a person can spend.
This usually depends on many factors that differ per person and situation (e.g., cognitive abilities,
stress, concentration, and so on).
DDR3 (Determining attention levels)
If
the normalised attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is V1,
and
the old attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V2,
then
the new attention level of location loc(X,Y) is d*V2 + (1-d*V1)
has_normalised_attention_contribution(loc(X, Y),V1) 
has_old_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V2)


has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), D*V2 + (1-D)*V1)

This formula determines the actual attention level of each location, based on the old attention level
and the current (normalised) attention contribution. Here, d is a persistence parameter (represented
by a real number between 0 and 1) that determines the relative impact of the old attention level on
the new attention level.
DDR4 (Time shift)
If
the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V,
then
the old attention level of location loc(X,Y) becomes V
has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V)


has_old_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V)

DDR4 is a simple formula that converts the current attention level to the old attention level after
each time step.
DDR5 (Determining mouse clicks)
If
the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V,
and
V > th,
then
there will be a mouse click on location loc(X,Y)
has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V)  V > th


mouse_click_on(loc(X, Y))

This formula determines when the person will click on a certain location. For simplicity, this is
assumed to occur in all cases that the person has an attention level V for that location that exceeds a
certain threshold th (again represented by a real number between 0 and 1).

8.2.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
This section presents an example simulation trace that was generated on the basis of the domain
model for attentional processes. Figure 8.2 displays (a selection of) the symbolic concepts involved,
and Figure 8.3 displays (a selection of) the numerical concepts. The settings used for the parameters
of the model (see previous section) are as follows: W1=0.8, W2=0.5, =0.9, A=0.9, d=0.3, th=0.25,
max_coord=3.
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FIGURE 8.2 Example simulation trace for domain model - symbolic concepts

As shown in Figure 8.2, there are 9 locations involved (namely loc(1,1), ..., loc(3,3)) and three objects
(namely radar contacts contact05, contact22, and contact39). Three rounds of attention generation
are shown. During the first round, the person’s gaze is at location loc(1,1), later it shifts to loc(2,2)
and finally to loc(3,3). Furthermore, contact22 moves from location loc(2,3) to loc(2,2) and to loc(2,1),
contact39 is always at location loc(1,2), and contact05 only comes into play during the last round,
when it appears at location loc(3,3). The attribute values of the different contacts are shown in the
bottom lines of the picture.
The dynamics of the person’s attention based on these events are shown in Figure 8.3 (note that the
figure only focuses on three locations, and that intermediate steps that calculate current and
normalised attention contribution are not shown). As shown in this picture, initially the person’s
attention is spread equally over the locations. However, due to the appearance of contact39 at
location loc(1,2), the attention for this location strongly increases in the next round. In the rounds
that follow, the attention of this location converges back to the initial value.
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FIGURE 8.3 Example simulation trace for domain model - numerical concepts

8.3. M ODEL

FOR

A NALY SIS

This section introduces the model for analysis of attentional processes. In Section 8.3.1, the main
aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 8.3.2, the detailed model is
provided, and Section 8.3.3 presents an example simulation trace.

8.3.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

To be able to analyse the dynamics of a human’s attention, an ambient agent should, in principle, be
equipped with the domain model introduced in Section 8.2, and should be able to reason on the
basis of this model. Therefore, the model for analysis should contain more of less the same concepts
as the domain model. However, one important difference is that not all concepts that exist in the
domain model can actually be observed by the ambient agent. For example, the ‘current attention
contribution’ of a location is not something that is explicitly observable in the world, nor is the
‘attention level’ of a person for a location. On the other hand, things like gaze direction, and
locations and characteristics of objects can be observed explicitly (e.g., by an eye tracker and a
graphical user interface, respectively). As a result, some of the real world concepts from the domain
model can directly be incorporated in the analysis model, whereas for some other concepts, the
agent should make an estimation: it will form beliefs about the state of those concepts. Finally, the
analysis model should have information about the human’s desired attention level for the different
locations: where does it want the human to focus at? It is assumed that the agent has tactical
domain knowledge that enables it to make such assessments. For example, in the domain of the
Tactical Picture Compilation Task, the agent knows in which situations it is more urgent to identify a
radar track (e.g., because it has a suspicious movement pattern). By comparing this desired attention
level with the estimated attention level, the analysis model can determine whether there is an
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attention discrepancy at a certain location, i.e., whether the human has too much or too little
attention for the location (and, possibly, how big this discrepancy is).
This leads to the following list of concepts that are needed for the attention analysis model:









gaze direction
locations of objects
characteristics of objects
beliefs on current attention contribution of locations
beliefs on normalised attention contribution of locations
beliefs on (old and current) attention level for locations
desired attention level for locations
assessments on attention discrepancy for locations

As can be seen, this list is similar to the list of concepts presented in Section 8.2.1, where for concept
4, 5, and 6 a belief is introduced, and two new concepts have been added. Furthermore, also most
dynamic relationships are similar to those presented in Section 2.1:










gaze direction affects beliefs on current attention contribution of locations
locations of objects affects beliefs on current attention contribution of locations
characteristics of objects affect beliefs on current attention contribution of locations
beliefs on current attention contribution of all locations affect beliefs on normalised attention
contribution per location
beliefs on normalised attention contribution affect beliefs on attention level of locations
beliefs on old attention level of locations affect beliefs on new (current) attention level of locations
beliefs on current attention level of locations affect beliefs on old attention level of locations
beliefs on attention level of locations affect assessments on attention discrepancy of locations
desired attention level of locations affects assessments on attention discrepancy of locations

These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 8.4.
desired attention
level of locations
gaze direction

beliefs on current
attention contribution
of locations

beliefs on attention
level for locations

locations of
objects
beliefs on normalised
attention contribution
of locations

assessment on attention
discrepancy of locations

characteristics
of objects

FIGURE 8.4 Overview of Analysis Model for Attentional Processes

8.3.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, again a number of logical atoms are
introduced (most of which are similar to Table 8.1); see Table 8.3.
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Concept

Formalisation

gaze direction

gaze_at_loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)

location of objects

is_at_location(O:OBJECT, loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD))

characteristics of objects

has_value_for(O:OBJECT, V:REAL, A:ATTRIBUTE)

belief on current attention
contribution of locations

belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL))

belief on normalised attention
contribution of locations

belief(agent, has_normalised_attention_contribution(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL))

belief on (old and current) attention
level for locations

belief(agent, has_old_attention_level(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL))
belief(agent, has_attention_level(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL))

desired attention level of locations

desire(agent, has_attention_level(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL))

assessment on attention discrepancy
of locations

assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL))

TABLE 8.3 Formalisation of concepts used for analysis model

Next, to formalise the dynamic relationships for the analysis model, the following LEADSTO
relationships are used11:
ADR1 (Determining beliefs on attention contributions)
If
object O is at location loc(X1,Y1),
and
the person’s gaze is at location loc(X2,Y2),
and
object O has value V1 for brightness,
and
object O has value V2 for size,
then
the agent believes that the current attention contribution of location loc(X1,Y1)
is (V1*W1ag +V2*W2ag) / (1+ ag * (X1-X2)^2+ (Y1-Y2)^2)
is_at_location(O, loc(X1, Y1))  gaze_at_loc(X2, Y2) 
has_value_for(O, V1, brightness)  has_value_for(O, V2, size)

 belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(
loc(X1, Y1), (V1*W1ag +V2*W2ag)/(1+ ag * ((X1-X2)^2+ (Y1-Y2)^2))))

ADR2 (Determining beliefs on normalised attention contributions)
If
the agent believes that the current attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is V,
then
the agent believes that the normalised attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is
V * Aag divided by the sum of the current attention contributions of all locations
belief(agent,
belief(agent,
belief(agent,
belief(agent,
belief(agent,
belief(agent,
belief(agent,
belief(agent,
11

has_current_attention_contribution(loc(X,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(1,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(2,
has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3,

Y),
1),
2),
3),
1),
2),
3),
1),

V)) 
V1)) 
V2)) 
V3)) 
V4)) 
V5)) 
V6)) 
V7)) 

Note that this rule uses a ‘shortcut’ from world states directly to beliefs. To make the model conceptually
more correct, this rule should be replaced by two relationships, one to describe the effect of world states
on observations, and one for the effect of observations on beliefs.
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belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 2), V8)) 
belief(agent, has_current_attention_contribution(loc(3, 3), V9))

 belief(agent, has_normalised_attention_contribution(
loc(X, Y),V*Aag / (V1+V2+V3+V4+V5+V6+V7+V8+V9)))

ADR3 (Determining beliefs on attention levels)
If
the agent believes that the normalised attention contribution of location loc(X,Y) is V1,
and
the agent believes that the old attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V2,
then
the agent believes that the new attention level of location loc(X,Y) is dag*V2 + (1-dag)*V1
belief(agent, has_normalised_attention_contribution(loc(X, Y),V1)) 
belief(agent, has_old_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V2))


belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), dag*V2 + (1-dag)*V1))

ADR4 (Determining beliefs on time shift)
If
the agent believes that the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V,
then
the agent believes that the old attention level of location loc(X,Y) becomes V
belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V))


belief(agent, has_old_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V))

Note that dynamic relationship ADR1-ADR4 are very similar to DDR1-DDR4, but that there are two
important differences:
1.

for some of the concepts, estimations (modelled as beliefs) are used instead of the real concepts

2.

for some of the relationships, the agent uses its own parameters (e.g., ag instead of , and dag instead
of d), which need not correspond exactly to the actual parameters

The reason for this second point is that an ambient agent may simply not know what the value of the
actual parameter is; therefore it may need to make estimations. However, based on experiences, it
may adapt such estimations in an intelligent manner; see Section 8.5 for more information about this.
Furthermore, one additional LEADSTO relationship is used to determine whether there is an
attention discrepancy:
ADR5 (Assessing attention)
If
the agent believes that the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V1,
and
the agent desires that the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V2,
and
V1 < V2,
then
the agent assesses that there is an attention discrepancy at location loc(X,Y) of size V2-V1
belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V1)) 
desire(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V2))  V1 < V2

 assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(loc(X, Y), V2-V1))

Note that this is just one example of a (simple) mechanism to assess attention discrepancies. Other,
more sophisticated mechanisms would also consider the case that the estimated attention for a
location is too high, or would only signal a discrepancy in case the difference between estimated and
desired attention is above a certain threshold.

8.3.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
Also for the analysis model, simulation runs may be performed. An example simulation trace for a
situation in which the ambient agent signals a discrepancy is shown in Figure 8.5 (symbolic concepts)
and Figure 8.6 (numerical concepts). In this trace, a situation is simulated that is similar to the
situation shown in Section 8.2. The settings used for the parameters of the domain model are
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identical to Section 2: W1=0.8, W2=0.5, =0.9, A=0.9, d=0.3, th=0.25. These same settings are used
for the parameters of the analysis model: W1ag=0.8, W2ag=0.5, ag=0.9, Aag=0.9, dag=0.3. Also the
characteristics and dynamics of the different objects and the gaze were similar to Section 8.2, with
one difference: contact39 is now hardly visible. It is very small, and not very bright (both its size and
brightness are 0.01). However, since this is a very urgent contact, the agent wants the human to have
at least some attention for its location: see desire(agent, has_attention_level(loc(1, 2), 0.2)) in Figure 8.5.

FIGURE 8.5 Example simulation trace for analysis model - symbolic concepts

As shown in Figure 8.6, the agent (correctly) believes that the human has very little attention for
location loc(1,1), loc(1,2), and loc(1,3). The reason for this is that these locations do not contain any
salient objects: there is only a - hardly visible - contact at location loc(1,2). This also explains why the
user does not click with the mouse on this location (the user decides to click on locations loc(2,2) and
loc(2,3) instead). However, since the agent wants the human to have some attention for location
loc(1,2), it derives that there is a discrepancy at that location: assessment(agent,
has_attention_discrepancy(loc(1, 2), ...)), which increases over time (see Figure 8.5).
Such discrepancies may be used as input by the support model, in order to determine how the
discrepancy should be solved. This is explained in the next section.
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FIGURE 8.6 Example simulation trace for analysis model - numerical concepts

8.4. M ODEL

FOR

S UPPORT

This section introduces the model for support based on attentional processes. In Section 8.4.1, the
main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 8.4.2, the detailed model is
provided, and Section 8.4.3 presents an example simulation trace.

8.4.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

In case there is a discrepancy between a person’s estimated and desired attention level for a certain
location, an ambient agent has several alternatives to provide support. To illustrate this, let us
assume that there is an urgent radar contact for which the human has no (or not enough) attention.
In that case, one possibility is to adapt one (or more) of the characteristics of the object. For
instance, the agent could increase the size and/or brightness of the contact. A second, similar option
is to decrease the size and/or brightness of other objects, so that the relative saliency of the contact
will increase, or even to make these objects completely invisible. However, such types of support are
very intrusive to the activities of the human, and may be disturbing in case (s)he is already very busy
with another subtask. Therefore, a third alternative is to leave the human alone, and request another
party to concentrate on the urgent object. This other party may be another human, but may also be
an intelligent software agent (assuming that there exist agents with sufficient domain knowledge to
solve the task in a sufficiently satisfactory manner).
In this section, the focus is on the first, relatively simple alternative: a model is introduced that
adapts the characteristics of objects that receive too little attention (in this case, by increasing their
brightness). To this end, the model needs several types of information as input. First, obviously, it
needs to know whether there is an attention discrepancy at a certain location. Second, it needs to
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know which objects are at these locations. And third, it needs to know what the characteristics of
these objects are. Based on that, it will generate actions to adapt the characteristics of objects.
In sum, the following concepts are needed for the attention support model:





assessments on attention discrepancy for locations
locations of objects
characteristics of objects
actions to adapt the characteristics of objects

The following dynamic relationship between these concepts can be established (as explained above):




assessment on attention discrepancy for locations affects actions to adapt the characteristics of objects

locations of objects affect actions to adapt the characteristics of objects
characteristics of objects affect actions to adapt the characteristics of objects

These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 8.7.
assessment on
attention discrepancy
of locations
actions to adapt the
characteristics of
objects
locations of
objects

characteristics
of objects

FIGURE 8.7 Overview of Support Model for Attentional Processes

Note that in reality, a change in characteristics of objects might also result in a change of the
human’s gaze direction. However, for simplicity, this relationship is not modelled in this chapter; i.e.,
the gaze movement is assumed to be independent of the objects.

8.4.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, the following logical atoms are used (of
which the first three are taken literally from Table 8.3); see Table 8.4.
Concept

Formalisation

assessment on attention discrepancy of
locations

assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD), V:REAL))

locations of objects

is_at_location(O:OBJECT, loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD))

characteristics of objects

has_value_for(O:OBJECT, V:REAL, A:ATTRIBUTE)

actions to adapt characteristics of objects

performed(agent, assign_new_value_for(
O:OBJECT, V:REAL), A:ATTRIBUTE)

TABLE 8.4 Formalisation of concepts used for support model

To formalise the dynamic relationship for the support model, the following LEADSTO relationship is
used:
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SDR1 (Changing brightness)
If
the agent believes that there is an attention discrepancy at location loc(X,Y) of size V1,
and
object O is at location loc(X,Y),
and
object O has value V2 for brightness,
then
the agent adapts the brightness of object O to value f(V1,V2)
assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(loc(X,Y), V1)) 
is_at_location(O, loc(X, Y))  has_value_for(O, V2, brightness)


performed(agent, assign_new_value_to(O, f(V1,V2), brightness))

Here, f(V1,V2) is a function of value V1 and V2, which can be filled in per domain and per application.
A very simple example for f(V1,V2), which is used in the simulation described in the next section, is
the following function: f(V1,V2) = 1. This function just assigns a maximal brightness to objects at
locations with too little attention. However, also more sophisticated function can be used, such as
the following: f(V1,V2) = V2 + V1 * (1 - V2). This function (which assumes that both V1 and V2 are
real values between 0 and 1), increases the value of an attribute (in this case brightness) with a
fraction of the distance between the current and the maximum value of the attribute. This fraction is
taken proportional to the attention discrepancy of the location involved. Furthermore, similar
formulae can be used to assign new values to the other attributes.
In addition, the effects of support actions on the world should be modelled. This is not part of the
support model itself, but is needed within a simulation, to be able to evaluate whether the support
works. This can be done via the following LEADSTO relationships:
SDR2 (Assigning new attribute values)
If
the agent adapts attribute a of object O to value V,
then
attribute a of object O will have value V
performed(agent, assign_new_value_to(O, V, A))

 has_value_for(O, V, A)

SDR3 (Persistence of attribute values)
If
attribute A of object O has value V,
and
the agent does not adapt attribute a of object O,
then
attribute A of object O will keep value v
has_value_for(O, V, A)  not(performed(agent, assign_new_value_to(O, A)))

 has_value_for(O, V, A)

Note that relationship SDR3 assumes the existence of predicates of the form performed(agent,
assign_new_value_to(O, A)). To achieve this, these predicates can simply be added to the
consequent of SDR1.

8.4.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
To illustrate the functioning of the attention support model, an example simulation trace is shown in
Figure 8.8 (symbolic concepts) and Figure 8.9 (numerical concepts). Note that this trace is generated
on the basis of the support model in combination with the domain model and the analysis model.
The trace addresses the same scenario as addressed in Section 3. Thus, the settings used for the
parameters of the domain model are: W1=0.8, W2=0.5, =0.9, A=0.9, d=0.3, th=0.25, and the
settings used for the parameters of the analysis model are W1ag=0.8, W2ag=0.5, ag=0.9, Aag=0.9,
dag=0.3. Also the initial characteristics and dynamics of the different objects and the gaze were
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similar to Section 8.3. Again contact39 is almost invisible at the start of the simulation. However, a
difference is that, this time, the agent will adapt the characteristics of this contact.

FIGURE 8.8 Example simulation trace for support model - symbolic concepts

Figure 8.9 shows the agent’s estimation of the human’s attention for the first three locations. Note
that, as in Section 8.3, this estimation is completely correct (as the agent uses the same parameter
settings as the real world). As shown in Figure 8.9, at the start of the simulation, the agent believes
that the human has little attention (about 0.1) for location loc(1,2). Since the agent wants the human
to have more attention (about 0.2) for this location, it derives that there is a discrepancy at that
location of 0.1: see assessment(agent, has_attention_discrepancy(loc(1, 2), 0.1)) at time point 1 of
Figure 8.8. This discrepancy causes the agent to adapt the brightness of contact39 to 1.0, which is
effectuated at time point 3. As a result, after a while the human has more attention for location
loc(1,2), which makes that (s)he clicks on the location at time point 9. In conclusion, the agent
succeeded in attracting the human’s attention to the (urgent) location loc(1,2).
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FIGURE 8.9 Example simulation trace for support model - numerical concepts

8.5. M ODEL

FOR

P ARAMETER A DAPTATION

This section introduces the model for adaptation of the parameters of the attention model. In
Section 8.5.1, the main aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 8.5.2, the
detailed model is provided, and Section 8.5.3 presents an example simulation trace.

8.5.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

As mentioned in Section 8.3.2, the parameters that the agent uses in its analysis model need not
exactly correspond to the actual parameters that can be used to describe reality. Therefore, the
parameters used in the analysis model have different names than the ones used in the domain model
(e.g., ag instead of , and dag instead of d), and in many situations also their values will differ. In case
such values differ, an ambient agent may make some errors in its predictions (and consequently, in
its support actions). However, an ideal agent learns from these errors, and uses them to correct its
parameter values accordingly. This section presents a mechanism to make such corrections. This
mechanism takes the complete analysis model as a basis, which is however not repeated here. In
addition some other concepts are needed. To start, obviously, the parameter values are important,
since they are dynamic now. Furthermore, some information is required to assess whether the
estimations of the analysis model are correct. This information should be something that can actually
be observed by the ambient agent. As explained in Section 8.3.2, notions like the ‘attention level’ of a
person for a location are not explicitly observable. However, something that can be observed, and
which is indeed used in this section, is the person’s behaviour in terms of mouse clicks. To evaluate
whether it uses the correct parameter values, the agent can compare these mouse clicks with its own
predicted mouse clicks. Whenever the human performs a mouse click which the agent did not
predicted (or vice versa), the agent can adapt its parameter values accordingly.
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Thus, the following concepts are needed for the attention parameter adaptation model:




parameter values
mouse clicks on locations
predicted mouse clicks on locations

The following dynamic relationship between these concepts can be established:




old parameter values affect new parameter values
mouse clicks affect parameter values
predicted mouse clicks affect parameter values

These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 8.10. Note that the difference between old and
new parameter values is not visualised: both are represented by the same node.
mouse clicks

parameter values

predicted
mouse clicks

FIGURE 8.10 Overview of Parameter Adaptation Model for Attentional Processes

8.5.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
The following logical atoms are used to formalise the concepts introduced above; see Table 8.5.
Concept

Formalisation

parameter values

parameter_has_value(P:PARAMETER, V:REAL)

mouse clicks on locations

mouse_click_on(loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD))

predicted mouse clicks on locations

prediction_for(agent, mouse_click_on(
loc(X:COORD, Y:COORD)), P:PARAMETER, V:REAL)

TABLE 8.5 Formalisation of concepts used for parameter adaptation model

Note that a new sort PARAMETER is introduced here, which contains as elements all of the
parameters that can be adapted (in this case, W1ag, W2ag, ag, Aag, dag, and thag). Moreover, for the
predicted mouse clicks, often the agent should remember on which parameter setting the prediction
was based (hence the two arguments P:PARAMETER and V:REAL). In cases this is not necessary,
these two arguments can be left out.
Obviously, there are numerous possibilities to adapt the model’s parameter values based on
discrepancies between actual and predicted mouse clicks. To start, there is a choice among the
different parameters to adapt. As explained in Section 8.2, the attention model contains a lot of
parameters, namely: wag, W2ag, ag, Aag, dag, and thag. Theoretically, an error in prediction by the
model may be caused by errors in any arbitrary combination of these parameters. In the literature,
various complex approaches exist to adapt the values of all parameters systematically in order to find
the correct settings. In the current chapter however, a less complex approach is taken: we assume
that the error is caused by only one incorrect parameter, and that this parameter is known to be
parameter Aag (representing the total amount of attention that a person can spend, see Section
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8.2.2). Secondly, there is a wide variety of possible techniques to adapt the value of the parameter.
Below, the parameter is simply increased or decreased according to a logistic formula.
Thus, to formalise the dynamic relationships for the parameter adaptation model, the following
LEADSTO relationships are used:
PADR1 (Predicting mouse clicks for a given parameter value)
If
the agent believes that the attention level of location loc(X,Y) is V,
and
V > thag,
and
parameter Aag has value W,
then
the agent predicts that there will be a mouse click on location loc(X,Y)
(based on this parameter setting)
belief(agent, has_attention_level(loc(X, Y), V))  V > thag 
parameter_has_value(aag, W)


prediction_for(agent, mouse_click_on(loc(X, Y)), Aag, W)

In principle, relationship PADR1 is not part of the parameter adaptation model per se, but is needed
to generate predictions about observable behaviour (i.e., the mouse clicks); it can also be considered
to be part of the analysis model.
In addition, two LEADSTO relationships are used to make actual changes in the settings of (in this
case) parameter Aag. Here, the simple assumption is taken that, in case the human makes a mouse
click that was not predicted, the estimation of the total amount of attention should increase
logistically, and in the opposite case, the estimation of the total amount of attention should decrease
logistically:
PADR2 (Upward parameter adaptation)
If
parameter Aag has value V,
and
there is a mouse click on location loc(X,Y),
and
the agent did not predict a mouse click on location loc(X,Y),
then
parameter Aag will have value V+c(1-V)
parameter_has_value(aag, V)  mouse_click_on(loc(X,Y)) 
not(prediction_for(agent, mouse_click_on(loc(X,Y))))


parameter_has_value(aag, V+c*(1-V))

PADR3 (Downward parameter adaptation)
If
parameter Aag has value V,
and
there is no mouse click on location loc(X,Y),
and
the agent predicted a mouse click on location loc(X,Y),
then
parameter Aag will have value V-cV
parameter_has_value(Aag, V)  not(mouse_click_on(loc(X,Y))) 
prediction_for(agent, mouse_click_on(loc(X,Y)))


parameter_has_value(Aag, V-c*V)

Here, c is a fixed real number between 0 and 1, representing the speed of the adaptation. As
mentioned earlier, alternative techniques to adapt the parameter values may be used, e.g.:




A technique that does not increase or decrease a parameter value based on a difference between
actual and expected mouse clicks at one time point, but that takes the amount of mouse clicks over
the past n time units into account.
A technique that calculates what the predicted behaviour would have been in case a certain
parameter was set to value x, and in case this matches the actual behaviour, assigns this x as new
parameter value.
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A technique that first tries to estimate one parameter, and then continues with another parameter.
A technique that tries to estimate multiple parameters simultaneously.

8.5.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
The actual implementation of the parameter adaptation model is left as an exercise for the reader.
One possible scenario that could be simulated is a situation in which the parameter settings of the
agent are almost identical to those of the human, with one difference: the value of Aag is slightly
lower than that of a. As a result, such an agent will initially predict less mouse clicks than will actually
be performed, and will have to increase the value of Aag to correct this.

8.6. D ISC USSION
To support a human in the execution of a complex and demanding task, an ambient agent needs to
maintain a domain model of the state of attention of this person. This chapter introduced such a
domain model (in Section 8.2), as well as an analysis model to reason about this domain model
(Section 8.3), a support model to determine actions based on this analysis (Section 8.4), and a model
to adapt the parameter values of the analysis model (Section 8.5). Note that, although the example
presented here addresses a naval operator who executes the Tactical Picture Compilation Task, in
principle the model is generic, and can be applied to various similar domains (varying from persons
that inspect surveillance cameras to air traffic controllers).
The presented model can be extended in various manners. Some possibilities are mentioned below:









Taking more attributes into account than only brightness and size.
Addressing not only bottom-up attention (i.e., attention influenced by characteristics of the object,
such as brightness and size), but also top-down attention (i.e., attention influenced by characteristics
of the person, such as expectations and goals).
Modelling not only attention for visible objects, but also attention for invisible objects (e.g., an object
that has just disappeared from the screen, or an object that is present on a window that is hidden
behind another window).
Considering different and more complex types of support. The presented model only supports the
human by modifying the attributes (in particular the brightness) of urgent objects. Other models
could, for example, take over the identification task for those objects in case the human is too busy.
Considering more sophisticated techniques for adaptation of parameter values.
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CHAPTER 9.

V IRAL V IDEOS ON THE W EB

9.1. I NTRODUCTION
In the last years, the popularity of
video on the internet has increased
enormously. In addition, the advent
of electronic social networks, such a
Hyves or Facebook, and the
widespread adoption of electronic
communication means have made it
very easy to share videos with friends
and acquaintances. Together, this has
led to a new phenomenon: a viral
video. A viral video can be defined as a video clip that gains widespread popularity through the
process of internet sharing, typically through email or instant messaging, blogs and other media
sharing websites12. The name “viral video” of course refers to the spreading pattern, which is similar
to traditional viruses or computer viruses. People or computers infect non-infected others that they
have a relation with; initially, this causes an exponentially growing number of infected entities.
Marketers try to use this mechanism to promote a product or service in a cheap and effective way.
By making a short compelling video clip, much of the advertiser’s work is done for them when their
prospective customers forward it to their contacts. In this way it is possible to quickly build up an
audience of millions. Using a viral process for marketing purposes is called viral marketing. The term
is used for the first time in 1996 in the business magazine FastCompany (Rayport, 1996). One of the
first examples of viral marketing, although not using video, is Hotmail, who managed to grow from
zero to 12 million users in only one and a half year. The company was launched in July 1996, and by
the end of the month, it had more than 20,000 subscribers; in September 1996, it had more than
100,000 subscribers and the one-million-subscriber mark was passed in January 1997 (Montgomery,
2001). The key factor in this process was an advertising message, “Get your free e-mail at Hotmail,”
with a hyperlink back to Hotmail that was placed at the bottom of every outgoing e-mail. In this way,
each user of the service spread the invitation for the service to several other people.
Since then, many campaigns have been developed. A recent international example of a viral video
campaign is that of a cell phone headset retailer, which uploaded a video to YouTube showing how
the radiation of four simultaneously ringing mobile phones could be used to make popcorn13 (4
million views in 2 weeks). A well-known Dutch example is the campaign of the political party SP. They
distributed a link to a website that shows a personalized video with the name of the viewer included

12

Definition from Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viral_video

13

See http://blog.wired.com/underwire/2008/06/bluetooth-compa.html
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in the clip.14 Within three days, the video was played 500.000 times. Even the VU University tries to
attract prospective students using (humorous) videos on YouTube.15
In this chapter a model for the spread and distribution of such videos will be developed. In addition,
it will be shown how the model can be used to see what kind of measures can be taken to influence
the distribution of the video to different groups of people. In contrast with most examples in the
previous chapters, that focused on acquiring sensor information about humans and their functioning
and using this in a knowledgeable manner to support them in their tasks via ambient devices, in this
chapter the object of analysis is the distribution of the video itself. The advantage of analysing a
digital phenomenon is that it is relatively easy to use a lot of information as input to a simulation
model. Where there are sensors required for analysing a physical phenomenon, an online
phenomenon such as the spread of information on the internet can use direct information such a
clicks, views, and online recommendations and information from social network sites (who is in
contact with who).

9.2. D OMAIN M ODEL
There has been some literature about the phenomenon of viral videos16. Among the first to write
about the background of viral marketing on the Internet was Douglas Rushkoff (1996). The
assumption is that if an advertisement reaches a “susceptible” user, that user will become “infected”
(i.e., view the video) and can then go on to infect other susceptible users. As long as each infected
user sends mail to more than one susceptible user on average (i.e., the basic reproductive rate is
greater than one), standards in epidemiology imply that the number of infected users will grow
according to a logistic curve, whose initial segment appears exponential.
An issue that is relevant for the distribution is the role that people have in a social network. Gerstley
(2007) has published some algorithms designed to identify people with high Social Networking
Potential. Gerstley uses SNP algorithms in quantitative marketing research to help marketers
maximize the effectiveness of viral marketing campaigns. In 2004 the concept of Alpha User was
introduced to denote the people that are the most attractive persons in a network because they act
as “hubs” and are very influential. With the electronic communications means that people use
nowadays, alpha users can be isolated and identified automatically, and even targeted for viral
advertising purposes, most accurately in mobile phone networks, as mobile phones are very personal.
Alpha users are key elements of any social networks, who manage the connectivity of the core
members of the community. Similar to how viruses spread in nature, there is an initial starting point to
communications in social networks, and the originators of such communications are alpha users. They
tend to be highly connected users with exceptional influence to the other leaders of any social network.
This section introduces the domain model for the viral spread of videos. In Section 9.2.1, the main
aspects of the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 9.2.2, the detailed model is
provided, and Section 9.2.3 presents an example simulation trace.

14

See http://www.houjannietvoorjezelf.nl/

15

See http://www.youtube.com/vrijeuniversiteit

16

The terms “viral” and “video” will be used as synonyms in this chapter.
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9.2.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

In this chapter, it is assumed that there are two different characteristics of people that are relevant
for the viral spread of information. First, this is the number of connections that people have. Second,
it is the extent to which people are able to influence other people. It is also assumed that both
characteristics can have two values: high and low. Note that both assumptions are a simplification.
Together, this gives 4 different types of people.





type A: people with a high number of connections and a high influence
type B: people with a high number of connections and a low influence
type C: people with a low number of connections and a high influence
type D: people with a low number of connections and a low influence

People with high influence have a higher “success-rate” on the links that they send, i.e. if they
distribute a video, a higher percentage of their receivers will watch it. People with high number of
connections distribute videos to a larger number of people. The people of type A correspond to the
alpha users as described above. The distribution of people of different types over the population is
relevant for the speed by which the viral spreads.
The number of receivers of a viral of a specific type, and the number of watchers of a specific type
are the two most important factors in the model. It is assumed that not all people that receive a link
to a video will actually watch it. The factor that determines what percentage of the received links will
be actually watched is called the watch willingness. This willingness is not a constant value, but
depends on the number of received links. The more links are received the less willingness there will
be to actually watch the received videos. It is assumed that there is a maximum acceptable number
of videos that one receives. When the actual number of videos that people receive approaches this
number, the watch willingness will decrease. The average number of received videos depends on the
population size and the total number of received videos.
Not all people that watch a video will send the link to all other friends in their network. This depends
on several factors. First, there probably is something like a share willingness, which describes the
maximum fraction of watched videos that are forwarded. In addition, the attractiveness of a video
will determine its chances of being sent. This attractiveness is of course a unique characteristic of an
individual video, but also related to the age of a video. The longer a video exists, the lower its
attractiveness is. Moreover, some videos have a longer life than others. To model the age of video,
age classes will be used: the higher the age class, the lower the attractiveness of a viral video will be.
The number of videos in each subsequent age class will be lower than in the previous, determined by
a survival rate or decay factor.
If a viral video is distributed as marketing campaign, the effectiveness also is a relevant factor. The
effectiveness is not only determined by the number of people that have watched a video, but also by
their appreciation of it. The appreciation can be seen as more or less equal to the watch willingness.
In the model that will be developed it is assumed that people only share a video when they see it for
the first time. This is different from traditional models for epidemics, which allow for contagion
during a longer period of time.
In sum, the following concepts are needed to describe the spread of a viral video:
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population size
percentage of people of each type (population distribution)
number of connections of people of each type (on average)
influence of people of each type (on average)
number of people of each type that watch a video per timestep
total number of people that watch a video per timestep
number of people of each type that receive a video per timestep
total number of people that receive a video per timestep
maximal acceptable number of received videos per day
average number of received videos per day
age class of a video
effectiveness of a viral campaign
willingness to share a video
willingness to watch a video

Based on these concepts, the following dynamic relationships can be identified:
Affecting the average number of videos that a person receives:



population size affects average number of videos that a person receives
total number of people that receive a video affects average number of videos that a person receives

Affecting the willingness to watch a video:



average number of videos that a person receives affects willingness to watch a video
maximal acceptable number of received videos per day affects willingness to watch a video

Affecting the number of people of each type that receive a video:





number of people of each type that watch a video affects number of people of each type that receive
a video
population distribution affects number of people of each type that receive a video
willingness to share a video affects number of people of each type that receive a video
video age class distribution affects number of people of each type that receive a video

Affecting the number of people of each type that watch a video:



number of people of each type that receive a video affects number of people of each type that watch
a video
willingness to watch a video affects number of people of each type that watch a video

Calculating the total numbers:



number of people of each type that watch a video affects total number of people that watch a video
number of people of each type that receive a video affects total number of people that receive a video

Affecting the effectiveness of a viral campaign:



total number of people that watch a video affects effectiveness of a viral campaign
willingness to watch a video affects effectiveness of a viral campaign

These dynamic relationships are visualised in Figure 9.1.
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max virals pppd

effectiveness
watch
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FIGURE 9.1 Overview of Domain Model for Spread of Viral Videos

9.2.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, for most of them a logical atom is
introduced; see Table 9.1. The concept that is omitted, i.e. the maximum acceptable number of
received videos per day, is formalized as a constant max_rec_pp with an integer value. In addition, a
constant viral_decay is used to determine how much percent of the virals move to a subsequent age
class.
Concept

Formalisation

population size

population(P:INTEGER)

percentage of people of each type

population_perc(P:PERSON_TYPE, I:INTEGER)

number of people of each type that watch a
video of a specific age class per timestep

watchers(P:PERSON_TYPE, A:INTEGER, R:REAL)

number of people of each type that receive a
video of a specific age class per timestep

receivers(P:PERSON_TYPE, A:INTEGER, R:REAL)

total number of people that watch a video

total_daily_watchers(R:REAL)

total number of people that receive a video

total_daily_receivers(R:REAL)

average number of received videos per day

average_virals_pp(R:REAL)

effectiveness of a viral campaign

effectiveness(R:REAL)

age class of a video

virals_in_stage(A:INTEGER, R:REAL)

willingness to share a video

share_willingness(R:REAL)

willingness to watch a video

watch_willingness(R:REAL)

TABLE 9.1 Formalisation of concepts used for domain model
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The specific sorts that are used in the atoms in the presented model, and the elements that they
contain, are shown in Table 9.2. Note that for technical reasons the sort REAL is used for counting the
number of watchers and receivers of videos. 17
Sort

Description

Elements

PERSON_TYPE

A type of person, characterized by a combination
of number of connections and influence

{typeA, typeB, typeC, typeD}

REAL

the set of real numbers

the set of real numbers

INTEGER

the set of natural numbers

the set of natural numbers

TABLE 9.2 Sorts used

To formalise the dynamic relationships between these concepts, the following LEADSTO relationships
are used: 18
DDR1 (Determining number of virals per age class)
If
there are a number of virals V in a specific stage (age class) S
and
the specific stage S is smaller than the maximum number of stages
then
the number of virals V in the next stage will be a fraction of the virals in stage S
virals_in_stage(S,V)
& S < max_stages


virals_in_stage (S+1, V * viral_decay)

Note that this relationship has a limited role in the domain model, as the number of virals in the first
stage is fixed in the model (i.e. it is assumed that the same number of virals are distributed every
day). As a result, the distribution of the virals over the different age classes is also constant after the
first executions of this rule.
DDR2 (Determining the number of watchers)
If
there are a certain number of receivers R of type P of videos in stage S
and
there is an overall watch willingness w
then
the number of watchers of type P of videos in stage S will be R * w
receivers(P, S, R)
& watch_willingness(w)


watchers (P, S, R * w)

DDR3 (Determining total number of daily watchers)
If
there is a certain number of watchers W of type P of videos in stage S
then
the total number of daily watchers is the sum of all watchers of all types of videos in all stages
watchers(typeA, 1, x1) &
watchers(typeA, 2, x2) &
watchers(typeA, 3, x3) &
...
&
watchers(typeD, 5, x23) &
watchers(typeD, 6, x24)

 total_daily_watchers (x1+x2+x3+…+x23+x24)

17

When using fractions to calculate the new value of these variables, the value automatically becomes a real
value in the LEADSTO environment.

18

Note that the influence of people has been left out in the current specification.
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DDR4 (Determining total number of daily receivers)
If
there is a certain number of receivers R of type P of videos in stage S
then
the total number of daily receivers is the sum of all receivers of all types of videos in all stages
receivers(typeA, 1, x1)
&
receivers(typeA, 2, x2)
&
receivers(typeA, 3, x3)
&
...
&
receivers(typeD, 5, x23)
&
receivers(typeD, 6, x24)

 total_daily_receivers(x1+x2+x3+…+x23+x24)

Note that these summation can also be done in a more efficient way, i.e. by specifying relations that
describe how the sum depends on its elements. For reasons of clarity, a more straightforward (but
less elegant) approach has been followed.
DDR5 (Determining the average number of received videos)
If
there is a total number of daily receivers R
and
there is a populations size of P
then
the average number of received videos is R / P
total_daily_receivers(R) & population(P)


average_virals_pp (R / P)

DDR6 (Determining the watch willingness)
If
there is an average number of received videos Rp
then
the watch willingness is the basic watch willingness multiplied by a factor that gets smaller when the
average number of received videos approaches the maximum number of allowed videos
average_virals_pp(Rp)


watch_willingness(basic_watch_willingness * (1- Rp / max_rec_pp)

DDR7 (Determining the share willingness)
If
there is a share willingness of W
then
the share willingness is W
share_willingness(W)


share_willingness(W)

This relation specifies that the share willingness is constant factor. In the first timestep, W will be
initialized to the basic share willingness. This construction is useful to allow for later extension of the
model that will have a non-fixed value for the share willingness.
DDR8 (Determining the effectiveness)
If
there is a watch willingness of W
and
the total number of daily watchers X
then
the effectiveness is W * X
watch_willingness(W)
& total_daily_watchers(X)


effectiveness(W * X)

The next relation specifies the most important and most complex calculation in the domain model, as
it determines the number of people of different type that receive a video of a specific age class.
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DDR9 (Determining the number of receivers)
If
there are xA watchers of typeA of videos in stage S
and
there are xB watchers of typeB of videos in stage S
and
there are xC watchers of typeC of videos in stage S
and
there are xD watchers of typeD of videos in stage S
and
there is a population percentage of P for people of type X
and
there is a share willingness of W
then
the number of receivers of type X of videos in stage S is the P/100 multiplied by the share willingness,
multiplied by (1 – S / maximum number of stages), multiplied by the sum of all xA, xB, xC and xD times
the respective number of connections of each person type.
watchers(typeA, S, xA)
&
watchers(typeB, S, xB)
&
watchers(typeC, S, xC)
&
watchers(typeD, S, xD)
&
population_perc(X, P)
share_willingness(W)

 receivers(X,S, P/100 * W * (max_stages+1-S)/max_stages) *
(conn_typeA*xA+conn_typeB*xB+conn_typeC*xC+conn_typeD*xD))

9.2.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
This section presents an example simulation trace that was generated on the basis of the domain
model presented above. This trace is displayed in Figure 9.2. In this simulation, the distribution
between the different types of persons is 10%, 30%, 20% and 40% (for type A to D, respectively). The
average number of connections of persons of type A and B is 60, the average number of connections
for persons of type C and D is 10. The basic_watch_willingness is set to 0.40, while the
basic_share_willingness is set to 0.26. For the distribution of the virals over the different age classes,
the following settings are used: the maximum number of stages in the life of a viral is 6; every 5 days
70% of the virals moves to a next stage, the others are lost. The stage of a viral influences the
number of times it is forwarded to another person (assuming that virals in an early stage are more
often distributed than in a later stage). At each point in time, 20 virals are introduced in the first
stage (virals_in_stage(1,20) always holds). This is done by sending each viral to five people of type A
and to five people of type D.
In Figure 9.2 it can be seen that the total number of daily watchers initially grows according an
exponential curve, as expected. This is caused by both the growing number of virals that go around
(not only new videos, but also the videos of an older age class) and the viral distribution pattern.
However, around timepoint 30, the watch willingness drops sharply, caused by the average number
of received video that approaches the maximum number of acceptable video. As a result of this drop
in the watch willingness, the total number of daily watchers will not grow anymore but decline. This
has a positive effect on the watch willingness, which again results in a larger distribution. Eventually,
the situation stabilizes at some point. This scenario sometimes occur in reality, when a news gets a
“second life”: new people discover it and find it interesting enough to distribute it again.
Figure 9.3 shows the effect of a different distribution of the population: in this simulation run, the
typeA people only form 5 percent of the population. It can be seen that the growth rate is lower,
resulting in a more stable pattern.
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FIGURE 9.2 Example simulation trace for domain model
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FIGURE 9.3 Another example simulation trace for domain model, with less typeA people

9.3. M ODEL

FOR

A NALY SIS

This section introduces the model for analysis of viral campaigns, i.e. to what extent they fulfil
specific requirements. In Section 9.3.1, the main aspects of the model and their relations are
introduced. In Section 9.3.2, the detailed model is provided, and Section 9.3.3 presents an example
simulation trace.

9.3.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

To be able to analyse the dynamics of the spread of viral video, an ambient agent should, in principle,
be equipped with the domain model introduced in Section 9.2, and should be able to reason on the
basis of this model. Therefore, the model for analysis should contain more of less the same concepts
as the domain model, but now represented as beliefs and observations. Note that all items from the
domain model are represented as beliefs, except for the number of people that watch and receive a
video. It is assumed that an ambient agent connected to the video distribution platform (i.e.
youtube.com or something similar) can directly observe these values.
There are two aspects that are relevant to analyse. One is the watch willingness, which should be
above a certain value to keep the users happy. Another aspect is the effectiveness of all viral videos
together, as one can assume that both the makers of videos would like the fact that many people see
their work and appreciate it. Thus, four new concepts are added: the desire of an ambient agent to
have some minimal values for the watch willingness and the effectiveness, and the belief that these
minimal values are not met.
Below, an analysis model to assess a viral campaign is worked out in detail. This leads to the
following list of concepts that are needed for the analysis model:






belief on the population size
belief on the population distribution
belief on the number of connections of people of each type (on average)
belief on the influence of people of each type (on average)
observations on the number of people of each type that watch a video per timestep
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belief on the total number of people that watch a video per timestep
observations on the number of people of each type that receive a video per timestep
belief on the total number of people that receive a video per timestep
belief on the maximal acceptable number of received videos per day
belief on the average number of received videos per day
belief on the age class of a video
belief on the effectiveness of a viral campaign
belief on the willingness to share a video
belief on the willingness to watch a video
desire about the willingness to watch a video desired share rate
desire about the effectiveness of a viral campaign
belief on the discrepancy between the desired and actual watch willingness
belief on the discrepancy between the desired and actual effectiveness

The relationships between the concepts above that have a direct counterpart in the domain model
are similar to the relations specified in Section 9.2.1. In addition, the following dynamic relationships
are formulated:
Affecting the beliefs on discrepancies:





belief on the effectiveness affects belief on discrepancy of effectiveness
desire about the effectiveness affects belief on discrepancy of effectiveness
belief on the watch willingness affects belief on discrepancy of watch willingness
desire about the watch willingness affects belief on discrepancy of watch willingness

All dynamic relationships of the analysis model are visualised in Figure 9.4.
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FIGURE 9.4 The Analysis Model for the Spread of Viral Videos
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desire on
effectiveness

9.3.2. T H E D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, again a number of logical atoms are
introduced; see Table 9.3.
concept

formalisation

belief on population size

belief(agent, population(P:INTEGER))

belief on percentage of people of each type

belief(agent, population_perc(
P:PERSON_TYPE, I:INTEGER))

observation on number of people of each type that
watch a video of a specific age class per timestep

observed(agent, watchers(
P:PERSON_TYPE, A:INTEGER, R:REAL))

observation on number of people of each type that
receive a video of a specific age class per timestep

observed(agent, receivers(
P:PERSON_TYPE, A:INTEGER, R:REAL))

belief on total number of people that watch a video

belief(agent,
total_daily_watchers(R:REAL))

belief on total number of people that receive a
video

belief(agent,
total_daily_receivers(R:REAL))

belief on average number of received videos per day

belief(agent,
average_virals_pp(R:REAL))

belief on effectiveness of a viral campaign

belief(agent, effectiveness(R:REAL))

belief on age class of a video

belief(agent,
virals_in_stage(A:INTEGER, R:REAL))

belief on willingness to share a video

belief(agent,
share_williingness(R:REAL))

belief on willingness to watch a video

belief(agent, watch_willingness(R:REAL))

desire about willingness to watch a video

desire(agent, watch_willingness(R:REAL))

desire about effectiveness of a viral campaign

desire(agent, effectiveness (R:REAL))

belief on discrepancy of watch willingness

belief(agent, discrepancy(willingness))

belief on discrepancy of effectiveness

belief(agent, discrepancy(effectiveness))

TABLE 9.3 Formalisation of concepts used for analysis model

To formalise the dynamic relationships for the analysis model, the domain model rules have been
translated into analysis rules, i.e. by encapsulating the atoms within beliefs and observations. In
addition, the following new LEADSTO relationships are used:
ADR10 (Determining a discrepancy on the watch willingness)
If
the agent has a belief on a watch willingness of W
and
the agent has a desire to have a minimal watch willingness of Wn
and
W < Wn
then
the agent has a belief on a discrepancy on the watch willingness
belief(agent, watch_willingness(W) ) & desire(agent, watch_willingness(Wn) & W < Wn


belief(agent, discrepancy(willingness))

ADR11 (Determining a discrepancy on the effectiveness)
If
the agent has a belief on an effectiveness of E
and
the agent has a desire to have a minimal effectiveness of En
and
E < En
then
the agent has a belief on a discrepancy on the effectiveness
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belief(agent, effectiveness(W) ) & desire(agent, effectiveness (Wn) & W < Wn


belief(agent, discrepancy(effectiveness))

9.3.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
Also for the analysis model, simulation runs can be performed. Figure 9.5 shows a simulation of the
spread of 20 viral videos, with similar settings as the ones used for the domain-model simulation in
Section 9.2.3. In addition, the desire on the minimal watch_willingness has been set to 0.23 and the
desire on the effectiveness to 90000.

FIGURE 9.5 Example simulation trace for analysis model

One can see that the belief of the agent on the discrepancy between the desired watch willingness
and the actual value is true from timepoint 42. Although the willingness is for three brief periods
above the desired level, eventually the willingness is less than desired. For the effectiveness the
picture is even worse: in the start phase the campaign the effectiveness is still low because of the low
number of people that have received a link to the video. However, later it is below the desired value
as a consequence of the low watch willingness.

9.4. M ODEL

FOR

S UPPORT

This section introduces the model for supporting viral videos. In Section 9.4.1, the main aspects of
the model and their relations are introduced. In Section 9.4.2, the detailed model is provided, and
Section 9.4.3 presents an example simulation trace.

9.4.1. A N AL Y S I S

OF THE

M AI N A S PE C TS

AN D

T HE I R R E L A TI O N S

The result of the analysis of the spreading pattern may be that the watch willingness has become too
low, or that the effectiveness has become too low. In principle, the following options would result in
a better effectiveness or watch willingness:




seed the message to different type of users
reduce the total number of videos
send an email to users to propose to send less videos
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However, as the first two options involve global properties of the phenomenon which cannot be
directly influenced, the only realistic support action is the third item: propose a sharing rate. An
ambient agent could implement this by sending an email to ask a user to send fewer items, or even
by warning when too many items have been sent already.
This leads to the following additional concept that is needed for the support model:


proposal on sharing reduction

Related to this, the following dynamic relationships are added or changed with respect to the
support model:
Affecting the proposal on sharing reduction:



discrepancy of watch willingness affects proposal on sharing reduction
discrepancy of effectiveness affects proposal on sharing reduction

Affecting the share willingness:


proposal on sharing reduction affects belief on willingness to share a video

Figure 9.6 shows the new concepts integrated in the analysis model, thus forming the support model.
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FIGURE 9.6 The Support Model for the an effective spread of viral videos

9.4.2. T HE D E T AI L E D M O D E L
To formalise the concepts introduced in the previous section, the following logical atoms are used;
see Table 9.4.
Concept

Formalisation

proposal on sharing reduction

propose(agent, sharing_reduction)

TABLE 9.4 Formalisation of concepts used for support model
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Further, all relations as specified for the analysis model are part of the support model. In addition,
the following new relations are introduced:
SDR12 (Propose sharing reduction)
If
the agent believes that there is a high discrepancy with respect to the watch willingness,
then
the agent proposes a sharing reduction
belief(agent, discrepancy(willingness))

 propose(agent, sharing_reduction)

SDR13 (Reduce share willingness)
If
the agent has proposed a sharing reduction,
and
the agent believes that the share willingness is w
then
the agent believes that the share willingness is w – dw
propose(agent, sharing_reduction) & belief(agent, share_willingness(w)

 belief(agent, share_willingness(w - dw))

The following relation replaces an existing relation in the analysis model.
SDR7 (Keep previous share willingness)
If
the agent has not proposed a sharing reduction,
and
the agent beliefs that the share willingness is w
then
the agent beliefs that the share willingness is w
not(propose(agent, sharing_reduction))  belief(agent, share_willingness(w)

 belief(agent, share_willingness(w))

9.4.3. E X A M PL E S I M UL A TI O N
A simulation has been run to see the effect of the implemented support. For this simulation, the
support is only triggered by a belief on a discrepancy of the watch willingness (i.e. the dashed line in
Figure 9.6 has not yet been taken into account). The implementation of the relation between a belief
on a discrepancy of the effectiveness is left as exercise for the reader. In the simulation the same
initial settings are used as in the simulation of the analysis model. As dw, the amount by which the
share willingness is reduces at each timestep when agent proposed this, the value 0.005 has been
chosen.

9.5. D ISC USSION
In this chapter, a model for the spread of viral videos has been described. Although somewhat
different from the other domains discussed in this course, which directly describe human conditions
and processes, the chapter illustrates how a social process can be used to analyse both personal
conditions (i.e. the watch willingness) and global properties (the effectiveness) of a campaign. It is
possible to extend the model by adding different analysis options, such as restrictions on the total
number of unique viewers (coverage), or the growth rate of the viewers. Similarly, other support
action could be developed, especially when the perspective of a viral marketer is taken: e.g., one
could think of actions to distribute the virals via specific groups of people to achieve the highest
coverage or share rate.
The model that has been developed describes the process on the level of averages and totals, i.e.
averages watchers for different types, total number of watchers, number of virals per age class.
Another option would have been to model the process as a combination of many individual virals,
each of which is distributed according to domain rules.
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FIGURE 9.7 Example simulation trace for support model
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